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Abstract
Dramatic changes in the way we view software and information systems have
occurred during the past 20 years. Manual techniques have been replaced by data
dictionary products which are in

tur~

being replaced by computer aided software

engineering (CASE) or integrated project support environment (IPSE) systems.
A research and teaching metadata repository system, 'R.JPPL'E, is presented.
1\!PPL'E represents and manages a flexible and extensible internal conceptual model.

This conceptual model is derived by a synthesis of common concepts from a variety of
design methods. A layered structure is formed by successive abstractions of the
concepts and structures derived by that synthesis. This layered structure provides a
powerful metaphor for implementation of both the '1\lPPL'E repository and design
method repository support. Design methods can be defined in terms of this model.
Tools to aid the configuration of 1\!PPL'E to support a wide variety of methods are also
presented.

CYnce configured, '1\lPPL'E can provide repository support to tools

implementing these methods.

Support for information sharing, tool interaction

mediation and other important repository features is also provided.
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Chapter One : Introduction
1.1 A Brief Overview
Dramatic changes in the way we view software and information systems have occurred
during the past 20 years. New projects have exhibited increasing size, complexity and
the need for multiple system models. Data-oriented methodologies have flourished at
the expense of process-oriented ones. A number of methodologies- conveniently, if
somewhat loosely, described as "information engineering"- are based on the premise
that data items and their relationships remain relatively static while applications and the
requirements which lead to their construction are subject to greater and more frequent
changes.

Therefore we need tools and environments capable of maintaining

information about data items and their relationships i.e. metadata.
Most currently used methods were developed in the late '60s and throughout the
'70s. In the last decade many more have appeared. However, most betray roots in
these earlier methods. Some have been subjected to considerable academic interest and
study.

Successive researchers have re-worked and extended their capabilities.

Innovations such as workstations supporting graphical user interfaces and real-world
experience from applying methods have motivated many changes. Often new methods
or variants have resulted from such work. This progression of enhanced variants
forms evolutionary paths. [Chen76], [Mart81], [Mark83], [Mark84], [Mart85] and
[Teor86], illustrate such an evolution with the Entity Relationship Model (henceforth
referred to as the E-R Model). A similar evolution is evident in the Data Flow Diagram
methods.
Unfortunately, many of these efforts are perceived as academic curiosities or as too
diffjcult to integrate into existing systems. Often their re~ults have seen little or no use
in real-world applications, c.f. [Trip88], [Nass73]. Some, [Trip88], deservedly so
due to fundamental problems, shortfalls or inherent difficulty and complexity. Others,
however, do show promise such as the Nassi-Schneiderman method [Nass73].
Many methods have, to all intents and purposes, remained unchanged since their
creation. But they have seen changes in their implementations. Initially, using
methods manually I was the only option before computer implementations were built.
These systems have also seen dramatic evolution, particularly over the last decade as
computer technology rapidly became both cheap and powerful. Manual techniques
have been replaced by data dictionary products which are in turn being replaced by

1

'Manual' use typically means paper and pencil usc of a method. However, simple computer
applications including drawing packages Lhnt store model information but provide no data dictionary
capabilities also fall into this category.
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computer aided software engineering (CASE) or integrated project support
environment (IPSE) systems.
The progression of method implementations stems in part from the increasing size
and complexity of projects.

Also driving this process is the increasingly large

software maintenance problem and an increasing level of software reuse in new
systems. Manual implementations of methods are effectively usable for only very
small problems. The size of current problems and the need for communications
between tools makes using a manual version unpalatable. A similar situation now
confronts data dictionary products. They are unable to handle large problems and lack
necessary complexity management and information sharing abilities [Somm89].

1.2 Motivation
The methods and systems discussed in section 1.1 represent a major portion of the
"Information Engineering" world's evolution. The tools of the information and
software engineering professions have evolved considerably from tedious manual
drawings of data models to sophisticated integrated software engineering systems. It
is apparent, however, that progress to date has not been sufficient to meet the design
requirements of todays' software engineering projects. 'CASE' has not lived up to
expectations,

@@
Tools interface with Repository
and use services provided

Tools utilising and
communicating via
Repository

\ I

i'~t,~t 'v"t\1~' I

Repository System

~

Repository uses DBMS
to store information

( Dal1base Management System
Figure 1.1: Tool, Repository and DBMS interaction in an 'idealised' repository based system.
Transparent information sharing and tool interaction mediation are handled by the repository
system.

Great advances have been made in the documentation of data structures while
techniques for representing and using metadata, or data describing or characterising
data, have been developed.

Metadata has been used to aid the description of

information from different data models, such as theE-Rand Data Flow models, and
facilitate information exchange between them. The twin goals of developing quality
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software and information systems and the management of their evolution require this
data.
One major advantage of systems using metadata is their potential to allow a number
of tools, covering all phases of the software development cycle, to use this metadata in
a co-operative fashion. Tools using this information are able to enhance the quality of
model information they store and manipulate. Metadata may be stored in a common
repository (sometimes referred to as a dictionary or encyclopcedia) which may act as a
separate, possibly intelligent, entity independent of any tools. Figure 1.1 shows the
role such a repository plays in an 'idealised' system.
Unfortunately, this potential has not been fully realised. Many so-called CASE
tools are simply automated diagrammers unable to profit from the exchange of
metadata with other tools. In addition, this situation may be counter-productive with
respect to the people involved in the process. Many separate and complex tools
require a much larger staff training effort and may meet with resistance due to
complexities involved. In other cases, proprietary repository structures are a major
barrier to the development of 'plug-in' tools to address particular needs.
Many of the currently available CASE tools work in isolation, not interacting with
other tools. Little can be achieved in this fashion. Typically, facilities for exporting,
or importing, information have been limited and, in some cases, nonexistent. It has
proven difficult to encourage vendors to provide such facilities.

Many are,

understandably, unwilling to do so until infonnation interchange standards are agreed
upon. One proposed standard is COIF ([CADR89], [Orns88]), a set of extensions to
the EDIF standard [EDIF87]. This is an ASCII file format designed to cater for a
number of different methods.

Unfortunately, with many self-interested parties

involved, finalising a standard may take years. Even t_hen, dissatisfaction with the
result could further delay the time when a useful set of tools is capable of reliably
sharing design information.
A repository system independent of proprietary structures and capable of
addressing metadata interchange between tool systems could prove to be important to
the advancement of both industry and education/research/academia.

Such

advancement is not only measured in terms of the time required to design and build
systems, but also their quality assurance. Such assurance may be gained via more
complete and intelligent information interchange, model evolution and maintenance
control, and the use of appropriate design tools.
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1.3 Objectives
The problems outlined in section 1.2, and other related problems, are being addressed
in the research community, notably by such collaborative efforts as the ESPRIT
programme [Camp87]. The business community is also very active in this area
perhaps implying an idea whose time has come. 'R]PPDE was originally envisaged,
and has been developed, as a research and teaching vehicle. From its inception the
objectives foremost in its design have, to a large extent, been involved in addressing
the issues and problems outlined in section 1.2.
As a research and teaching vehicle 'R..l'lxpDE should be reliant on neither software
nor hardware not readily available to the wider research community. Ideally, the
lowest common denominator should be used.
The most important part of a repository is its fundamental underlying conceptual
model. It must be coherent, consistent, complete and flexible enough to provide the
facilities and capabilities required by tools using the repository. A repository without
such an underlying model may be unable to provide sufficient tool support. Problems
of this nature are difficult to fix without major upheaval and may result in the system
being ignored.

Figure 1.2: Diagram showing the N(N - 1) interfaces required if every method
is to communicate and interact with all other methods.

While it is desirable that the conceptual model exhibit properties mentioned above,
it is also desirable it does not become over-complex. The proposed CDIF standard
([CADR89], [Orns88]) contains some seven sections each describing information
structures used by different methods. However, such complexity in the conceptual
model of a repository seems unnecessary, indeed undesirable. Figure 1.2 shows how
this approach may lead to the requirement of a large number of interfaces between
supported methods. This also requires an ever-growing number of interfaces to be
implemented for each successive method that is added. CDIF's format is essentially
the concatenation of every concept in every method it supports. Its design philosophy
is to add the details of new methods to those already present. Doing so further
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increases its complexity and every user of the format must be made aware of the
changes.

Figure 1.3: Diagram showing the N interiaces required if all methods
communicate and interact only with a repository system.

Another approach is to utilise an abstraction capable of describing most, if not all,
of a method's information requirements. The abstraction's base may consist of a
minimal number of conceptual data objects. It may provide basic core structures with
the ability to indirectly describe concepts and their properties it cannot directly
represent. Such an approach allows new additions to the format without major
upheavals to its structure as a whole. Only those parts not representable directly by the
abstraction need explicit description. Figure 1.3 shows how this approach requires a
small number of interfaces to achieve the same effect as that shown in figure 1.2. For
each additional method added only one extra interface needs to be constructed.
A repository should be able to support the requirements of a wide variety of current
and future tools, each of which implements a particular method. It seems sensible that
the make-up of the tool set supported should be decided by the people using them. A
tool set used by one team or company may be very different from that used by another.
In Short, the repository shouldn't impose a predefined 1ool set on tool users. This
requires that it be able to support a variety of tools. Neither should the set of tools
supported be static. If a method not currently supported by the repository is desired
then the ability to add it should be present.
Tools such as Data Flow or E-R Model diagrammers are not alone in requiring
access to information stored in the repository. Report-writers, for example, also need
access to this information to produce their reports. It is through the repository tool
interface that information makes its way in, and out.

To facilitate this, the

repository/tool interface may be chameleon-like. An E-R tool may perceive the
interface as that of an Entity Relationship repository. Similarly a Data Flow tool may
perceive it as a Data Flow repository and so on. Each tool has access, via the
repository interface, to the information stored on its behalf. Report-writers may use
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the interface to access infom1ation stored by any number of tools. If the interface is to
behave in this manner it must be flexible and extensible.
An objective stated above is the ability of a repository to support a variety of
software tools. Each of these may manipulate, via and only via the repository
interface, information stored within it. Information sharing between software tools
allows one tool to modify infom1ation shared with others. These interactions between
tools need to be mediated by the repository system to ensure integrity maintenance of
the stored information. Figure 1.1 shows how a repository might interact with design
tools and the underlying database management system.

1.4 Introduction to CASE and IPSE
Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools have existed in the software
engineering world since the late '60s. The term has been applied to a broad spectrum
of systems from simple diagrammers to integrated tool sets. Integrated CASE tool sets
(also referred to as CASE workbenches or CASE shells) exhibit similar architectures
to that shown in figure 1.4. ·
Data
dictionary

-)

Structured
diagramming
tools

Query
language
facilities

Skeleton
code
generator

Forms
creation
tools

Report )
generation
facilities

Design analysi)
and checking
tools

Import/export
facilities

Figure 1.4: An architectural model for integrated CASE systems and workbenches.
Diagram from (Somm89], section 18.1.

Integrated Project Support Environment2 (IPSE) systems are recent arrivals in the
software engineering world. They are usually designed around an onion-ring like
architectural model. Figure 1.5 shows the structure of such a model. The name IPSE
implies a general purpose system usable in the design and construction of varied
projects. However, this has not always been the case. While general purpose IPSE
systems do exist, special purpose ones have also been constructed. The Ada Project
Support Environment (APSE) [Somm891, section 19.6, and the proposals outlined in

2

Sometimes referred to as an Integrated Programming Support Environment.
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[Defe85] are examples of specialised IPSEs that have been designed solely to design
and produce systems in the ADA language. Other IPSE systems include Aspect
[Hitc88], MAJIC [Sutc87], Eclipse fAlde85l, IPSE [Sell85] and I-Star [Dows87].
User Interface

Public Tool

Interface
Figure 1.5: An 'onion ring' layered architectural model for IPSE systems. Diagram from
[Somm89]. section 19.0.

1.4.1 A Comparison of CASE & IPSE
Historically, CASE systems have been stand-alone or simple tool sets. They are often
designed to perform a single task such as Data Flow Diagramming with data dictionary
support. Many stand-alone tools work in isolation with rudimentary information
import and export capabilities. Co-operation between such systems is poor and they
often have radically different interfaces. In some instances they are able to work in
concert with others, however, integration of tools has often been a feature of those
supplied by a particular vendor. Other vendors have found it difficult to produce tools
capable of integration with such systems.
Examples of stand-alone CASE tools are E-R and Data Flow diagrammers, NassiSchneiderman [BLUE] and Action Diagram charters. KnowledgeWare: Information
Engineering Workbench (IEW), CADRE: TeamWork and Index Technology:
Excelerator provide examples of integrated CASE tool sets.
Currently, CASE systems exist that are capable of generating code from design
specifications.

Most of these either only produce skeleton code or require

modifications to the generated code to produce the final system. Code generated in
such a 'write once' fashion is typically patched as bugs are fixed and the system is
extended during its life-cycle. These CASE systems are not easily capable of reverse
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engineering changing systems. The importance of re-engineering should not be underestimated ([Zelk78]. Re-designing and re-implementing systems rather than applying
patches provides better quality assurance for the end result. Also, systems resulting
from such an approach are more readily modified to suit changing requirements.
Figure 1.6 shows how better quality assurance may reduce the cost of software
systems. Better quality, especially in the requirements, specification and design
phases, can significantly reduce the cost of later maintenance [Zelk79].
Module Test 8%
Code 7%
DesignS%~

Specification 3%
Requirements 3%

~

~
f--------=-

Maintenance 67%

Figure 1.6: Breakdown of effort required to produce and maintain a system. Diagram
from [Zelk78), page 9.

As the development of a system proceeds, the cost to correct any error increases.
In the preliminary design phases errors are very cheap to correct while errors during
operation, such as data loss, may be very expensive. Figure 1.7 shows how cost
increases the later an error is discovered.
IPSE systems provide a common environment within which activities such as Data
Flow diagramming are supported in a consistent and coherent manner.

Some

integrated CASE systems now provide similar environments. Often based on a
DBMS, IPSE systems provide an integrated repository in which design information is
stored. The repository is overseen by an object management layer responsible for the
management of all objects held within the repository.

Version management,

consistency checking and mediation of tool interactions are all part of this layer's
function. The main distinguishing feature between CASE and IPSE systems is the
lack of this layer. CASE repositories are essentially a collection of the separate tool
repositories rather than a single integrated one. Overlapping sections within the
repository occur more by chance than by design.
The environment provided by an IPSE is, perhaps, the biggest asset next to the
repository and object management layers. The ability to move from analysis & design
to coding to testing phases etc. all within the same environment is a major advantage.
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Transparent information sharing between 'tools' implementing such phases places the
usefulness and abilities of IPSE systems far beyond those of CASE systems.
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Figure 1. 7: The relative cost of fixing errors versus phase of development. The upper and
lower curves represent a 95 percent confidence interval. Diagram from [Shoo83], pg. 15.

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show basic architectural differences between integrated CASE
tool sets and IPSE systems. Integrated CASE systems typically have a set of tools
utilising some common repository but with tools themselves being distinct from one
another. The IPSE structure is a layered one where tools work beneath a seamless
environment. It may become difficult to distinguish the boundaries of these tools.

1.4.2 A comparison of '1\_JPPL'E with CASE & IPSE
'1\JPPDE is neither a CASE nor an IPSE system. Rather, it is a system that could

replace the data dictionary or encyclopcedia facilities used by such systems. It does
not, itself, provide facilities such as ER modelling capabilities. '1\lPPDE represents
and manages a flexible and extensible internal conceptual model. Other methods can
be defined in terms of this model. Tools exist to aid the configuration of '1\lPPDE to
support a wide variety of methods. Once configured, '1\_!PP£./E can provide repository
support to tools implementing these methods. Support for information sharing and
tool interaction mediation are also provided.
It is more than just a data dictionary system though. In terms of figure 1.5 it
represents the database, object management and public tool interface sections. In
terms of figure 1.4 it represents the central information repository and all necessary
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interfacing layers. It is in fact, closer in kinship to the structure depicted in figure 1.1
than those shown in figures 1.4 and 1.5. Here, 'R]PPi./E would exist as the repository
system, interfacing with a database system below it, and liaising with tools using it for
information management. This diagram ignores the role of an operating system and
facilities for 'trusted' clients using the repository.
Sommerville's onion ring model provides a close structural model for 'R]PP.£/E but
for one main difference shown in figure 1.8. Here, the object management layer has
an internal, stratified structure. The database, operating system and tool layers are
identical to those shown in figure 1.5. At the lower level of the object management
layer the metadata (data about data) used by '1\f'lXFL'E is stored. Not only does 'R]PPL'E
use metadata, but also meta-metadata (data about data-models). This occupies the
middle level of the object management layer. The top level, meta-meta-metadata,
might be considered to contain data about repository models such as 'R]PP.£/E. Some
tools interfacing with the object management layer may be capable of using more than
one level within it.
In reality this progression of abstractions must eventually come to an end. For
'R]PPL'E the meta-meta-metadata level is this end. Here, the data structures are locked
down- they are themselves the meta-meta-metadata. They, in their turn contain the
meta-metadata that describes the metadata and so on. The levels of this structure are
explained in detail in Chapter Four.
Object Management

Tool Layer
Figure 1.8: An expansion of Sommerville's onion ring IPSE model (figure 1.5). This diagram
shows how 'RJPPL'E introduces structure into the object management layer. Each layer is an
abstraction of the layer beneath it. The manner in which these layers are derived is the
subject of Chapter Four.

1.5 Why does 'R.]PPL'E use a Relational DBMS?
At the inception of this project it was decided to use a relational database as the basis
for the repository. 'l(fPPL'E has been implemented on top of Ingres ([Ston85],
[Date87]) using embedded QUEL ([Ston76], [Ston85]). But why a relational system?
Why not implement it on top of Prolog and use its inference engine? The reasons for
using a relational database system over others <u·e numerous:
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""* Relational database management systems are already used in a number of existing
CASE and IPSE systems such as lEW [Know] and DEC's CDD/Repository
[Naec91].

""* Ingres is widely-available, off-the-shelf technology. It possesses a well defined
query language that may be embedded in a variety of host languages. In this case
C has been chosen as the host language.

"*

Relational databases provide low level integrity management through built in
locking, concurrency, checkpointing and transaction facilities. Multi-user access,
security of stored information and the ability to handle the large volumes of
information generated in the development of systems are further advantages of
relational databases.

"* Implementations of both C and Ingres are available on a wide variety of platforms.
This provides a high degree of portability. Ease of porting, modification and
extension of PJPPDE are important considerations, especially as 'RJPP£/E is an
academic exercise.
"* Tools require access to d\.IPPDE to manipulate stored information. They should
not manipulate information in the repository directly, but should pass instructions
to it via an intetface. It should behave as a server independent of the tools using it.
The Sun Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [Sun88] system provides a simple and
convenient way of implementing such an interface (discussed in Chapter Nine).
"*Version management tools are used within IPSE systems to track changes made to
many different types of objects. These include design objects such as Entity
Relationship entities, specifications & requirements, source files etc ... In light of
this a repository must be capable of providing version management services.
Relational databases perform these activities much -better than, for instance, a
Prolog system.

1.6 Summary
In this chapter the background, motivation and objectives of VPPL'E have been
discussed. An introduction to CASE and IPSE has been presented and a comparison
made with PJPPi/Eitself.
Chapter Two contains a review of the "state of the art" in the CASE and IPSE
fields. Examples are examined, compared and contrasted with other systems and
perceptions of their respective 'ideals'.

They are interpreted in relation to the

objectives of this thesis to determine what is worth preserving from these systems and
what is lacking.
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Chapters Three & Four examine how the 'RJPPDE's conceptual data model was
conceived and derive a hierarchical model, dubbed a 'metadata hierarchy'. This is
used as the basis of a powerful abstraction mechanism used in conjunction with
'lUPPL'E' s conceptual data model.
In Chapter Five the concept of a method definition is proposed. Its use and
usefulness are explored with special emphasis placed on the relationship of 'method
definitions' with the 'R..fPPL/E repository system.
Chapter Six goes on to explain the roles and uses of semantics in 'l{fPPDE while
Chapter Seven discusses the information sharing facilities provided by the 'R..[PPDE
system.
Chapter Eight demonstrates the method definition system and a small application
(named Toolset). The method definition tool is used to create definitions for the Chen
E-R model, the Teorey, Yang & Fry Extended E-R model and the Gane & Sarson Data
Flow model. Toolset is then used to create a simple model and demonstrate the
capabilities of the 'R..FPPL/E repository.

RIPPLE Method Definition System
Methods active within the RIPPLE model 'demo'
Oeser i p t ion

Method Name
Chen

Entlt~Relatlonshl.

oftDjml l:lt&IZiu

Chen En ti

f "''
Extended Entity Relationship
Ripple System Administration

t~

ReI a ti ons~ Method

®Diititfll bDIIZh¥1Ml

Extended Entity Relationship Method
Ripple System Administration

-

Place cursor on row and select desired operation from menu.
Creale<1>

Edit(2)

Deiete(3)

Authorise(4)

Help(PF4)

>

Figure 1.9: Title screen of the method definition system.

Figures 1.9 and 1.10 show snaps from Method definition and Toolset systems
respectively. They show the initial screens presented to the user. In each of these
systems the user selects a method in which to define concepts and the like (in Method

Definition) or to manipulate a model (in Toolset).
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RIPPLE Toolset Appl !calion
Methods working on mode I ""de=m=o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Method Name

Oeser i pl ion

R~~m

~e S~stem Administration
Administration
i\®SIRmj1feiWH!np ir.'
~~lfft~mr:!mmBJ~Iru~_Extended Entity Relationship
Extended Entity Relationship Method
Data Flow Diagram
Data Flow Diagram Method

c

Place cursor on row and select desired operation from menu.
Edlt(1)

Redlsplay<2>

Help<PF4)

Quit<PF3)

Figure 1.10: Screen showing a list of Chen E-R attributes in the demonstration model.

Chapter Nine provides an in depth look at implementation issues facing the
construction of VPPL'E repository system. Further, this chapter describes the
extensible interface that allows tool applications to treat 'R]PPL'E as a repository server
and make use of its services.
Finally, Chapter Ten concludes the thesis with a discussion of how this project has
met and achieved the goals set for it. Further, a brief discussion of potential
applications and extensions that may be made to 'RJPPL'Eis presented.
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Chapter Two: A Survey of Existing CASE and IPSE
Systetns
2.1 Introduction
A great many systems claim to be CASE tools. A recently completed survey,
[Schm90], lists 73 different tools and systems available today. The surveyed
systems cover a wide range of hardware platforms and levels of sophistication.
Included are well known systems such as IEW by KnowledgeWare and Excelerator
by Index Technology. CASE technology has pervaded a large section of the MIS
community. The extent and impact of this has been the subject of yet another
report, [CSDP89J. Despite the small number of questionnaires returned, this report
illustrates some of the problems with current CASE technology and its use in the
industry.
This chapter attempts to gain a perspective view on the world of CASE and
IPSE systems. It reviews examples from commercially vended systems and the
research community. In particular, this exercise will highlight not only current
trends and directions, but also neglected or overlooked areas in systems. Such
areas are of great interest in the design of a new repository. They provide a
catalogue of mistakes and oversights- a useful guide. In addition, it provides the
motivation to make sure the conceptual model design for <J?JprPDE is capable of
redressing these mistakes and oversights. Failure to do this begs history to repeat
itself.
A number of CASE and IPSE systems are reviewed in this chapter. Information
on each has been gathered from a variety of sources. These include publications,
surveys, industry pamphlets and advertising material. Advertising material is of
dubious use due to its rather biased nature. However, it is sometimes useful to
compare claims and statements made in this material with others present in the
literature. Unfortunately, space prevents an exhaustive and comparative review of
CASE and IPSE systems. In light of this systems which have been included are
considered to be representative of those available today.
Section 2.2 considers a selection of stand-alone CASE tools and reviews
inadequacies and problems inherent with them. Section 2.3 advances to the more
sophisticated integrated CASE tool sets. These systems are considered to be at the
forefront of CASE technology today - if only by virtue of being market leaders.
Section 2.4 considers current, commercially available, IPSE systems. Finally, in
section 2.5, a number of research projects are surveyed, particularly in the IPSE
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research area. Such research projects are good indicators of future trends and
directions in software engineering industry.

2.2 Stand-alone CASE tools
2.2.1 What Distinguishes Stand-alone CASE Tools?
A stand-alone CASE tool is very much as the name suggests - it stands alone.
Such a tool acts in isolation from any other tool -even though it may be working in
conjunction with other tools upon the same project. These tools maintain their own
private databases or data dictionaries containing design information. In this way
some information may be highly redundant between data dictionaries.
Redundancy, if not correctly managed, allows inconsistencies to occur with respect
to information stored by other tools, stand-alone or not.
The seriousness of problems such as redundancy should not be underestimated.
In the Chen E-R model alone a moderately complex problem may contain some
hundred entities, five hundred to a thousand attributes and perhaps more than a
hundred relationships. This volume of information is not difficult to control and
maintain within the confines of a single system. But if another system, such as a
Data Flow modeller, is also being used, a significant proportion of this information
will be explicitly duplicated between them. Failure to control this redundancy has
serious repercussions in later stages of the softwares' life cycle.
Stand-alone tools often rely on clumsy techniques to import and export design
information where such abilities are present. Predominantly such information is
exported from the tool to a file in a particular format. The receiving tool must then
read- the file to import the information. Because of the fixed file format information
may be lost in this process. This may be due to the format not being able to express
all the required information. This problem is similar to that experienced with data
transfer in the GIS industry.
A lack of agreements for interchange formats further complicates matters
([EDIF87] and [CADR89] are exceptions, but have not been widely adopted).
Considerable time and effort may be invested in entering similar data into different
tools. Often Herculean efforts are required to ensure a high level of consistency.
The existence of complex systems controlling movement and usage of information
in software projects are in part due to such problems Standards organisations such
as ANSI and IEEE have been active preparing standards for software engineering
documentation and design such as ANSI standards 933 (software requirements
specification and 929 (software test documentation). However, the resulting paper
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blizzard that ensues when such systems are used is difficult to manage and requires
further tools to automate their use.

2.3 Integrated CASE Tool Sets
2.3.1 What Distinguishes Integrated CASE Systems?
'Integration' becomes a somewhat fuzzy term when it is applied to CASE systems.
Early integrated CASE tool sets were little more than a collection of stand-alone
tools utilising an agreed upon import/export file format. Each tool maintained a
private data dictionary physically separate from all other dictionaries. Almost
without exception a single vendor supplied the entire set of tools in use. More
modern examples utilise a common repository, or encyclopcedia, for information
storage. Information is integrated with that stored by other tools in a single,
coherent data dictionary. Information in the repository may be accessed by any
member of the tool set. Such access is usually controlled by restrictions within the
tools themselves.
Even so, some of these common repository systems exhibit 'partitioning'. That
is, different tools use different partitions within the repository to store information.
In this way the data dictionaries are physically in the same place, but are logically
separated, or partitioned.

These require explicit merging stages to resolve

redundancies and consistency conflicts. This is illustrated in the Auto-Mate plus
CASE system [Croz89]. It appears integrated CASE tool sets are not all they seem,
or claim to be.
These systems have regarded the integration concept as applying to the tools,
and-User interfaces etc, rather than the information they manage. Integration should
also apply to the repository where the information is stored. Having many different
data dictionaries existing, separately, within the same repository is not integration.
Integration on this rather superficial level inhibits building extensibility into both
tool and repository systems. This is a significant disadvantage in their design.
Some systems, such as Knowledgewares' lEW, provide a 'public' tool interface
allowing access by other tools produced by other vendors to repository services.
Unfortunately these public tool interfaces often allow access only to a subset of the
services provided by the repository. This is partly due to the 'trusted' status of
tools produced by the same vendor. Trusted tools may utilise services not available
in the public tool intetface [Somm89] chapter 19.
A common approach to providing an integrated CASE tool set is to create a
'Workbench' such as those provided by IEW and Yourdan's Software Engineering
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Workbench. However, Martin I Mart88] points out common deficiencies with
CASE workbenches including:

•!• A lack of standardisation making infmmation interchange between different
workbenches difficult or even impossible.

•!• A lack of facilities which allow a method to be tailored or customised to a
particular application or class of applications. For example, it is not usually
possible for a user to take a built-in rule and replace it with one of their own.
Moreover, the tool or workbench may not support the required analysis
techniques.
The first of these is a continuation of the information interchange problems
inherent to stand-alone systems. The second point underscores the way in which
many CASE tool sets, or workbenches, approach provision of design methods.
The supplied methods are very often hard-wired with respect to the fundamental
concepts and actions within methods.

Some, lEW included, allow different

diagramming notations to be used, for example, in drawing ER diagrams. This is
hardly the same and represents little more than 'syntactic sugar'.

2.3.2 Information Engineering Workbench (lEW)
lEW [Know] is supplied by KnowledgeWare (USA) and is marketed by Ernst
Young Tohmatsu. lEW is a PC based product in use since 1986. Its basic
structure is of a central encyclopcedia into which a range of tools store design
information. lEW uses this encyclopcedia to integrate the information gathered at
each design stage. From it a complete and consistent picture of the application may
be built.
lEW supports a methodology that belongs t6 the 'information
engineering' school [Mart84] and [Mart86], which starts at a higher
level of abstraction (strategic planning) than software engineering[Croz89] page 486.
Structurally, lEW is split into a number of 'workstations'. The Planning
Workstation develops strategic needs of an organisation and stores this information
in the encyclopcedia. The Analyst Workstation uses the Knowledge Co-ordinator
and Encyclopcedia to create a tigourous logical model. The Design Workstation
takes this logical model and produces a physical model which may be used by
Gamma, a mainframe-based integrated systems generator.
It is interesting to note that JEW requires two systems, working together, to
allow the Analyst Workstation to function. Encyclopcedia is the system responsible
for managing the encyclopcedia itself. If the information stored within this is well
structured and non-redundant, as is hoped in a repository, why is the 'Knowledge
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Co-ordinator' required? What function does it perform that is not logically part of
the analysis or of the encyclopceclia system?
lEW provides automated nom1alisation of data structures and has good support
for view integration and consistency checking. This is an interesting claim as
normalisation cannot be done properly without details of functional and multivalued dependencies [Fagi79], [El-M80] and [Kent83].

JEW infers these

dependencies from relationships. Inferring functional and multi-valued dependency
information from relationships cannot guarantee Boyce/Codd normal form [Kent83]
or higher normal forms. BCNF requires details of dependencies between attributes
within relations that cannot be inferred from relationships alone. It provides for
sub-types and generalisation hierarchies within its E-R modelling framework.
Unfortunately relationships are restricted to binary relationships only [Croz89].
Further, the restriction to binary relationships may cause ternary and higher
relationships to represented in fashions that are awkward, or even incorrect.
In [Croz89], lEW has received the most praise. It certainly provides abilities
and services that are much more sophisticated than those in Excelerator (section
2.3.3) and Auto-Mate Plus (section 2.3.4). However, the modelling facilities
provided by lEW are very static - the only customisation allowed is of
diagramming conventions. Additionally, basic features and concepts of methods
have been discarded. In the E-R modeller the restriction to binary relationships
only must be seen to be a handicap particularly in relation to n-ary relationships.

2.3.3 Excelerator
Index Technology Corporation's (InTech) Excelerator [Exce] is a PC-based
product. It was one of the first products to enter the 'analyst workbench' market in
1984. It provides both data and process modelling support and is not linked to any
specific method.
Excelerator supports methodologies that start from a general view of
the system and then decompose each process until all its parts can be
implemented in program code.- [Croz89] page 486.
Excelerator bases its data modelling facilities on the E-R Model and Bachman
data structure diagrams. Chen's original model and another from the Merise system
[Cent78] are the Entity Relationship variants used. However, the differences
between them are largely cosmetic. Only binary relationships are supported and no
provision for relationship membership class is made. Additionally, no direct
support for more advanced features present in the Extended E-R Model is present.
No normalisation of the resulting structures is carried out by the system. The only
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analysis supported by Excelerator is of record description consistency and possible
violations of third normal fom1.
As with lEW (discussed above in section 2.3.2), Excelerator also provides a
very static set of modelling tools. Customisation is non-existent and there is no
ability to extend the system to support other methods. An example of other
problems with such systems is graphically shown in a figure on p265 [Mart85]
showing an E-R diagram produced by Excelerator. Over one hundred entities are
arranged in a regular grid with relationships forming complex railway tracks in the
gaps between them. The diagram is extremely hard to make sense of and would be
of questionable value in the form presented.

2.3.4 Auto-Mate Plus
Auto-Mate Plus, developed for the UK Government, was specifically designed to
support the Learmouth and Burchett Management Systems (LBMS) [Lear] and the
Structured Systems Analysis and Design Methodology (SSADM) [Long87]
methods.
Like Excelerator, it [Automate Plus] enters the life-cycle at the
business system analysis stage and provides good support for the
analysis and design stages in the form of data and process modelling
with an integrated data dictionary and extensive reporting facilities.[Croz89] page 487.
Auto-Mate Plus allows both 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' modelling methods.
Each of these approaches is followed separately. A 'composite logical data design'
stage is used to merge the two resulting models. This required merging stage
strongly indicates a partitioned, or non-integrated, data dictionary. Each partition
acts_as a separate entity with no reference to the infonpation contained in other
partitions. Thus redundancies and inconsistencies must be resolved in the merging
stage. Having to merge the two models presents opportunities for problems to
occur if collisions between the two models are not handled correctly.
Extensive normalisation and data analysis tools are incorporated into Auto-Mate
Plus, but appear to be of little value as they have almost no 'intelligence' and are of
limited use.
For example, the nonnalisation tool consists of a dialogue in which the
user is led through the various normal forms for each of his entities
and is asked to identify repeating groups and undesirable functional
dependencies.- [Croz89] page 488.
Similar qualities mar the provision of a 'relation optimisation' tool. This
approach is little better than performing these tasks manually with pen and paper.
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Coupled with obvious flaws in the design and use of its data dictionary facilities,
Auto-Mate Plus falls far short of the potential of CASE systems.

2.4 Integrated Project Support Environments
2.4.1 Introduction
Section 1.4.2 presented an initial comparison of CASE and IPSE systems. IPSE
systems are relatively new in the field of software engineering. Currently there are
few commercial examples of IPSE systems. However, there are a number of these
systems in development, both in the commercial and academic worlds. There is a
high level of academic interest in these systems as researchers push forward the
frontiers of software engineering. Particular examples may be found within the
confines of the ESPRIT programme.

2.4.2 Ada Project Support Environment (APSE)
Commissionedby the US Department of Defence as the successor to FORTRAN
for all DoD contract work, ADA is used to write a large number of complex
software systems. During Ada's development the need for an associated support
environment was recognised. The Stoneman proposals [Buxt80] envisage an ADA
programming environment that is portable and available on a variety of machines.
The achievement of this level of portability prompted a three level system of
program support to be suggested. A kernel environment KAPSE, a minimal
environment MAPSE and the full ADA environment APSE form an architectural
model shown in figure 2.1.

8
Interface specs.
Figure 2.1: The organisation of an APSE. Diagram from (Somm89] Chapter
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Sommerville notes that the requirements for an integrated generic support
environment overlap to such an extent it is likely that Ada environments will be built
by configuring general-purpose environments with Ada specific tools. In the
decade since the Stoneman proposals were published, a few further proposals have
emerged such as [Defe85] which has been agreed upon. However this is lacking in
several important facilities. In 1989 development of their specifications was still
underway. This serves to illustrate the time required for decision processes
regarding the future course of development of these systems.

2.4.3 Eclipse and Aspect
Eclipse [Alde85], [Cart88] and Aspect [Hitc88], [Hall85] are funded and supported
by the UK Alvey Programme.
Aspect is termed an 'IPSE kit' (in the manner of PCTE [Groo89]) which is
subsequently populated by tools such as compilers, debuggers and management
tools. It attempts to support the whole software development process in addition to
providing an environment ·for the easy interworking of tools. Objects may be
shared between developers and are stored in a central database. Users of the
system develop within private areas and may 'publish' versions of objects to be
shared by others. All functions provided by the Aspect system are made available
through its Public Tool lnte1face (PTI).
Eclipse set out with the aim of devising a basic structure with its own coherent
philosophy, but which is capable of supporting the mainstream methods, notations
and languages. Other features emphasized are a derivation procedure mechanism to
define system structure in advance of code components and the re-use of existing
components. This system is then populated with tools to provide the final IPSE
system used to develop software systems. Eclipse is a closed system in that there is
no public interface allowing outside tools to make use of information stored in the
repository.

2.5 Current Research Projects
Research into integrated CASE tool sets and IPSE systems is currently a hot topic
in the academic community. Commercial interests are also very active in this area
fuelled by the high level of competition and opportunities in the information
technology market place. Volpe, Welty & Company, a San Francisco based CASE
research organisation, estimated the CASE market exceeded $US 2.3 billion in
1990 and expects that to rise to $US 5 billion by 1993. They estimate that Digital
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Equipment Corporation's CASE programme alone earned more than 10 percent of
its total revenues in 1990.
In the IPSE research area the collaborative ESPRIT project is perhaps the largest
to date. Other, smaller projects, like SOCRATES, are also contributing valuable
research results.

2.5.1 SOCRATES
SOCRATES [Hofs90] project was established by the Software Engineering
Research Centrum (SERC) in Utrecht, the Netherlands in June 1989. SOCRATES
focuses on improvement of the automated support of information modelling
processes. This is realised by the development of a new architecture of CASE tools
that reflects both the tasks and models resulting from the modelling process. Thus
the final product of the SOCRATES project will be a prototype of this architecture.
Past CASE tools and methods have held a view of the data or process
requirements of the system being modelled. It is claimed in SOCRATES that it is
necessary to have knowle.dge of both sides of the requirements engineering.
SOCRATES is designed to provide au to mated support and not replace the user in
the modelling process. Guidance and advice is offered to the user by the system
based on an explicit strategy extracted from experienced practitioners. By using
such information explicit knowledge about information modelling processes is not
required.
This approach will result in workbench implementing an information modelling
process and containing heuristic decision making and guidance facilities to aid the
user. However, these are all based on the opinions and views of the interviewed
'experienced practitioners'. The quality of this information is highly dependent on
the quality of the 'knowledge acquisition' and 'knowledge representation'
processes. The knowledge representation process itself is based on a specially
designed method, called SOCRAMOD, based on NIAM ([Leun87], [Nijs89]) and a
rule specification language. Finally MRL (Method Representation Language) is
used to describe the resulting system from which a workbench shell is created.
Unfortunately, SOCRATES cannot make good use of other methods added to the
system without the 'experienced practitioners' to supply knowledge to the heuristic
decision making and guidance facilities. In addition, the complexity involved in
describing information modelling processes to SOCRATES results in
configurations that are not easy to change.
Organisations involved in software engineering activities, and who already have
well established information modelling processes in place, may find the strategy
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proposed by SOCRATES to be intrusive. Its adoption may require the organisation
to change its information modelling process to one supported by SOCRATES.
Alternatively, it may have to go through the knowledge acquisition and
representation processes before developing the required SOCRATES workbench
shell. This may take a considerable time and carry no guarantees regarding the
ability of the new implementation to faithfully, or accurately, reproduce its
information modelling process. Integration of systems already in use by the
organisation with SOCRATES appear to be difficult, if not impossible. Faced with
these prospects, such an organisation may well elect to use an alternate system.

2.5.2 ESPRIT and PCTE
ESPRIT is a ten year research programme (1983-1992) of the European
Communities. The programme is controlled by the CEC (Commission of the
European Communities).

Projects are undertaken by 'partners' (industries,

universities etc ... ) in at least two different European countries. One partner acts as
a 'prime contractor' and is charged with supplying the project manager. Together,
the 'prime contractor' and other partners fonn 'the consortium' [Groo89].
The ESPRIT programme has undertaken to encourage European interest in
information technology. It aims to allow the European information technology
industry to compete with the rest of the world and to contribute to international
standards. Developments in a number of projects within the ESPRIT programme
may be found in [Ande91].
The acronym PCTE is derived from the phrase 'A basis for a Portable Common
Tool Environment'.

PCTE was a project carried out within the ESPRIT

programme from October 1983 until April 1988.
The main objective of the (PCTE) project was to provide a definition
of a support environment for software engineering applications. The
focus of the PCTE project is on the interface between an operating
system and a class of applications.- [Groo89] page 136.
PCTE is dedicated to the operation and construction of software engineering tool
environments. It has played a role in many other ESPRIT projects especially those
concerned with software engineering environments. Several have the objective of
building IPSEs on top of it (see figure 2.2).
Tools

_.,..._ Tools Interface

Intennediate Layer

PCTE Interface

Operating System
Computer Hardware
Figure 2.2 A layered architecture illustrating the role played by PCTE.
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A similar system to PCTE has been developed in the United States of America.
Common APSE Interface Set (CAIS), is an interface specification at operatingsystem level for ADA software development environments [Defe85]. It is designed
to allow APSE systems to be more portable between different operating systems.

2.6 What may we learn from these systems?
The tools and systems outlined in this chapter have revealed aspects of
themselves that may be learned from. Both strengths and weaknesses have become
evident.

Repository support, integration at the information and tool levels,

conceptual design, extensibility and flexibility of the underlying architecture are key
aspects.
The importance of extensibility, particularly within the repository base and its
interface, must be stressed. This is lacking in all commercially vended CASE
toolsets and workbenches reviewed. Chapter Nine discusses how 'RJPPL'E
provides for this repository feature.
Many outlined systems, including proposed standards for information
interchange, exhibit considerable complexity in their design. Little attention appears
to have been paid to the provision of coherent conceptual models, particularly
within commercially vended systems. Reviewed research projects have fared better
to varying degrees. This indicates the extra attention paid to design of these
systems. Those which do have conceptual models are often complex and formaltype lattices etc compared with the clean and simple conceptual model used by
i(JPPL'E (described in Chapter Three).
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Chapter Three: Design of the 1\._IPP£./E Core Model
3.1 Introduction
Before 'RJPPL'E can begin to look like a repository it must possess an underlying
conceptual model. This model describes not only the internal structures used to
store both design and repository information but the ways these structures are
utilised. As mentioned in section 1.3, constructs with sufficient expressive power
and flexibility to cater for metadata requirements of a wide range of methods are
required. One set of such constructs is explored in Chapter Four. The structures
presented in that chapter demonstrate both an elegant layered form and the
feasibility and practicality of such a conceptual model.
We wish to find an abstract model to which other methods may be fitted. How
may we produce specifications for this model? One approach could be to take an
existing method and base the core model of Cf\.f1XJ!L'E upon the conceptual structure
of that method. This approach is fraught with questions and problems. Which
method should be selected? ·What criteria should be used to select it? How may we
assess its ability to adapt to changing requirements and new methods? Does there
even exist such a method? We do not only want the ability to provide the required
structural report but also a clean and elegant solution.
If this approach were undertaken, it is likely that an E-R Model variant would be
a candidate, if not the choice. Its expressive power, especially in later variants,
would certainly cater for many requirements of the conceptual model. However,
the E-R model is by no means perfect and questions would remain as to its ability
to cope, particularly for process oriented methods. Why pick a particular method
as the basis of this conceptual model? Why not have the best of all worlds?
This chapter examines the problem of conceptual model design for the core
structures of the 'RJPPL'E repository. A number of existing methods are examined
to investigate the suitability of concepts present in each. From this survey of
concepts and structures, the core concepts and structures for the 1\..[PPL'E repository
are distilled.

3.2 A Brief Survey of Metadata Requirements
Every method has a specific set of model storage requirements intimately related
with its conceptual sn·ucture. Entity Relationship methods, for example, need to
store information about attributes (properties), descriptions of their domains (value
sets), entities (structured groups of attributes) and relationships between entities.
Data Flow methods need to store infom1ation about processes (that transform data
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flows), data flows (flowing between processes), descriptions of the flowing data
(data definitions) as well as file stores, sources and sinks etc ...
In the remainder of this section, requirements for a number of commonly used
methods are examined and dissected. The methods examined are not an exhaustive
collection. They were chosen to represent both process and data oriented methods
and are well known and understood. Process decomposition diagrams, state
transition diagrams, Nassi-Schneiderman diagrams, semantic nets and structure
charts are but a few of the vast number of methods which could have also been
examined with similar results.

3.2.1 Chen Entity Relationship Method
Concept

Description

Value set (domain)

Describes the set of values an attribute may legally hold.
For instance, valid ages for people. Value sets are
identical to domains [Date86b].

Property (attribute)

A property (of an entity) capable of holding an atomic
value.

Legal values are governed by a value set

associated with the property.
Entity

A distinguishable object, for instance, an employee.
Entities 1 consist of a number of properties.

This

method allows entities to be constructed by abstracting a
set of properties using the aggregation abstraction
mechanism.
Relationship

An association between one or more entities, for
instance, "A company employs many employees". It
may have one-to-one (1: 1), one-to-many (l:M) or
many-to-many (N:M) cardinalities. These cardinalities
(as a whole) are properties of the relationship.
Individually, i.e. a one or many cardinality may be
thought of as a property of a particular end of a
relationship.

1 An entity is used here to denote an entity set/type rather than an entity inst.1nce.
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3.2.2 Extended Entity Relationship Method
The Extended E-R Model used here, and referenced in other parts of the thesis, is
the variant described by Teorey, Yang & Fry in [Teor86].
Concept

Description

Value Set (domain)

Identical to attributes in the Chen E-R Model.

Property (attribute)

Identical to properties in the Chen E-R Model.

Entity

Identical to entities in the Chen E-R Model except that
entities may be involved in a number of different
abstraction mechanisms.

These are aggregation,

generalisations and subset hierarchies. Note that
aggregation is the only abstraction principle present in
the Chen E-R Model.
Relationship

Identical to relationships in the Chen E-R Model except
that entities involved in a relationship may also have a
membership class. A membership class may be optional
(the entity may, or may not, be involved in the
relationship) or mandatory (the entity must take part in
the relationship). Membership classes are properties of
the relationship. They may, however, also be thought
of as properties of the ends of the relationship in the
same manner as cardinalities.

3.2.3 Data Flow Diagramming Method
The Data Flow Method outlined here is that described by Gane & Sarson
[Gane79].
Concept

Description

Process

A process, procedure or action that transforms flows of

data, for instance, "Calculate employees salary check".
Data flows both enter and leave processes.
Data Flow

A directed flow between processes, file stores or
external entities (sources and sinks). For instance an
employee record flowing from a file to the process
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calculating that employees salary check. The flow is
annotated with a list of the items moving along it.

File Store

A store of data, typically a file stored on some media.
The structure of the file is known and described in a data
dictionary.

Source/Sink

A source, or destination, of data. For instance, an
employee providing details for personnel records or
accepting salary payment details. Also referred to as an
external entity.

3.2.4 Further Methods
We could continue to describe a number of other methods. As mentioned above,
structure charts and bubble diagrams could have been examined to produce similar
results. The reader will appreciate the similarities between the methods examined
in preceding sections and these methods in that they all have symbolic
representations for ideas of .object types and connectivity. The chief differences
may be in the way concepts such as attributes and value pools are represented.

3.3 Reduction to the 'l(IPPL'E Core Model
Within the methods examined above, there exist many similarities. Classes of
concepts from these methods exhibit remarkably similar basic qualities. The idea
of a 'property' (attributes or equivalents) with an attendant value set (domains or
equivalents), and those containing structures of properties (entities or equivalents)
are very common indeed. So too is the idea of connecting 'things' together (E-R
relationships, Data Flow Diagram data flows or equivalents). Such connections
need not always represent a physical, or actual, connection. Forms of logical
connectivity between items also fall into this class.
The remaining sections introduce fundamental concepts in the 2\]PPL'E core
model. The reasoning and logic behind each choice is explained with examples of
how each relates to their equivalents in the examined methods.

3.3.1 Attributes
All the examined methods have the idea, or an equivalent concept, of an 'attribute'
or a 'property'. These are capable of storing an 'atomic' piece of information and
are not to be confused with the idea of a 'composite attribute'. Examples of such
attributes are: a person's age; 52, their birth date; 19/08/1959, a persons phone
number; 298-6664 or an employees status within a company; Manager.
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An attribute is usually named and has an appropriate description. Additionally
they have either explicitly, or implicitly, a description, or reference to such a
description, of the attribute's allowable values (value set).
All E-R variants examined contain, explicitly, the idea of attributes. Other
models, such as Data Flow models, tend to contain attributes implicitly. In the case
of Data Flow models attributes are apparent within the data dictionary describing
data moving along data flows. A process may also contain 'attributes' describing
its ID, level or priority- however these are actually properties of the process and
not attributes in the sense used here. In the diagraming notation itself no distinction
is made between an attribute and a composite structure of attributes flowing along a
data flow. Though one is made in the repositoty, this is completely transparent to
the tool implementing the method.

3.3.2 Domains
All of the examined methods having the attribute concept discussed in section 3.3.1
also have the idea, or equivalent concept, of a 'domain' or 'value-set'. This
describes the set of values an attribute may draw its value from [Date86b].
Examples of such domains are: Peoples Names; "Character strings 50 characters in
length", Phone Numbers; "Character strings 15 characters in length", or Employee
Types; enumeration of (Managers, Office Workers, Shift Workers) or the age of a
person; integer values from 0 to 120. Some domains, such as names, can be very
complex. Tasker, [Task88], discusses how to build domains for attributes such as
names and how to support them.
Few models appear to, explicitly, contain the idea of a domain. Yet all contain,
in o_ne way or another, domains. Merely stating that an _attribute contains integer
values is imposing a domain upon that attribute. Domains seem to frequent the data
dictionaries of design methods and tend to remain hidden in graphical
representations.
Domains have been refined into three parts. The idea of a domain still exists but
there are two extra parts to it in 'RJPPDE. These are called domain parts. The two
varieties are simple and enumerated domain parts. These, in conjunction with

domains proper, provide a flexible and powerful facility for describing domains.
This is further discussed in section 3.6.1 covering the construction of domains ..
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3.3.3 Objects
Design methods seldom deal solely with attributes. More often than not they
manipulate structured objects such as composite attributes, entities, processes, data
flow data to name but a few. The term object is not restricted to the usual Object
Oriented sense, even though such objects fall into this category.
In fact objects derived from structuring, or abstraction, are in exceedingly
common use within design methods. Differences are chiefly ones of construction.
Aggregation is the most common among a number of abstraction principles. Some
objects do not possess an internal structure. Some, e.g. Data Flow file stores, do
possess other properties. They are distinguished from attributes through the
absence of a domain and are considered to be objects because of this.

3.3.4 Connections
The idea of 'connecting' one of more items together is also very common.
Examples include Entity Relationship relationships between entities, Data Flow
Diagram data flows between processes and Process Decomposition Diagram links
between processes.
These examples are physical, or actual, connections.

Other, logical,

connectivity may also be described by such connections. For instance, some E-R
variants contain the idea of mutually exclusive or contingent relationships [Mart81]
and [Mart85]. In this way one relationship may hold if, and only if, another
relationship does, or does not, hold.

Here there exists a logical connection

between the two relationships, whereas relationships between entities are examples
of p]lysical or actual connections.

3.3.5 Concept Properties
The concepts derived in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 above seek to
provide the fundamental concepts present in these methods. An attempt to match a
fixed set of concepts to concepts present in a range of methods is unlikely to be
successful. To this end extra property information needs to be 'attached' to a
concept to make it conform more precisely to the requirements of a particular
method. A detailed account of how

'1\.fiJ.~PDE

in section 5.2. 3.
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addresses this problem is represented

3.4 Polishing the Core Model
In section 3.3 four basic concepts have been 'distilled' from those present in a
variety of methods- attributes, domains, objects and connections. These concepts
form the basis of the core conceptual model for the 1\JPPDE repository. A similar
approach has been taken in [Zahr81]. This paper describes the IGT model which
uses three classes of elements (type, property and connection) to describe the
structure of data oriented design models. It uses the idea of a 'universal data model
holder' for each design method.
From this point on, the convention of using italics to distinguish a 1\[PPDE core
model concept from other meanings of the terms will be used. Thus concept refers
to the 1\JPPDE concept of a concept and attribute refers to the 'l?JPPDE concept of
an attribute.
One aspect of the examined methods has not been redressed within the chosen
concepts, or their structures. No explicit provision has been made to cater for the
varying diagramming notations used by different methods.

This is quite

intentional. It is not the place of the repository to explicitly provide such facilities.
It is, however, the place of the repository to provide, within its framework, the
abilities to allow methods to construct such facilities for themselves. This is the
path 'l(!PPL'E has followed. For a more detailed account of how this may be
achieved see section 5.2.3.
The four concepts outlined above do not represent the entirety of 'l(IPPL'E's
conceptual model. The remainder are derived from structures present in Chapter
Four on a metadata hierarchy for the 1\FPPL'E conceptual model. Two extra explicit
congepts take part in the 1\f¥J!L'E core model. These are the concepts of methods
and concepts.
As will be demonstrated later on, these concepts form a powerful base from
which to build the structures required by tools using the repository.

3.4.1 The Concept Concept.
A concept in the core model refers to instances of actual concepts within a method.
E-R attributes and Data Flow processes are two examples of concepts. The first is
an instance of an attribute concept while the second in an instance of an object
concept. Later, when a model is being populated with information by a tool,
instances of these concepts are created. In this fashion, once the attribute concept
has been created inanE-R model then all attributes created within that repository
database are instances of that concept.
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The idea of a concept concept is used heavily when describing a method to
'l(JPP£/E. This process, described in detail in Chapter Five, creates all concepts and
their structures present in the described method.

Each of these concepts is

instantiated from the system concept concept. In essence, the entirety of a method
definition is derived from this concept.

3.4.2 The Method Concept.
A method in the core model refers to an actual instance of a method storing
information in the repository. In some ways this is a concept of convenience and is
really only included for book-keeping purposes. Sometimes it is useful to think of
concepts in a method being properties of that method instance. For instance,
attributes, entities and relationships may be thought of as properties of the ChenER method instance. A method must be described to 'l(JPP£/E before it may be used.
Part of that description is the description of the concepts within that method. Once
these are described instances of them may be created within the method and used to
populate the model database·.

3.5 Core System Concept Interactions.
Within the conceptual model, and the functional core system of 'l(JPPDE, each
of the basic concepts do not exist in ignorance of the others. In fact, they more
often than not make use of other basic concepts in the process of constructing an
instantiation of that concept. This linkage between, and use of, other concepts not
only benefits the process of their construction, but forms some of the basis for the
semantic control supported by 'l(f¥PDE.

3.5.1 Attribute, Domain Association
Without exception, every attribute existing within a model has an associated
domain. An attribute's domain is assigned at the time the attribute is created (and
may not be destroyed while there exist any attributes using it).

Using an

association in this way, rather than just having a domain and its definition as part of
an attribute, is quite intentional. Were a domain simply to be a part of an attribute
then we lose the freedom to have more than one attribute using the same domain
without having to redundantly describe the domain. This is especially useful in
situations such as reference relationships in E-R methods.
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3.5.2 Association of Objects with other Concepts
Strictly speaking, objects don't actually associate with any other concept. Rather,
they make use of them in their construction. For instance, when creating an object
representing a Chen E-R entity, all the attributes taking part in that entity are
grouped together to form the object. Part of the description of an object concept is
the concepts that may be used to construct it. In the example just alluded to Chen
E-R attributes are the only concept that may take part in an entity. For some
Extended E-R method, a 'working unit' may be created holding the relationship
between a worker and a machine. In this case both entities and relationships may
be grouped together to form an instance of that object concept. Working units
could even be instances of a concept separate from a 'vanilla' entity concept in the
extended E-R method. Thus we may have a 'vanilla' entity concept created with
attributes and a separate, more complex, entity concept created with (possible
vanilla) entities and connections in the example above.

3.5.3 Association of Connections with other Concepts
In the same manner as object concepts, connection concepts do not actually
associate with any other concept but use them in their construction.

The

distinguishing feature here is that the concepts that may reside at the ends of the
connection are specified as part of that connection concepts definition. Thus, a
relationship in the Chen E-R method connects instances of the Chen E-R Entity
concept. Correspondingly, a relationship in the Extended E-R method mentioned
in section 3.5.2 connects both instances of the 'vanilla' entity concept and the more
complex entity concept.

3.6 A Closer Look at the Core Model
This section reviews the ways in which instances of the concepts mentioned earlier
·in this chapter are used and constructed. Each concept in turn is examined and is
supported by an appropriate example showing the procedure by which it is
constructed.

3.6.1 Domain Construction
The way a domain is pieced together is based on a simple hierarchic structure. The
basic premise is to statt from simple building blocks and progress from there. The
term 'simple building blocks' refers to simple and enumerated domain parts. From
these domains may be constructed which, in turn, may be used in conjunction with
other domains, and domain parts, to construct further more complex domains. The
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resulting structure is an hierarchic one. The example provided in section 3.6.1.2
explains in more detail how this structuring is used to describe value sets for
domains.

3.6.1.1 Domain Complexity
A domain may be viewed as a value set or value pool [Date86b]. Given this view,
how do we say one value is in a particular domain, and that another is not?
Domains may be exceedingly complex constructs. They may describe simple
ranges of numbers, complex collections of non-contiguous values and other
number ranges or enumerations of values. It is also useful to state whether a value,
or values, are present in the domain (inclusion), or that they are not present in the
domain (exclusion).
'1\fPPL'E provides a domain definition system capable of expressing arbitrarily

complex domains. These are based on expressions involving domain parts and
other domains coupled with grouping operators. These operators are the set union
and set intersection operators.

Section 3.6.1.2 shows how these grouping

operators are used.

3.6.1.2 A Domain Construction
A domain is constructed from a number of domain parts and/or other domains
(called abstract domain parts when participating in the definition of another
domain). In defining a domain part, what is actually being specified is a rule
defining a set of values. From this point, in order to define a domain it is merely a
problem of combining domain parts together. This is equivalent to specifying an
expression that combines rules that define domain parts. Domains themselves are
simply more complex rules and so may also be involved in domain definitions.
The final result is a rule of arbitrary complexity describing the required domain.
Once a domain has been constructed it is a simple matter to test whether a value
is within the domain or not. Supplied with the rule describing the domain, and a
value, evaluating the rule with respect to the supplied value decides the outcome.
This approach to domain definition is an admittedly practical one that aims to
define a domain in simple terms. A more formal theory of types is presented in
[Danf88] where the opposite approach has been taken.
Figure 3.6.1 below shows an example of how such an expression is
constructed. The construction results in the hierarchic structure used by '1\fPPL'E
for domain definition. An example is shown in figure 3.6.1. The expression
G=(A n B) u (C n D) describes the structure and the set of legal values of domain
G. This is essentially the result of 'squashing' the diagram in figure 3.6.1.
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Union

I Domain E I

.

I Domain F I

/Ynterscctwy~
~------~

Domain
(Part) A

~------~

Domain
(Part) B

Domain
(Part) C

Domain
(Part) D

Figure 3.6.1: An example illustrating the structure of domain construction. Here domain
G is defined by the rule governing how the parts of the domain are put together. In this
case the rule is (An B) u (C n D). The domain parts A, B plus C, Dare aggregated (with
then operator) to form the domains E and F which are then aggregated (with the u
operator) to form the domain G. Note that domains E and Fare acting as abstract
domain parts.

3.6.2 Object Construction
One of the most powerful concepts in data modelling is the ability to draw
abstractions over details thus allowing the designer to impose structure over
'chaos' and gain a better understanding of a model.
'RJPPi./E provides the ability to construct abstracted objects that consist of any

combination of concepts within both the 'R.JPPDE core system, and the concepts
present in a method. These objects are created via the aggregation, generalisation
and subset hierarchy p1inciples and allow complex abstractions to be created. The
particular abstraction principles that may be used to construct particular object
based concepts are specified in the method's definition (discussed in detail in
Chapter Five). In the following sections aggregation, generalisation and subset
hierarchy are used in the sense of Teorey, Yang and Fry [Teor86].

3.6.2.1 Creating Objects Via Aggregation
Aggregation is the bread and butter of conceptual abstraction. It is the simplest,
by far the most commonly used and the best understood abstraction mechanism.
Aggregation is the process of taking a number of attributes and/or objects (which
may themselves be aggregations of attributes and/or objects ... ) and grouping them
together to form a new object. Some methods also provide the ability to aggregate
connection information such as relationships. 'l(fPPi./E can record aggregations of
any set of connections,

ol~jects

and attributes- even domains if this is desired. In

this way aggregation could be used to effectively create bins into which items may
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be put. Figure 3.6.2 shows an example of an aggregation used to create a working
unit.

Working Unit

Foreman

Oversees
Overseen By

Figure 3.6.2 :A foreman oversees many 'working units'. Many 'working units'
are overseen by a foreman. Diagram derived from [Furt86), page 78.

Let us consider now the method used by rRJPPL'E to create objects via
aggregation. For instance, ·suppose we were to create an object with the same
structure as the Pascal record detailing a person shown below in figure 3.6.3:
Person_Rec = Record
Person_ID : Longint;
Name : Record
Title : string [Title_Len];
First: string [Name_Len];
Last: string [Name_Len];
End;
Address : Record
Street : string [Street_Len];
Town: string [Town_Len];
Country : string [Country_Len];
End;
Phone_No: Record
SID: Integer;
Home : string[Phone_No_Len];
Business: string[Phone_No_Len];
End;
End;
Figure 3.6.3 : A Pascal record structure describing the details of a person used to illustrate the
comparison with aggregation.

We will assume for the purposes of this document that appropriate domains and
attributes have been set up already in the rRJPPI/E system.
The record Person_Rec is an aggregation of consisting or four parts:

Person_ID, Name, Address and Phone_No. Of these, Name, Address and
Phone_No are all aggregations themselves.
'1\]PPi./E uses a bottom-up paradigm for creating abstracted objects i.e. first the

smallest sub-components are created by aggregating attributes, then further levels
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of abstraction are progressively constructed in a hierarchical manner until the
desired abstraction is obtained. Thus to create Person_Rec in 'l\fPPf./E it is
necessary to aggregate the appropriate attributes to create the Name, Address and

Phone_No objects and then to aggregate these together (along with the Person_ID
attribute) to produce the Person_Rec object.
Figure 3.6.4 illustrates the structure of the resulting Person_Rec object.

I

Person_Rec j

Aggrlga~
I

I Name j

~~ga~
Title j

I First

j j Last

Person_ID

.----ST-D-----,1

j

Address j

~~ga~

Phone# j

~~~ga~

I

.---Str-e-et--,jl Town j .--1-Co-u-ntry-j

Home j .-1-B-us-in-e-ss--,1

Figure 3.6.4: An abstracted hierarchy for the aggregated object Person_Rec.

3.6.2.2 Creating Objects Via Generalisation
Generalisation is a conceptual abstraction that is also commonly used. It is the
process of grouping together a number objects which together exhibit a degree of
commonality but which also exhibit differences unique to each. Another object is
used to collectively describe them with others describing their differences.
Consider the example used to illustrate how to create objects via aggregation
shown in figure 3.6.4. A Person has a number of attributes which are detailed in
the Person_Rec record. However, a person may also have an occupation and be
regarded as an employee of a company. Employees may be split into a number of
different types for instance: Worker or M wwger. An employee description may be
along the lines of the Pascal record shown in figure 3.6.5 (which may be included
in the Person_Rec record):
Emp_Type =(Worker, Manager);
Employee_Rec = Record
Seniority: Integer;
Salary : Longint;
Employee_Type: Emp_Type;
End;
Figure 3.6.5 : A Pascal record structure detailing attributes common to employees in a company.
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If an employee is a worker then we may record further information such as their
availability for shift work, union membership etc. If an employee is a manager then
we may record further information such as company car type, perk dollar value
details etc. These details are dependent on the type of the employee. It does not
make sense to include all of these into the description of every employee managers do not do shift work, and shift workers rarely get company cars ...
Thus workers and managers may be generalised to form the employee entity
which may contain further information about employees that does not depend on
the type of the employee. The Pascal records shown in figure 3.6.6 detail the two
different types of employees.
Unions = (Clerical, Cleaners, Engineers, .... );
Worker_Rec =Record
Shift_Work: Boolean;
Unions : set of Unions;
etc ...
End;
Cars = (Mercedes, Daimler, Porsche, .... );
Manager_Rec = Record
Company_Car: Cars;
Perks_ Value: Longint;
etc ...
End;
Figure 3.6.6 : A Pascal record structure illustrating the comparison with generalisation.
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Figure 3.6.7 illustrates the structure of the resulting Employee_Rec entity and
how it may be included in the Person_rec entity.

I Person_Rec

j

~~~ga~
II

'-------'

II,------.·.-.·.-..--,.II

Employee_Rec

I

~gr~ga~
.-S-e-n-io-ri-ty---.jl Salary

I .-1_E_m_p_-T_yp_e---,1
..··

Abstraction// Link
/

Emp_Type_Gen

I

Generali~
I Worker_Rec

1,--M-a_n_a_g-er___R_e_c-.l

~~ga~
1.--Sh-if-t_-W-o-rk---,11 Unions

~~ga~

II ........... 1 .--1-Co_m_p-an_y_C_ar--,11 Perks $11.--....--..-.. -...--,

Figure 3.6.7: A combined generalisation and aggregation hierarchy for the Person_Recobject.
The idea of an abstraction link is explained in section 3.6.2.5.

3.6.2.~

Creating Objects Via Subset Hierarchy

A subset hierarchy is similar to a generalisation in structure. A subset hierarchy
does not, however, use a 'deciding' attribute as does generalisation. There is no
actual direct link between the objects that are subsets of the 'parent' object. !R]PPDE
links a set of subset objects to their 'parent' object by the use of an abstraction link
(described above). Abstraction using a subset hierarchy does not so much result in
an abstracted object as associate a number of other items as subsets of some other
object. The main distinction is that items being generalised must be mutually
exclusive while in a subset hierarchy they do not need to be.
People may be split up into a number of subsets, for example Males and

Students. If we wish to describe the fact that Males and Students are actually
subsets of people then the subset hierarchy abstraction concept may be used.

Students and males may be described by the Pascal record structures shown in
figure 3.6.8.
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Male Rec =Record
Has_A_Beard : Boolean;
Pro_Fem : Boolean;
etc ...
end;
Student_Rec =Record
Num_Courses: Integer;
Credits : Integer;
etc ...
end;
Figure 3.6.8 : Pascal records containing attributes for two overlapping sets of people.

A person who is a student has information about the number of courses taken,
the number of credit points gained from passed courses plus further student related
information. For a person who is a male we may record whether he sports a beard,
is supportive of the feminist movement plus any further male related information
shown in figure 3.6.9.
Person_Rec
I
1
1

•

A bstractlon
Link

Person_Sub

I

SubsetH~
I Student_Rec I

I Male_Rec

~w~ga~
.-----N-urn
___C_o_ur-se-s---,11 Credits

II.----..-.. -.. -...-..---,1

I

~w~ga~
1.--H-a-s_-A-_-B-ea-rd---,11 Pro_Fem

I r--1....-...-,.j

Figure 3.6.9: A subset hierarchy showing how the objects Student_Rec and Male_Rec are subsets
of the object Person. The idea of an abstraction link is explained in section 3.6.2.5.

3.6.2.4 Abstraction Links
These are used to associate the objects2 derived from the use of generalisation and
subset hierarchy type abstractions with those that contain the 'decider' or 'target' of
the abstraction. The link itself is indicated by a flag in the appropriate attribute
indicating the type of abstraction that is being linked to it. Both generalisation and
subset hierarchies may use the same object as the 'target' of the abstraction. In the
definition of the generalisation or subset hierarchy object a reference field contains
the identifier of the attribute or object that is its target.

2 We use generalisation and subset hierarchy in the sense
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or [Tcor86].

In the case of generalisations the object that holds all the objects participating in
the generalisation is linked to the (possibly composite) attribute that acts as the
'decider'. In the case of subset hierarchy abstractions the object that holds all the
objects participating in the subset hierarchy is linked to the object that represents the
superset of the subsets.
The objects mentioned above appear to be a somewhat artificial construct when
first examined. However, they do have counterparts in the methods which utilise
these abstraction principles. For instance, the Extended E-R method described by
Teorey, Yang & Fry [Teor86] uses the generalisation principle. It uses a box with
pointed ends to indicate the generalisation and another similar construct for subset
hierarchies.

3.6.3 Connection Construction
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 have discussed the construction of domains and objects in
VPPDE. A third concept, 1\.fPPLC£ connections, remains to be discussed. The
relatively simple nature of attributes requires no further discussion at this point.
The derivation of connections is very much as the name suggests. Items
participating in a connection are effectively grouped together. The connectivity
exists between all members in the connection.

In a sense, all items in the

connection are connected to each other. The manner and types of items that may
take part in particular connections are controlled by the applicable portion of the
methods' definition. Method definitions are discussed in detail in Chapter Five.
Figure 3.6.10 shows the comparison between a method's view of a connection,
and the view '1\IPPDE has of the same group of connected items.
An EER ternary relationship

A 'l([PPDE three-way connection

Entities

/
Figure 3.6.1 0: Comparison between a method's view and 'l(fPPL'E's view of connections.
"An employee may use many skills on many projects".

In a similar fashion 'R..l'lXfLC£ connections may represent other concepts based on
connectivity. Take for example the idea of mutually exclusive, or contingent,
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relationships present in some E-R variant methods. Figure 3.6.11 shows such a
situation and the comparison between the method and 1(!PPL'E views. The
connection implementing the mutually exclusive relationship is a connection in its
own right- with the exception that it only connects relationships. This connection
itself could be recorded as a property of the relationships it connects (discussed in
section 5.2).

I

Person
-

~

::>:>
Vl

-I-

Female
Person Details

Person/Female Details
Connection

I

+~

Relations hips are
mutually exclusive

~

( Connectivity

-r--

Male
Person Details

Relationship
exclusivity
connection

/
Person/Male Details
Connection

Figure 3.6.11 : Comparison between a methods view and 'R]PPL'E's view of a mutually exclusive
relationship.

3. 7 Semantics
Section 3.6 described some of the ways in which domains, objects and connections
may be constructed in 'RJPPDE. However, the semantics, or the rules, governing
these operations have so far largely been left out of the picture.
Semantics play a ve1y important role in design methods. To a large extent they
control the mechanics of creating, destroying etc ... the information being
manipulated. Examples of such semantics are abundant. For instance, suppose the
diagram fragment shown in figure 3.7.1 was currently being worked on. We see
in this figure two entities - Employer and Employee.- Each shares a common
attribute- Name. The other attributes shown are to illustrate the entities are indeed
different in this example.
What happens if the attribute Name is to be destroyed? Clearly this poses a
dilemma. Should this request be denied as the attribute is part of entities in the
model? Should it be carried out and the attlibute removed also from those entities?
If Name is a key attribute in an association entity then should the relationship it
represents be destroyed? Rearranged? Split Up? Often semantics are little more
than specifying a particular option to take from a list of those available.
It is problems such as these that semantics are used to control. They determine
exactly what course of action should be taken for a given contingency. In the
example discussed above, the semantics for destroy an attribute might state that the
attribute must not be present in any entity in the model. Those semantics might
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also specify actions that are analogous to a 'cascading delete'. In such instances,
the deletion of some item may require the deletion of some other item or items. In
turn, the deletion of those items may require the deletion of some other item or
items and so on. In this fashion, semantics controlling what should happen when
an item is deleted have caused a 'cascade' of deletions. This will stop when all
semantics derived from the deletion of the original item have been satisfied.

Employs
Employed By

Figure 3.7.1 :A simple E-R diagram fragment. "An employer employs many employees".

Semantics as they relate to both methods and the 'R..JPPDE repository system are
discussed in detail in Chapter Six.

3.8 Summary
This chapter has described mechanisms, structures and concepts comprising the
conceptual model of the 'R..FPPL'E core system. We have seen that many distinct
methods may be viewed in terms of objects, properties, their domains and
connectivity between these. Later chapters will show that a particular advantage of
this-approach is the ability to use this simple, common descriptive form to enable
information sharing and extensibility among others.
Now that we have these mechanisms, we can proceed to examine the world of
metadata in the next chapter.

The way in which data, and the information

describing its structure, is examined and related back to the conceptual model is
derived here.
It should be noted here that not all abstraction principles are required by all
methods and that the construction of objects are unlikely to use all concepts within
a method. To this end the particular set of abstraction principles required are
specified as part of a method's definition. The subset of concepts that may be used
to construct such object concepts are also specified in the method definition for
each of these concepts.
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Chapter Four: A Fundamental Metadata Model, Its
Use & Control
4.1 What is Metadata and why is it useful?
Metadata means, literally, "data beyond or at a higher level from data". Metadata
encapsulates the structural information implied in data, but not explicitly
recorded within it. It is used by database management systems to aid in the
maintenance of database structure and by design tools used to construct data
models and software systems. A simple example is "Which attributes exist in
which entities?". The answer to this question may be found by examining the
structure of the stored data in question, but may not be derived from the data
itself.
Just as metadata desctibes the structure of data, we may also envisage metametadata describing the structure of metadata, and further meta-meta-metadata
describing the structure of meta-metadata. This forms the basis for successive
levels of abstraction. Each level contains metadata describing the structure of
information stored one level below (see figure 1.6).
Examples of how a DBMS might use metadata to aid maintenance of database
structure and information integrity are abundant- the "Which attributes exist in
which entities?" example mentioned above is one such. Consider the many-tomany Supplier-Parts relationship instances of which are recorded in the tables
shown in figure 4.1. This is represented by two one-to-many relationships
shown in figure 4.2. If the database administrator (DBA) decides to remove a
particular supplier or part then the effected shipments (shown in figure 4.3) must
also_be removed to ensure database consistency. If the da_ta layer only is visible
then this requirement is not obvious as no structural information on the database
(metadata) is present. However, if metadata for this data is present the DBMS
may use it to infer the need to remove affected shipments. It may then advise the
DBA of this requirement who may abandon the operation or proceed with a
modified course of action.
The layered abstraction from data to metadata to meta-metadata and so on is
important to i(IPPL'E's conceptual model. It relies on information stored at each
layer to guide it through operations it performs on information stored by the
repository. The example use of metadata mentioned above is a very simple
application. The conceptual model of a repository utilises this sort of abstraction
extensively.
Throughout this chapter the E-R model is used to describe the structures at
each level. Initially a small model fragment is used (a supplier/part relationship).
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As each new layer in the abstraction is introduced the structures shown will be
those required to support the description of information held in the previous
layer.

4.2 Data
The Oxford Reference Dictionary defines data as "Facts or information used as a
basis for inference or reckoning or prepared for being processed by a computer".
It is simply information - a persons' name, a car registration number. It is the
raw material stored in a database.

Data lies at the bottom of the layered

abstraction referred to here as a metadata hierarchy.
The tables shown in figure 4.1 store data about some suppliers and parts.
These may only be a very small portion of actual tables. In this case they contain
instances of suppliers, parts and which suppliers shipped which parts
(shipments).

It is worth noting here the naming scheme for items used

throughout the E-R diagrams and tables. Items are typically named with a
mnemonic noting their migin, followed by their name proper. For instance,

E_Name is an entity name; CAD _Name is the name of a concept attribute
domain; CRE_Description is the description of a concept relationship end etc ...
Some suppliers in the Suppliers relation.

s

S Name

S Address

S Phone

Smith & Smith Hardware
Hatchell & Co. LTO.

3252 Tiramea Ave.
13 Livingston St.

3854-228
2349-653

Number
49
72

Some parts in the Parts relation.

p Number

P Name

P Colour

P Cost

p Qty

176-34
23175

Plastic Bolt (10 em)
Gib Board (2.2m x 1.5m)

Red
White

- $1.78
$23.50

150
75

Which suppliers shipped which parts?- Shipments

Shipment# SH Number p Number

SH Quantity

49
72
72

30
20
10

1
2
2

17634
17634
23175

Figure 4.1: Relations storing supplier, part and shipment details.

The tables in figure 4.1 have a structure that may be described by a simple
Entity Relationship model. This model, shown in figures 4.2 & 4.3, contains
information that is not representable by the tables in figure 4.1. That is, the
relationship between the supplier and part entities, the instances of which are
held in Shipments.
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Ships
Shipped By

Figure 4.2: A supplier may ship many parts. A part may be shipped by many suppliers.

The model shown in figure 4.2 contains a many-to-many relationship. This
may be broken down by the use of an association entity into two one-to-many
relationships. In this example a 'shipment' has been used as the association
entity.

Note the presence of the SH _Quantity attribute in the Shipment

association entity. Figure 4.3 shows the result.
P_Colour

Shipment

Figure 4.3: A simple supplier/parts Entity Relationship model. The lower diagram includes an
association entity used to break the many-to-many relationship into two one-to-many
relationships.

Figure 4.3 describes the tuples shown in figure 4.1 in general i.e. it describes
the structure of the entities and their relationships - not specific values
representing instances of these entities and their relationships. This diagram may
be described by tuples in other tables describing the attributes, entities and
relationships present within it.
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4.3 Metadata
The Oxford Reference Dictionary defines the prefix meta to be "Prefix denoting a
position or condition behind, after, beyond or transcending. From the Greek

meta meaning with or after". From this we take metadata in the current context
to mean "data beyond or transcending data" or "data describing the structure of
data". Metadata lies one level of abstraction above data in this hierarchy. Tools
implementing particular methods store design infom1ation at this level.
The tables shown in figure 4.4 store information about a specific Entity
Relationship Diagram. In this case the Supplier-Parts diagram shown in figure

4.3.
Entities
E Name
Supplier
Part
Shipment

E#
1
2

3

Relationships
R Name
R#
1 Sl!J)plier/Shipment
2
Part/Shipment

A#

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

D#

D Name

1

D Supp#
D Part#
D Address
D Phone
D Name
D Colour
D_Money
D P Qty
D Shipment#
D SH_Quantity

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

Attributes
A Name
S Number
S_Name
S Address
S Phone
P Number
P_Name
P Colour
P Cost
p Qty
Shipment#
SH_Quantity

D#

3
4

1
1
1
1

2
5
6
7
8

2
2
2
2
2

5

9

3
3
3
3

10

1
5

10

Attribute Domains
D Size
D Type
Integer
4
Integer
4
Char
100
Char
10
Char
25
1
Integer
1
Real
Integer
2
Integer
2
Integer
2
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Entity Attributes
E# A#

1
2

3
4
6
7
8

9

1
5

11

D Description
Supplier Numbers
Part Numbers
Addresses
Phone Numbers
Names
Colours
Money
Part Quantities
Shipment Numbers
Shipment Part Quantities

R# R End#

1
1
2
2

1
2
1
2

E#
1

3
3
2

Relationship Ends
RE Cardinality
RE Description
Ships
One
Shipped by
Many_
involved in
Many
contains
One

RE Memb Class
0....2_tional
Mandato_!}'_
Mandatory
Optional

Figure 4.4: Tuples of metadata describing the data shown in figure 4.1.

To describe the structure of these tables we may draw another E-R Diagram.
This diagram (shown in figure 4.5) contains information that is not representable
in the tables themselves.

Relationship
Ends

E_Description

Entity
Attributes

Attribute

A_Description
Figure 4.5: An E-R model for metadata.

This diagram describes Chen E-R Diagrams in general, not just specific
diagrams. Thus this E-R diagram describes the structure of the Chen Entity
Relationship Model itself.

Note the inclusion of relationship ends.

For

relationships as a whole properties such as name and description may be
recorded.

But separate properties may be recorded for each end of the

relationship. An example of such a property is the cardinality of a connection
with an entity. We may store the infonnation contained in this diagram as tuples
in other tables ...
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4.4 Meta-Metadata
Meta-metadata describes metadata. It lies two levels of abstraction above data in
this hierarchy. At this level, information about the ideas and concepts found in a
design method may be stored. These allow us to manage the structure of the
metadata in the layer below.
The tables in figure 4.6 (shown below and on the following page) store the
description of a specific design method- the Entity Relationship Method.

C#
1
2
3
4
5
6

E-R Concepts
C Name
Attribute
Domain
Entity
Relationship
Entity-Attribute
Relationship-End

E-R Concept Attribute Domains
CAD#
CAD Name
CAD Type CAD Size
1
CAD_Identifier
Integer
4
2
CAD Name
25
Char
CAD _Description
250
3
Char
CAD Numbering
4
1
Integer
5
CAD Memb Class
1
Integer
6
CAD Cardinality
1
Integer
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E-R Concept Attributes
C# CA#
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
2
5
2
6
2
7
2
8
9
3
3
10
11
3
12
4
13
4
5
9
1
5
12
6
14
6
6
9
15
6
16
6
17
6

CR#
1

2
3
4
5

CR# CR End#
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
3
4
1
4
2
1
5
2
5

C#
1
2
1
5
3
5
3
6
4
6

E-R Concept Attribute Descriptions
CA Name
CA Dom
CA#
A#
1
1
A_Name
2
2
3
A Description
3
1
A Domain
4
1
D#
5
2
D Name
6
D Description
3
7
D Type
1
8
1
E#
9
2
10
E Name
E Description
3
11
1
12
R#
2
R Name
13
14
RE#
4
15
RE Description
3
16
RE Memb Class
5
RE Cardinality
17
6

E-R Concept Relationship
CR Name
Attribute/Domain
Attributes/Entity-Attributes
Entity/Entity-Attributes
Entity/Relationship Ends
Relationship/Relationship Ends

E-R Concept Relationship End
CRE Card CRE Memb Class
Many
Optional
Mandatory
One
One
Optional
Many
Mandatory
One
Mandatory
Many
Mandatory
One
Optional
Many
Mandatory
One
Mandatory
Many
Mandatory

CRE Description
Draws from
Value pool for
is a
IS a
has
form
is a
is a
form
has

Figure 4.6: Tables containing meta-metadata, the structure of which is shown in figure 4.5.

To .describe the structure of these tables we may draw yet another Entity
Relationship Diagram. This diagram may contain information that is not
representable in the tables themselves.
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CRE_Cardinali t
Concept
Rel_end

CPD#

Figure 4.7: A model of the tables used to contain the meta-metadata shown in figure 4.6.

Figure 4. 7 shows a structure allowing us to represent a_method in terms of its
concepts and their properties etc. We may store the information contained in this
diagram as tuples in other tables. This diagram describes design methods in

general, not just specific methods. It may, for instance, be used to store the
description of a Data Flow Diagram or an E-R method. In the case of the Data
Flow method we could draw a diagram similar to that shown in figure 4.5. The
main differences would be the entities representing the concepts in the Data Flow
method and the relationships between them. The tables shown in figure 4.6
would then have details of processes, data flows etc. The reader will appreciate
that the structure shown in figure 4.7 is also capable of describing the structure
of the Data Flow version of figure 4.5.
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4.5 Meta-Meta-Metadata
Meta-meta-metadata describes meta-metadata. It lies three levels of abstraction
above data in this hierarchy. This level contains information describing the way
in which the ideas and concepts present in methods are stored.
The tables shown in figure 4.8 below store descriptions of design methods in

general, and this specific paradigm of design method description (sometimes

M#
1
2
3

referred to as meta-modelling).
Stored Method Definitions
M Description
M Name
M Variant
M Code
Entity Relationship Martin & Finkelstein
ERMF
Martin's version ofE-R
Chen's version ofE-R
Entity Relationship
Chen
ERC
Entity Relationship
Teorey/Y ang/Fry
TYF' s version of E-R
EER
Method Concepts
M# MC#
2
1

2
2
2
2
2

2
3
4
5
6

Method Concept Properties
MC# MCP#
1
1
2
1

2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6

1
8
8

9
10

3
4
5

6
11

12
11

13

MC#
1
2

3
4
5

6

Concepts
MC Name
Concepts
Concept Attributes
Concept Attribute Description
Concept Attribute Domain
Concept Relationship
Concept Relationship End

Concept Property
CP Name
CP#
CPD#
1
C#
1
C Name
2
2
3
CD#
1
4
CD Name
2
CD Type
5
8
CD
Size
6
7
CA#
8
1
CA_Name
2
9
CA Dom
10
1
11
CR#
1
12
CR Name
2
CR End#
13
6
14
CRE Card
5
15 CRE Memb Class
4
16
CRE Description
3

1
14
15
16
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Concept Property Domains
CPD Type
CPD#
CPD Name
Integer
1
CPD Identifier
2
CPD Name
Char
3
CPD _Description
Char
4
CPD Memb Class
Integer
CPD Cardinality
Integer
5
CPD_Numbering
6
Integer
CPD Dom Size
Integer
7
CPD_Dom Type
Integer
8

CPD Size
4
25
250
1
1
1
1
1

Concept Relationship
CR#
CR Name
1
Method/Method-Concept
2
Method-Concept/Concept
3
Concept/Conceet Property
4
Concept Property/Property
Property/Property Domain
5
6
Concept/Concept Rel_end
Concept Rei end/Concept Relationship
7
Concept Relationship End
CR# CR End# C# CRE Card CRE Memb Class CRE Description
1
1
Many
Draws from
Optional
1
2
2
One
Mandatory
Value _p_ool for
1
1
1
One
2
Optional
is a
2
Many
Mandatory
2
5
is a
1
3
One
Mandatory
has
3
form
2
5
Many
Mandato_!}'_
3
1
One
1s a
4
3
Optional
Many
Mandatory
is a
2
6
4
form
1
4
One
Mandatory
5
Many
Mandatory
has
6
2
5
-

System Concepts

MC#
1
2
3
4
5
6

MC Name
Attribute
Domain
Object
Connection
Concept Relationship
Concept Rei end

Figure 4.8: Tables containing meta-meta-metadata describing the model shown in figure 4. 7.
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If desired, an Entity Relationship model could be constructed to describe the
structure of the tables in figure 4.8. These structures would represent metameta-meta-metadata. However, there comes a level at which higher levels of
abstraction are superfluous to the task at hand. The last level, presented in this
section, is the first abstraction that has become 'too abstract' for the requirements
of 2\!PPDE. It is at this point that the structures used to contain the description
of structures at the preceding level of abstraction must be 'nailed down' and the
information they contain becomes 'hard-wired' into the system. In the case of
'l(IPPDE, where we wish to store desctiptions of methods, the meta-meta-

metadata level is where this progression will stop.

Thus, the structures

described by the tables shown in figure 4.8 will become hard-wired into the
2\!PPDE repository system.

In many other systems, some of which were reviewed in Chapter Two, the
level at which these structures become hard-wired occurs at a lower level than
the one in 'l(IPPL/E. In other words, these systems stop at the structure of
particular methods (i.e. meta-metadata) rather than stopping at the structure of
this structure (i.e. meta-meta-metadata).

4.6 Metadata Hierarchy Representation in the f_f\_IPPL'E Core System
Prior sections in this chapter describe structures required to store information at
each layer in the hierarchy. Starting at the data layer and working backwards
until the meta-meta-metadata layer is reached, data structures required in the next
layer are inferred from requirements present in the current layer. Examining a
layer shows structures storing information very similar to, if not the same as,
that stored in other layers. The tables containing attribute domains (metadata
layer), ER Concept Attribute Domains (meta-metadata layer) and Concept

Property Domains (meta-meta-metadata layer) are all isomorphic. These all
contain domain type information. In this case there are three sets of structures
used to store the same type of infmmation. In fact, these levels contain precisely
the objects, properties and connections of the 'RJPPDE conceptual model. It is
easy to see from this comparison that the conceptual model underlying 2\fPPDE
is well suited to describing and storing this very information.
Two possible implementations of these structures exist. The first provides a
complete set of relations for each layer. This physically partitions information
for each layer from the other layers. However, this requires the management of
a much larger number of relations and introduces additional, undesirable,
complexity. This extra complexity is unnecessary for the purposes of the
'RJPPL'E core system. The second approach involves collapsing, or merging,
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structures storing identically structured isomorphic information in different
layers of the hierarchy into single relations. An additional field to distinguish
which layer entries belong to completes the process. This utilises one unified set
of relations to store information for all required layers of this hierarchy. This is
a very natural approach and has been followed in the design and implementation
of the 2(/PPL'E core system.
It should be added that both implementations are relatively straightforward
and store the same information. The ability to implement the unified approach
demonstrates some of the power and flexibility of the 2(f1Xf!£'£ core system and
its conceptual model. In fact, utilising the view mechanism in Ingres allows
effective achievement of both approaches with a single implementation. The
2(/PP£./E core system uses the view mechanism to do just that. Providing the

same capabilities with the first approach described is much more difficult and
would result in a clumsy design.
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Chapter Five: Method Definitions
5.1 Method Definitions- An Overview
'RJPPDE knows about a very small number of concepts -attributes, domains,

objects and connections. Methods, on the other hand, generally know about many
more concepts. Defining a method definition is the process of mapping concepts of
a method onto those of the rJ?JPPDE conceptual model. Thus the term Method

definition is taken to mean the description of a particular method, for example, the
Chen E-R method.
A method definition encapsulates a method's concepts, their properties, how to
construct them, the relationships between them and the ways in which their
instances may be shared. The last part regarding sharing is particularly important.
This part of a method definition enables metadata to be shared between tools
utilising the 1{fPP.DE repository system. 1{f1XJ!i/£ uses a method definition to create
the necessary structures and implement semantic checking to provide repository
support for that method.

5.2 Construction of a Method Definition
Before a tool may make use of services provided by 1{[PPDE, the repository system
must have a definition for the method implemented by that tool. If an appropriate
method definition exists, then the tool may make use of it. The source of such a
definition may be one of two places. An existing model database maintained by
VPPL'£ contains within it a set of method definitions. At the very least this set
contains all methods that have been used to manipulate metadata stored in the
repository system. Additionally it may contain other method definitions that have
not yet been used. A second source for an appropriate method definition may be a
method definition library. Such a library is nothing more than another 1{JPPL'£
model database. However, in this case there is no metadata stored within it- only
method definitions. Using a method definition from a library involves nothing
more than instructing 1{[PPDE to move the definition from the library repository to
the current model repository.
If an approp1iate method definition does not exist in either the current model
repository or a method definition library then the tool is unable to make use of
1{JPP1/E until one is provided. The interactive Method Definition system is the
means by which a new method definition may be created. An example of this
process is presented in Chapter Eight.
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5.2.1 Attributes & Domains
In sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the concepts of attrihutes and domains were introduced.
In terms of metadata they correspond to instances of concepts such as E-R attributes
and E-R domains respectively. At the level the method definition system operates
(meta-metadata), the concept of an attribute has a different application and meaning.
It is used to define properties of concepts that exist in the meta-metadata layer. As
in the metadata layer, domains maintain their close relationship with attributes. In
this layer a domain describes the values that may be stored in the attribute
representing one of the properties of a concept, or number of concepts, in the
method. For instance, we may define a prope11y of an E-R relationship to hold the
degree of the relationship. A useful domain to have for this attribute may be integer
values greater than one (2 : : : ; degree:::; oo ). Not wishing to leave this open-ended we
may restrict it to (degree= 2) for methods that implement binary relationships only.
Once such an attribute has been created, instances of the E-R relationship
concept using that attribute may store the degree of the relationship within it. The
core system asserts and enforces the property contains only valid values with
respect to the domain associated with that attribute. This manner in which the core
system does this is discussed in more detail in Chapter Nine

5.2.2 Concept Mappings
Recall that a major feature of 2\.IPJ!L'E is the reduction to the four basic (and hence
very general) concepts: attribute, domain, object and connection. These are the
basic building blocks a method uses to construct a design with. Concepts present
within the conceptual model may be thought of as 'vanilla' flavoured. To provide
services to methods requiring more complex concepts these 'vanilla' constructs are
'decorated' with further properties to provide these. Thus concepts may have extra
properties assigned to them when described in the method definition system. These
extra properties are bundled into a property object (sometimes referred to as a POID
-Property Object ID).
This approach is very similar to that used in many Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). Such systems possess a small set of spatial object types such as
points, lines and polygons (among others). However, GIS systems, by their very
nature, must also store attribute information such as a trees height and age in
addition to its location. Here the non-spatial attribute tables are 'hung' from the
small set of spatial object types and act as extra properties of those object types.
The r((ason for this process is simple. In order to obtain the core conceptual
model, the common elements of various methods have been distilled.
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The

properties decorating the 'vanilla' concepts now represent the distinctive features of
the individual methods. Without these features all methods would look the same
(which would make repository support much simpler!). E-R relationships are a
good example. A name and description (the only properties provided by core
VPPLf£ concepts) for a relationship is not enough information to be useful. At a
minimum cardinality information needs to be stored for relationships as well.
When a concept is created, structures in the core relations are created to store the
information described by the property object of that concept. The binding of a
property object to a 'RJPPLC£ base concept, forming a <'RJPPLf£ base concept,
method concept> pair creates a concept mapping. Concept mappings represent
interactions between the layers shown in the layered object management ring in the
extended version of Sommerville's onion ring model (shown in figure 1.6).. In
some methods more than one method concept will be paired with a particular
VPPLf£ base concept. Such many to one mappings require care in the description
and management of property information specified in their property objects.
Consider the case of processes and file stores in Data Flow methods. They both
map onto the VPI!LC£ oNect base concept but each concept has very different set of
properties. Processes need to store their process number and details of subprocesses within that process. File stores need to store details of the file structure.

5.2.3 Concept Property Objects
As described in the previous section, property objects are used to contain extra
property information for method concepts. Some properties do not, however,
consist of a single attribute. Some lists of items such as the list of key attributes in
an E_::R entity. A Data Flow method might store a list of sub-processes within a
process. To allow this type of property information to be stored, property objects
may also contain a specialised object called an Object Bin. Such a property
provides the means to store a wide variety of property information that cannot be
held by a finite number of attribute properties. Within an Object Bin a tool
application may store any set of items it wishes to such as the examples mentioned
above.
Property objects are created in the same way as any other object within the
method definition system. First, the appropriate domains for the properties are
created. From here, the necessary attributes are created and are associated with the
domains previously created. Once the attributes have been created the property
object is created. Property objects are constructed via the aggregation of attributes,
other property objects and Ohject Bins- other abstraction mechanisms are not
permitted. The attributes, their domains and other property objects may be shared
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with other property objects within this or any other method definition. The
interactive 1?]PPDE method definition and core systems oversee the sharing of these
property attributes, domains and objects. If set up correctly, properties may be
non-redundantly shared by the methods requiring them.

5.2.3.1 Mapping 'RJPPL'E and Method Concepts
In the Chen E-R Model (see section 5.5 for mapping details), mappings between
method concepts and 1\.fPPL'E base concepts are very straight-forward. E-R
attributes map very well to :J(!PPL'E attributes, E-R entities map very well to
:J(!PPDE objects and E-R relationships map very well to 1?]PPi.!E connections. In

addition to these basic mappings, other information such as relationship end
cardinality must be stored as 'property infom1ation'.
Mapping Data Flow Diagram concepts to 1\.lPPL'E concepts provides a more
complex example. Data Flow attribute information used in the construction of data
flow data objects map to 1\.f'lXJ!DE attributes but 1\.lPPDE connections, this time, map
to data flows. However, mapping Data Flow concepts to the fJUPPDE object
concept breaks the nice one-to-one mapping of concepts observed so far. There are
in fact four candidates for such a mapping:
(a) Processes and their property information
(b) File stores and their property information
(c) External entities and their property information
(d) Data flow definitions and their property information
Note that it makes sense semantically to map all of these method concepts to the
1?]PP1.!E object concept.
How do we manage the situation where a collection of !llethod concepts map to a
single base concept in 1\.lPPL'E? Each mapping must be distinguished from all
others when manipulating the design. We also need to know which particular
mapping we are dealing with when manipulating an item to access the property
information for that item. The answer is to produce different concept mappings
between the 1\.lPPL'E object concept and design method concepts. Each concept
mapping has its own property object.

5.2.3.2 Use of Concept Mappings
Concept mappings provide a simple method for differentiating mappings between
design method and 1\.l'lxP£./E concepts. This allows a tool to access and manipulate
the correct property infom1ation for a concept instance.
For example, consider file stores in Data Flow methods. The basic :J(!PPDE

object concept stores the name of the file store and its description. The Data Flow
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tool may wish to store other information such as a predicted maximum number of
records in the file. The mapping of the Cf\[:PPL/E object concept to the Data Flow file
store concept provides the means to do this. The property object associated with
this mapping will contain, among other properties, a property to contain this
information. This concept's structure then comprises that of the basic '.R]PPDE

object concept and the property object associated with it.

5.2.3.3 Construction of Concept Mappings
To construct a concept mapping we use the interactive Method Definition system
(described in Section 5.5 and demonstrated in Chapter Eight) to associate a property
object with a '.R]PPL'E base concept/method concept mapping. This association
creates a relation used to store property values for each attribute in the property
object. The remainder of this section discusses the implementation of these
relations.
Two approaches may be taken to implement these relations with the goal of
minimising internal redundancy.

These two approaches are distinguished

fundamentally by the way in which the property information is grouped.
Consider the following example. A person implementing Method X in 'l?JPPDE
decides to create a concept mapping with the following property object:

I

A : Domain Y

I

B : Domain Z

I

C : Domain Z j

Figure 5.1: An example property object containing three attributes based on two domains.

If we create a separate relation for each unique attribute or one for each unique

domain we get two different sets of relations:

B_y attribute. Using this approach there will be three relations created. For
each unique attribute a relation of the following form will be created:
Relations· A and Band C

Attribute Name
Identifier

Type
i4

Value

*

Description of Purpose
This is a generic 'l?JPPf./E identifier. It may be an
identifier of an attribute, domain, object or
connection based concept instance. It is the
identifier of the item for which this relation holds
values for one of its properties.
This is the actual value of this property. Its value is
consistent with the definition of its domain.
* The type of this attribute is dependent on the type
and size of the domain the attribute draws its
values from.

Table 5.1: Structure of property information relations if the 'by attribute' approach is taken.

The criteria for this approach is based on attribute uniqueness. The values for
each attribute will be stored in a single relation regardless of how many times and in
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which methods it is used. If a method wants to refer to an attribute by a different
name then an aliasing mechanism may be used.
By domain. Using this approach there will be two relations created. For each
unique domain a relation of the following form will be created:
Relations· Y and Z

Identifier

Type
i4

Attribute ID

i4

Value

*

Attribute Name

Description of Purpose
This is a generic ':R]PPDE identifier. It may be an
identifier of an attribute, domain, object or
connection based concept instance. This relation
holds the values of all attributes within its property
object that share the same domain.
The identifier of an attribute within the property
object associated with this item's concept.
This is the actual value of this attribute within the
property object. Its value is consistent with the
definition of its domain.

* The type of this attribute is dependent on the type
and size of the domain the attribute draws its
values from.
Table 5.2: Structure of property information relations if the 'by domain' approach is taken.

As the criteria for creating relations in this approach is based on domain
uniqueness then the values for all attributes of a particular domain will be stored in a
single relation. This is regardless of how many times and in which methods the
domain is used. Attributes are distinguished by the second key attribute in the
relation. This approach also allows a name aliasing mechanism to be used if a
methods want to refer to the same attribute by different names.
Yet a third approach exists for the design of these relations (but which does not
minimise internal redundancy). In this approach a single relation is created to
-

property values. Table 5.3 shows what such a relation would look like
Relation· Combined

Attribute Name

Identifier

Value_A
Value_B
Value_C

Type
Description of Purpose
i4
This is a generic 'RJPPi/E identifier. It may be an
identifier of an attribute, domain, object or
connection based concept instance. This relation
holds the values of all attributes within its property
object within a single tuple.
This
is the actual value of attribute A within the
* property
object.
This
is
the
actual value of attribute B within the
* property object.
is the actual value of attribute C within the
* This
property object.

Table 5.3: *The type of this attribute is dependent on the type and size of the domain the attribute
draws its values from. Property values are consistent with their domain.
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As this approach simply t,rroups all attributes from a property object into a single
relation, significant redundancy may result. This redundancy is caused when
property attributes are shared between more than one property object. Such a
situation occurs when different methods share the same item whose property
objects in those methods contain common properties. Obviously, when properties
for an item are changed t,rreat care must be taken to ensure all other instances of that
shared property must also be updated.

5.2.3.4 Which Approach to use?
These alternatives both have advantages and disadvantages. All allow name
aliasing mechanisms if required. The first approach gives a larger number of
smaller relations (one relation for each unique attribute). The second results in
fewer, larger, relations with compound keys (one relation for every unique
domain). The third approach creates a single relation for each property object. As
mentioned above this may result in internal redundancy of property information.
This is highly. undesirable and for this reason it is not considered a viable
alternative. In spite of this, it is still possible to create relations with the structure
shown in table 5.3 using the view operator in lngres. In this way an imaginary
relation combining attributes from number of relation containing properties may be
created.
As much of the updating and manipulation of this information is on an attribute
basis, rather than a domain basis, the first approach is used in '1\[PPDE.

5.2.3.5 Identifying and Describing Concept Mappings to 1.\_IPPDE
S_o far this section has discussed the basis and uses of mappings between
'1\IPPDE concepts and method concepts. It has not considered how these mappings
are actually identified and subsequently described to '1\[PPDE. It is important that a
method is described accurately and completely to '1\[PPDE. If there are omissions in
the description '1\lPPiJE will not be able to provide comprehensive repository
support to that method.
When confronted with a method that is to use '1\[PPDE as its repository base the
person responsible for perfm111ing this task must do the following:
(1) Identify all the concepts present within the method. In the case of the Chen

E-R method there are attributes, entities and relationships that are physically part of
an E-R diagram. Fm1her, there is the concept of a domain, from which an attribute
draws its values. Domains, while not necessarily taking part in the diagrammatic
representation of the model, do exist within its data definition.
(2) From the list of concepts derived in (I), split them into two classes:
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The first class contains those concepts that represent and/or refer to some fixed
item, and only that item, in the method. Entities, attributes and domains from the
example above fall into this category. The second class contains those concepts that
connect together other concepts. Relationships from the example above fall into
this category. So do data flows in Data Flow methods.
The key difference between the two classes is the idea of connectivity. If a
concept provides a connective idea between concepts it falls into the second
category. If it provides the representation (only) of a concept, then it falls into the
first category.
Once this basic distinction has been made within the method's concepts, we may
proceed to further categorise them. Concepts within the second class will all map
onto the 1(/PPUE connection concept. From concepts in the first class three
separate groups may be simply divided. The groups are characterised in the
following fashion:
(1) Domain concepts. Any concept whose purpose is to describe a value pool

from which attributes (or their equivalents in the method) draw their values is in this
group. These map onto the

'Rfl><Pf/£

domain concept.

(2) Attribute concepts. Any concept whose purpose is to describe the container
of an atomic value, such as a part ID or a part's colour is in this group. These
concepts are always associated with a domain concept. These map onto the
'1\fPI!DE attribute concept.

(3) Object concepts. Any concept that stores non-atomic information but does
NOT embody connectivity (see above), such as the details of a part but NOT a data
flows source and destination processes, is in this group. These concepts may
embody structural detail and are often constructed as an abstraction over detail.
Other examples are file stores which have no explicit internal structure but which do
not have a domain. These map onto the 'R..f'PPDE object concept.
Once the concepts present in the method have been identified and grouped as
above, the description of the method to 'R..FPP1/E may proceed. To aid in this phase,
a module of 'R..lPPDE called Met/wd Definition was designed and built. In brief,

Method Definition maps concepts in the groups above to their analogous concepts
in 'R../PPDE. It also provides facilities to design and construct property information
discussed in sections above. This property information is associated with the
method concepts at the time of mapping them to their '1\fPPDE counterparts. Figure
4.7 shows the relationship between methods, concepts and their properties.

Method Definition is a simple, yet powerful, tool providing the gateway for a
method into 'R..lP'PL'E. In this way rich and diverse method concepts may be
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mapped onto the appropriate 'RfP'PLC£ concepts. This provides an accurate and
functional description of a method's concepts to the 2(fPPL'E repository system.
Once this has been provided 'R.J'l.xPLC£ is capable of providing repository services to
tools implementing this method.

5.2.4 Method Concepts
The terms Method concepts refers to concepts contained within a particular method.
They are the ideas and constructs central to its working. Entity relationship
methods have domains, attributes, entities and relationships. Data flow methods
have data flows, processes, sources and sinks, file stores and so on. These are the
concepts the method definition system maps onto corresponding 'R.lPP£/E concepts.

5.2.4.1 Method Concept Properties
Obviously, 'l([P'P£./E cannot hope to provide a set of concepts sufficiently rich and
diverse enough to accommodate, directly, any method one may wish to describe.
In fact, as seen in Chapter Four, quite the opposite approach has been taken; a small
and simple, but very flexible, set of concepts have been constructed. With these
concepts 'l([PPL'Edescribes method concepts present within a method.
Most, if not all, concepts possess properties. They range from the concept's
name and description to permissions lists controlling access. Instances of these
concepts possess attributes containing their private values for these properties.
These properties are important to the methods which use them in the process of
manipulating models.
Some concept properties such as name and description are directly supported by
'R..lPPL'E,

though most are not. However, '1(/PPL'E does provide a powerful
-

mechanism for describing these properties and attaching them to concepts. When a
concept is created in 'l(f1XJ!Lf£ a structure call a property object (described in sections
5.2.3 and 5.2.4) may be attached to it. This object contains all the properties
required by the concept. In this fashion any desired set of properties may be
created for a concept. An instance of a concept will have attributes corresponding
to the properties present in the property object associated with that concept.
Describing a method concept in terms of 'l(fPPL'E concepts has two main parts.
Firstly, the properties of the concept not directly supported by 'l([PPL'E must be
identified and assembled into a property object. Secondly the 'l([PPL'E base concept
previously identified as mapping to the method concept being described is selected.
Once these two actions have been pe1formed the 'RJP'PL'E concept representing the
method concept may be established. This is done by 'attaching' the property object
created in the first step to an instance of the 'R..f1XJ!L'E base concept decided upon in
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the second. The new concept is appropriately named and described via the name
and description properties present in the instantiation of the Cf\f'lXFDE base concept.

5.2.4.2 Constraints on Method Concepts
There are some constraints placed on concepts that make up part of a method
definition. These are involved with enforcing semantics within the repository itself
and are separate from the constraints placed on these concepts at the time they are
created when defining a method definition.
In fact, all these constraints apply to the information sharing capabilities of
Cf\]PP£./E. In particular, they control which mappings of method concepts between

two methods may be involved in sharing infmmation.

5.3 Use of Method Definitions
Method definitions are central to the usefulness of the 1\fPP£./E repository system.
Without such a definition for a method Cf\lPP.L'E is unable to provide repository
services to client tool applications. There is another advantage to this approach. A
method definition is independent of the Cf\/Pl!DE repository system. Cf\]PPi./E also
does not provide any special services of any kind for any method. This means that
to describe a method to 1\fPP£./E requires no changes to be made to Cf\]PP£./E itself.
Further, a method, once defined to Cf\f'lXJ>i./£, may be moved to another site simply
by taking a copy of the method definition to that site.

5.4 Sharing Method Definition Information
Information used to describe a method to Method Definition may be shared with
other method definitions. In particular, property attributes of concepts defined in
one method may be shared by other methods who also wish to use those property
attributes. The advantages and usefulness of this ability are discussed in section

7.2.2.

5.5 An Exercise in Method Definition
In this section the steps required to describe a method to

~JPPLC£

are presented.

The method chosen is the Chen Entity Relationship method. This method was
selected for its simplicity and the fact it demonstrates every aspect of the method
definition system. Its definition involves use of every base concept in Cf\]PPDE and
the construction of some simple concept properties.
Initially the Chen E-R and '1\.N'J!DE concepts are identified and described. At
this point a comparison of concept structures, properties and purposes is made.
From this the appropriate mappings are decided upon. These are then described in
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detail in a fashion suitable for storage as a method definition in the 'l?jPPDE method
definition system. A small example based on the ever-popular Supplier/Parts model
is used to illustrate the points presented.

5.5.1 Identifying Chen E-R Model Concepts
Chen's E-R Model is the oldest, and simplest by virtue of an absence of
extensions, of the raft of E-R variants available. It has four main concepts:
Concept

Description

Attributes:

An atomic value drawn from a value pool. Attributes have a name,
domain and description.
An example is the identifier of a part. It may be called Part_ID, be
drawn upon the domain containing the set of numbers from 1 to
99,999 and be described as "The identifier of a part in the part
entity".

Domains:

A value pool from which attributes draw their values. Domains
have a name and a description. This concept is often hidden in the
data dictionary describing attributes in the E-R model and has no
explicit diabrrammatic representation in some E-R variants. Others,
such as the variant described in [Furt86] do show domains
diagramma tical! y.
The domain used for Part_!D mentioned above may be called "Part
Identifiers", be drawn on the subset of integers from 1 to 99999
and is described as "Identifiers of Parts".

Entities:

An entity corresponds to some real world entity or object we
would like to store information about. _Entities are constructed
from a collection of attributes. May also be 'artificial', e.g.: an
association entity possibly with no real world analogue. Entities
have a name, a description and a structure gained by aggregating
attributes together.
In the supplier/parts example the entity Part is constructed by

Part_ID, Part_Name and
Part_Description. It may be called Part and be described as "the
aggregating

the

attributes

part entity".

Relationships:

Describe some relationship between one or more entities only.
Three types exist distinguishable by their cardinalities: (1- 1, 1M, M- N). All may' exist in a Chen E-R Model diagram although
the third (M - N) must at some time be decomposed to two (1 -
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M) relationships. Unlike other E-R variants, the Chen E-R Model
does not have a membership class for relationships.
Up to the physical design stage, a relationship has a name and a
description for each permutation of the entities involved in the
relationship. It also possesses a cardinality (described above).
Suppliers send shipments of parts. Many parts may be shipped by
many suppliers. This (many to many) relationship is characterised
by the Shipment association entity. The two derived relationships
(each one to many) may be referred to as "Shipped" and "Shipped
by" and have appropriate descriptions.

5.5.21\_IPPL'E Concepts
Recall the four basic concepts which lie at the heart of 'RJPPDE. They are:
Concept

Attributes:

Description
A named atomic value drawn from a named value pool
(domain).' Attributes have a name, description and a domain.

Domains:

A named value pool.

Described as either enumerated or

constrained base types (e.g.: integers, characters strings etc).
Domains have a name, description and the domain definition
itself.

Objects:

An abstraction drawn on a set of items stored by 'l{JPPDE.
Abstraction mechanisms used are: Aggregation, Generalisation,

Subset

Hierarchy and Collection.

Legal abstraction

mechanisms may be specified for an object based concept.
Objects have a name, description and a structure definition
(governed by the particular abstraction mechanism used to
construct it).

Connections:

Allow one or more items stored by 'RJPPDE to be 'connected' to
each other. The concepts that may be connected are specified in
the method definition. Connections have a name, a description
(for the connection as a whole) and record the object class
members that participate in the connection.

Note: Every item stored by 'R../P'Pi/E also has a unique identifier. Names are
unique within base concept classes only. This means that names are unique for
'R..fPPL'E attributes and the other '1\./'P'PL'E concepts i.e. that instances of different
'R..fPPL'E concepts may have the same name.

In addition, further property

information may be associated with an item stored by 'R..fPPL'E via a property object.
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5.5.3 A Comparison between Chen E-R and P.]PPD£ concepts
The descriptions of the Chen E-R Model and

~fPPL'E

concepts allow some

conclusions to be drawn about how they should be mapped:
(1) Chen E-R Model attributes map to

~[P'PL'E attributes.

Modifications: No further modification required.
(2) Chen E-R Model domains map to

~[1XfJL'E

domains.

Modifications: No further modification required.
(3) Chen E-R Model entities map to

~[1XfJL'E

objects.

Modifications:
(a) Construction limited to aggregation only. They may include both
attributes and composite attributes (which may be represented by 'R]PPL'E

objects but which are differentiated from entities if required).
(4) Chen E-R Model relationships map to

~[1XfJ£'E

connections.

Modifications:
(a) Relationship ends must also include a relationship description from the
perspective of that end. They also have a cardinality.
(b) Relationships must only connect entities (this does not include composite
attributes).
The following property object is associated with relationship ends. It describes
the structure of that property information and resides in the meta-metadata layer. As
stated above, each relationship end has a description and a cardinality (one or
many). This provides property infom1ation for ends of relationships.

Attribute Name
Description
Cardinality

Relationship End Property Object Structure
Type
Description of Purpose
c250 Holds the description of the relationship from this end
'outwards'.
il
Contains the cardinality of this end. This attribute has
a domain representing the cardinalities (One, Many).
Note: In this case the method uses a domain based on
one byte integers and will use appropriate values to
denote the One and Many cardinalities. Alternatively, a
domain could be set up to have the values "One" and
"Many" explicitly defined via an enumeration.

Table 5.5.1: Property object describing connection end property information for Chen E-R Model
relationships.

The following relations are used to contain concept mapping information such as
which abstraction principles may be used to construct an object based method
concept. The em prefix on the relation names is derived from concept mapping.
These tables all hold data in the meta-metadata layer.
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The description of each of the following relations is self-descriptive via the

Description of Purpose field. For a complete set of E-R diagrams representing this
structure see Appendix B.

Attribute Name
Identifier
Naryness

Relation: cm_connection
Type
Description of Purpose
i4
Identifier of a concept mapping onto a 'l?jPF£/E
connection. Listed in concept.
i4
Identifier of a domain specifying the legal cardinalities
for this connection concept.

Table 5.5.2: Relation containing concept mapping information for relationships as a whole.

Attribute Name
Identifier
End Concept

Relation: cm_conn_end
Type
Description of Purpose
i4
Identifier of a concept that maps onto a 'l?JPFDE
connection end. Listed in concept.
i4
Identifier of a concept (not based on connection ends)
that may exist attached to this connection end concept.

Table 5.5.3: Relation containing concept mapping information on which method concepts may be
connected by this connection concept.

The relations em- connection and em - conn- end do not store information about
which connection end concepts may be associated with which connections. The
relation em conn- conn- end describes this association.
Attribute Name
Conn_Concept
End_Concept

Relation: cm_conn_conn_end
Type
Description of Purpose
i4
Identifier of a connection based concept. Listed in
Concept
i4
Identifier of a connection_end based concept.

Table 5.5.4: Relation containing concept mapping information on which connection end concepts may
lie at the end of this connection concept. _

Method concepts using :R,PI'PL/E objects as their base concept have constraints
placed on their abstraction of other method concepts. Each has a set of method
concepts that may be involved in each allowed abstraction principle for that concept.

Attribute Name
Identifier
Ab_Types

Relation: cm_object
Type
Description of Purpose
i4
Identifier of a concept that maps onto a 'l?JPPDE object.
Listed in concept.
i4
Identifier of a '1\flXJ!DE domain containing the valid
abstraction mechanisms for this object based concept.

Table 5.5.5: Relation containing concept mapping information on objects as a whole.
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Attribute Name
Identifier

Ab_Type
Concepts

Relation: cm_object_construct
Type
Description of Purpose
i4
Identifier of a concept that maps onto a 'R]Pl!IfE object.
Listed in concept.
il
Identifier of an abstraction mechanism.
i4
Identifier of a 'R.FPPLf£ domain containing the
identifiers of method concepts that may be included in
abstractions of this type.

Table 5.5.6: Relation containing concept mapping information on the construction for object based
concepts.

The table below describes how the concepts in Chen E-R Model map to basic
'R]Pl!Lf£ concepts. There are three tuples in this table (shown in table 5.5.7).

Attribute Name
Identifier
Name
Description

Relation: concept
Type
Description of Purpose
i4
The identifier of a concept.
c50 Concept name.
c250 Concept description of this mapping from method
concept the 'R,[Pl!Lf£ concept.

Base_Concept

i1

POID

i4

The 'R,[1Xf!Lf£ base concept this Chen E-R Model
concept is mapped onto.
Identifier of the property object for this concept.

Table 5.5.7: Relation containing concept mapping information for concepts as a whole.

In this section concepts in the Chen E-R Model and 'R]Pl!Lf£ conceptual model
have been examined. A set of concept mappings between the Chen E-R Model and
'R]Pl]Lf£ conceptual model concepts has been established. Some extra properties

were required, the structure of which is described by the property object shown in
table 5.5.1.
Transcription of this information into the 'RJPPLf£ method definition system
gives 'R]Pl!Lf£ all the information required to provide appropriate storage structures
and repository facilities to a Chen E-R Modelling tool. Once these details have been
entered into the method definition system then they are hidden from the end user of
tools utilising 'R,[Pl!Lf£.
The following relations show an example of how this works. They contain
values similar to those that would actually appear in the core system relations for the
simple supplier/parts example used in this section. The table directly below
(Relationship End POTD) holds instances of the property object associated with
ends of the relationship (i.e. this is metadata).
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ID
10
11
12

13

Relationship End POID
Description
Supplier ships shipments
Shipments are sent by suppliers
A shipment contains many shipped parts
A part may be in many shipments

Cardinality
One
Many
Many
One

All the following tables contain information that resides in the meta-metadata layer.
The information they hold describes the different concepts present in the Chen E-R
method and they ways instances of them may be constructed. The IDs present in
these tables relate to the IDs in the Concept table below. Their values, including
those in the table above have been chosen arbitrarily.
Relation: cm_connection
Identifier
Degree
4 (Relationship) A 1\[1.),1!1/E domain with a value
representing an entity.
'Relation: cm_conn_end
Identifier
End Concept
5 (relationship end)
A value representing an entity.
Relation: cm_conn_conn_end
4 (Relationship)

Identifier
3 (Entity)

Identifier
3 (Entity)

ID

1
2

3
4

5

Name

A value representing a relationship end.
Relation: cm_object
Ab Types
A :1\fPPDE domain with a value
representing aggregation.

Relation: cm_object_construct
Concepts
Ab type
Aggregation Values representing attribute and
entity concepts.
Relation: concept
Description

Base
POID
Concept
Chen E-R Attribute
A Chen style attribute
0
Attribute
Chen E-R Domain
A Chen style domain
Domain
0
Chen E-R Entity
A Chen style entity
Object
0
Chen ER- Relationship
Connection
0
A Chen style relationship
6
Chen E-R Relationship End A Chen style relationship end Connection
End
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5.6 An Actual Method Definition Case Study
Chapter Eight presents a small case study involving the description of several
method definitions and a practical demonstration of the 'l(!PP£./E system. The
method definition presented as an example in section 5.5 is used in the concept
demonstration presented in Chapter Eight.
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Chapter Six: Semantics
6.1 What are Semantics?
The Collins Concise English Dictionary gives a definition of semantics as" ... the
study of the relationships between signs and symbols and what they represent ... ".
Derived from semantic meaning " ... of or relating to the meaning of different words
or symbols ... ", semantics are used in many areas. In linguistics it is the study of
the meaning of language. In denotational semantics the meaning of programs is the
subject of study. In logic they are the principles that determine the truth values of
the formulas in a logical system. Semantics are all around us- we may not always
recognise them for what they are.
'R]PP DE also makes use of semantics.

Here, semantics is also all about

meaning. In the definition of semantics given above, signs and symbols refer to
both facts and knowledge (such as attributes and relationships) and the ways those
facts or knowledge are manipulated or operated upon. In this sense the term

semantic meaning of an action or operation refers to the conditions, actions and
consequences thereof. In a variant of the ever-popular E-R method, it may be
useful to require that to delete an entity, all participating attributes must also be
deleted. Thus one of the semantics for the operation delete an entity is to ensure all
attributes are deleted after the entity is deleted. If this is not possible then the delete

an entity operation cannot succeed. It is easy to see that this semantic constraint of
deleting an entity will result in the semantic constraints for deleting an attribute to
also be invoked.
There have been some attempts to deal with the semantics of such situations.
One _such attempt is the UDL language designed by Date [Date86a]. Of particular
-

importance is the ability to handle situations such as the cascading delete noted
above. 1\/PPI/E is capable of providing sufficient services to enable such semantic
checking to be performed both with regard to the internal core system and external
method semantic checks.
As has been mentioned briefly in section 3.7, semantics are both very important
and very useful to 'RJPPL'E. Section 6.2 discusses why 'RJPPL'E needs semantics.
Section 6.3 looks at the different types of semantics used. Sections 6.4 and 6.5
discuss 1\/PPL'E and method semantics.

6.2 Why does 'l(IPPL'E need them?
'l(fPPL'E not only makes use of semantics, it could not function without them. They

guide the operations taking place at every level in the entire 'l(ftprPL'E system. It is
imperative that infom1ation stored by '1(fiPPL'E is semantically correct- with respect
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to both 'RJPPL'E and the tools using it. Without such an assurance a repository
loses effectiveness. It is not the intention for 1\f'lXJ!i/E to constrain what a method
may do while manipulating its view of a model. However, the integrity of the
information stored by 1\f'lXJ!L'E must come first.
By their very nature semantics pervade the entirety of 'RJPPI/E. From the core
system to the method definition system, to the extensible interface and the tools
using 'l(JPPf../E, semantics are never far from view. Without semantics 'l(JPPL'E
could not control the creation of, for instance, E-R entities with inappropriate
abstraction principles or stop E-R relationships connecting attributes as well as
entities.

6.3 Static & Dynamic Semantics
There are two types of semantics used by 1\JT'l!L'E. Though both types are in fact
still semantics, they have subtly different origins.

The first, dubbed static

semantics, relate to the semantics governing the actions of the core system. That is
the core routines within 1\f'l)PL'E that deal only with 'l(JPPL'E concepts (i.e.

attributes, domains, objects and connections). The second, dubbed dynamic
semantics, relate to the semantics present within definitions of methods described to
'RJPPL'E via the method definition system. These semantics cannot be known,

a

priori, by 'RJPPL'E so must be handled in generic and dynamic fashions at the time
situations are encountered.

6.4 Static Semantics
These semantics control internal operations within the core system, the extensible
interface between 'RJPPL'E and tool applications, and the method definition system
dealing with 1\.IPPL'E concepts. None of these static semantics are used when
dealing with method concepts (see section 6.5). These are called static semantics
because they may be enumerated and defined before ever using the system. They
could be said to be the semantics of 1\f'lXJ!L'E itself. Static semantics may be found
in other places- such as those used in the relational model formulated by Codd
([Codd70], [Codd75]).

6.4.1 Method Semantics
These refer to the semantics that apply to actions performed during the process of
defining a method to 1\JPPL'E. These include the static semantics described in
section 6.5.1 for the 1\f'lXJ!L'E core system. In particular, method semantics relate to
manipulating the 1\JPPL'E concept concept. The create, read, update and delete
operations below all refer to the concept concept.
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0

Create

Creating a concept requires that no other concept be present with
that name.

The concept may also have a property object

associated with it. This property object is a special type of
1\!'lxPL'E object that may only created by aggregating attributes

and Object Bin type objects together.

This is a further

restriction on the core system static semantics for creating an

object.

0

Read

When defining a method, all the concepts present in the current
model database may be viewed.

This allows the person

defining a method definition to browse those concepts present in
other method definitions and to import them if useful.
0

Update

Once a concept has been created only its name and description
may be changed. A property object associated with a concept
may have attributes added to it. Removal of attributes from a
property object is not allowed. This helps to keep information
in the repository consistent.

The appropriate changes are

reflected in structures maintaining property information in the
repository.

0

Delete

No instances of the concept may be present in the model.

6.5 'R]PPL'E Static (Core System) Semantics
6.5.1 Static Core System Checks.
This section examines some of the checks that exist in the 'l?JPPL'Ecore system. All
of these checks are actually implementing static

semanti~

constraints. This is not

meant to be a complete list but serves to give an idea of the sort of static semantics
that are enforced in the core system.
These semantics are unlikely to be sufficient for a method using 'RJPPL'E even
when considering the dynamic semantics set up through Method Definition. In the
core system delete an attribute operation further actions could be performed in the
'RJPPL'11Application interface layer (discussed in section 9.4). In this way the tool
may delete the domain when it deletes an attribute by including a call to delete a

domain in the inte1face layer routine pe1fom1ing delete an attribute.
All of these semantic checks operate at the meta-metadata level. Many also
operate at the metadata level. When otherwise stated, all semantics described here
do apply to all levels in the metadata hierarchy.
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6.5.1.1 Common Checks
All the core system concepts have a number of common semantic checks. These
are noted here. Those checks which are not common are specified explicitly in the
following sections. The term 'current method' refers to the method currently
performing operations on infonnation within the repository.
0

Create

An item must not already exist in that base concept class with
the same name. E.g. if attribute X exists then another attribute
called X could not be created, but an entity named X could be
created.

0

Read

The item must exist in the inuse list for the current method. If
the item does exist in the repository the current method cannot
use it unless it is present in its inuse list. If permitted, the
current method may import the desired item (adding it to its

inuse list) and then use it (see Chapter Seven for a detailed
discussion of information sharing in 'R..fPPL'E).
0

Update

Any item may have its name and description changed by any
method having that item within its inuse list. The new name
must not be the same as any other item of the same base
concept.

0

Delete

To destroy an item in the repository requires that no other
method but the current method currently includes that item in its

inuse list.

If other methods are using that item then it is

unlinked from the current method only. Unlinking an item
refers to the action of removing an ite!ll from the inuse list of a
method.

The item is, however, still present within the

repository. If an item is unlinked and only one method is using
it then it is automatically destroyed. In a sense this operation is
now split into two- Detach and Destroy.

6.5.1.2 Domain Checks
0

Create

Domain definitions are not permitted to be recursive. That is, a
domain may not include itself as a abstract domain part at any
place in its own definition. Thus, when a domain is being
created, every part being added to that domain is checked to see
it does not, itself, contain the domain being created as an
abstract domain part.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.
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0

Update

Domain definitions may not be altered as any alteration may
make values of attributes using that domain inconsistent with the
new definition. Note that domain definitions may be created at
the metadata level as no values are stored that depend on them.

0

Delete

The domain may not be deleted if there exist any attributes using
it, or if it is involved in any object or connection definitions.
Further, it may not be deleted if it takes part in another domain's
definition (as an abstract domain part).

6.5.1.3 Attribute Checks
0

Create

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Update

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Delete

The attribute must not exist in any object or connection within
the current method. The domain used by the attribute is not
deleted if the attribute is successfully deleted. Thus it must be
separately deleted if this is desired.

6.5.1.4 Object Checks
0

Create

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Update

Objects are not permitted to be recursive. That is, an object may
not contain itself as part of its definition.

0

Delete

The object must not exist in any object or connection definition
in the current method.

6.5.1.5 Connection Checks
0

Create

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Update

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Delete

The connection must not exist in any object or connection
definition in the current method.

6.5.1.6 Concept Checks
These static concept semantics checks apply to the meta-metadata level only.
0

Create

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.
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0

Update

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Delete

No instances of the concept may be present in the.model before
the concept may be deleted.

6.5.2 1\]PP£./E Dynamic Semantics
These semantics also have some, indirect, control over operations in the core
system. However their influence appears higher up at the point where method
concepts are being manipulated. These are called dynamic semantics because,
before running the system they can not be quantified or described. The example
presented in section 3. 7 is a good example of this type of semantics. There is no
way that 'RJPPDE could know that that particular E-R Model variant would take
such actions when an entity is deleted. For it to know this it would have to be told
it explicitly, so that it may apply the appropriate actions at the time the event occurs.
These semantics are derived at the time the method is defined to 'RJPPL'E. The
common checks outlined in section 6.5.1.1 also apply to these checks. Because of
the nature of attributes and domains they do not have any dynamic semantic checks
that apply to them.

6.5.2.1 Object Checks
0

Create

When creating an object the requested abstraction principle to be
used to create it must be consistent with the set of valid
abstraction principles for that concept.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Update

Any item being added to an object must belong to a concept
present in the list of valid concepts that may be added to this
particular object concept instance.

0

Delete

Nothing in addition to common checks.

6.5.2.2 Connection Checks
0

Create

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Read

Nothing in addition to common checks.

0

Update

Any item being added to a connection must belong to a concept
present in the list of valid concepts that may be added to this
particular connection concept instance.

0

Delete

The degree of the connection must be consistent with the
domain denoting the valid degree values this connection may
have. An exception is made when the degree of the connection
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is below the minimum value in the degree domain. This allows
a method to populate a relationship definition with entities, for
example, without having the initial state of one entity involved
in the relationship being rejected.

6.6 Importation Semantics
The semantics of importing information from one method into another are discussed
in detail in Chapter Seven. Briefly, one method explicitly allows another method to
import instances of a patticular concept. A number of checks are performed at the
time the permission is created to make sure the sharing of that information does not
result in inconsistencies or a semantically nonsensical result.
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Chapter Seven: Information Sharing
7.1 Why is Information Sharing Useful?
The ability to share design information between methods is extremely useful and
very important if robust and accurate designs are to be achieved. From reducing
problems of redundant information to allowing tools to make better, well informed,
decisions about the problem at hand, shared information is indispensable. Chapter
One has already discussed some of the merits of information sharing.
The benefits of sharing design information have not been lost on vendors in the
industry. More and more products trumpet their abilities to share information
between methods they support. The systems discussed in Chapter Two are but a
small fraction of these.

7.2 9.\JPPDE Information Sharing Support
This section describes the support provided by 'RJ'PPDE for sharing information
between methods. This support is evident at two levels- the metadata level and the
meta-metadata level. A description of the modus operandi used to import items is
presented.

Additionally the structures used to hold import permissions are

described. These permissions control sharing of metadata between methods. In
section 2.2 it was noted how stand-alone tools must use external file transfer to
share information. With the mechanism described in this chapter information in
transparently and safely shared without ever leaving the repository.

7 .2.1 Import Permission Structures
The relation shown in figure 7.1 contains information used to control importation of
instances of concepts from one method into another. Ir stores pairings between
concepts within methods that 'correspond'. I.e. it denotes the method from which
a concept may be imported from, the method that will import it, and the local
concept the importing method will assign it. This approach supports the idea of
'based on' importation. In this approach we say that the concept in the importing
method is like the concept in another method but which also has some other
properties.
The approach taken by '1\.lPPLT- regarding information sharing is a regulated
one. There is no high level of intelligence built into the core system to allow it to
determine whether one method may import an item from another. To implement
such a mechanism is very difficult, if not impossible, given the aim of providing
repository support to arbitrary methods. Instead, the allowed paths for sharing
information between methods are explicitly recorded as part of a methods'
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definition. In effect, a method explicitly grants permission to another method to
import instances of a particular concept. As part of that permission, the local
concept that will be assigned to that item by the method importing it forms part of
the permission. This local concept is then associated with the item once it has been
imported into the importing method. Figure 7.1 shows how import permissions are
granted and received by methods.
I

Granted to
Is Granted

r-.
.....,

_l
I

GranL<>
Gnmtcd By

r-.
.....,

I

Method

Import
Permission

Figure 7.1: Import permissions are explicitly granted by one method, to
others. A method, in turn, receives import permissions granted to it.

This seemingly restrictive regime has a number of advantages. No changes are
necessary to the core system to enable it to recognise and provide information
sharing support for new methods. The ways in which information is shared
between methods are known and defined explicitly. It is thus possible to artificially
isolate a method from information it might otherwise be able to share. Further, it
allows 'pathways' along which shared information must 'flow' to get from one
method to another. Figure 7.2 illustrates such a situation. In this figure we see
three methods with some import permissions between them. We note that method
C has permissions to import items from both other methods. However, a situation
could arise where items from method A could legally be imported into method C,
but would be more useful if they had to first be imported into method B and from
there into method C. If the direct permissions between methods A and C are not
created then the only way in which method C can share those items is by importing
them off method B. A practical example of this may be a 'pseudo-:method' that
takes items from one method and converts them into a form more suitable to
another, which method then importing those converted items. Such a setup could
be more beneficial than to attempt to directly import the items in question.
Method A

Method C
Method A

r----:>-J

'-------'

Method B

Indicates a permission for Method B
to import something from Method A

Figure 7.2: Pathways along which information may flow between methods may be setup.
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Defining import permissions in this explicit manner is both simple and quick to
do. The number of permissions that need to be created depends on the number of
concepts within the method in question and the number of methods it is prepared to
share information with. For a method to import an item it is thus sufficient to check
these permissions.
This structure also records correspondences between connection end concepts
without the need for any other structures. The relation shown in figure 7.3 shows
the structure of the Import Permission entity shown in figure 7.1.
Relation: Import_Permissions
Attribute Name
Method From

Method To
Concept_From
Concept To

Description of Purpose
Type
i4
Identifies the method from which the item may be
considered 'being imported from'.
i4
Identifies the method that will import the item.
i4
Identifier of the concept assigned to the item being
imported from the method (Method_From).
i4
Identifier of the concept the importing method
(Method_To) will assign to the item once imported.

Figure 7.3: Relation used to contain importation permissions.

7.2.2 The Importing Algorithm
The process of importing an item into a method is controlled through the 'R.]PP£./£
core system. A regulated approach is taken (described in section 7.2.1) with
allowed importations explicitly defined via the Method Definition system.
To import an item the importing method sends an import request to the core
system. This request need not specify the source of the item to be imported. It
simply states the desire to share the indicated item. The core system is responsible
for resolving from where the item is to be sourced. Within this request is specified
the concept it wishes to associate with the imported item once it has been imported.
The core system accepts the request and verifies its validity. If it is valid, then that
item has the given local concept assigned to it and is appended to the inuse list of
the importing method. Figure 7.4 provides a graphical depiction of this process.
When the core system receives an import request it interrogates other methods in
the current model searching for relevant import permissions. It retrieves all
instances of the given item in all other methods for which there exists a
corresponding entry in importyermissions. The core system checks that the
concept identifier provided by the importing method matches the concept identifier
recorded in the import permission. Only those permissions where the concept
identifiers do match are accepted.
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(

Method X
.

No: Veto import request

~---·--------

)
·

Item to be
imported

Import
Request

~Item

/ Is this list non-empty? /

Yes: Add item 1234 with
concept 12 to Method X

r

All instances of
item 1234 that
may be imported
by Method X

1234
/Concept 12
All instances
ofitem 1234

Local concept
to assign to it

~

Discard those who do not
match templates specified
in import permissions of
MethodsY &Z
Legend

Other methods
presently in use

~

Core System
interrogates methods
for cxist.ance of
item 1234

(

Method Z )

(

Method Y

Control Flow
Metadata Flow

)

•

•

Method Information

Figure 7.4: A graphical depiction of how an item from a method is imported into another method.

An import permission contains four parts (shown in figure 7 .3).

For a

permission to be recorded by the method definitions system the following must
hold:

Method From

Ill . .

Identifier of a method from which an item may be
imported.

Method To

ill. . .

Identifier of the method that will perform the
importation.

Concept_From

•II ...

The concept assigned to the item in the

Method From method.
Concept_To

<II .....

The candidate local concept proposed for the item
by Method_To when the importation is requested.

If one or more permissions exist where these conditions are met then the core
system arbitrarily picks the first one and applies the importation. Picking a
permission arbitrarily from the list is not as bad as it sounds. To verify the legality
of an importation, it is sufficient to ensure there exists at least one permission
allowing it. In this case where the item is in use by a number of other methods all
of which are prepared to allow the requesting method to import it.
The one, slight, exception to this rule occurs with respect to connections. If an
item with a connection based concept is imported the core system must also ensure
the ends of the imported connection are represented in the importing method. If
there exist insufficient permissions to allow all ends of the connection to be
imported with the connection body, then the importation is vetoed until sufficient

permissions exist. To this end hnport Permissions is again inspected. This time
each connection end is imported and assigned the specified local connection end
concept in the same fashion as other concepts.
Note: Items existing at the ends of the imported connection are not, in
themselves, imported. Instead the references to those items are created with
appropriate local concepts. The importing method is free to browse those items but
is not permitted to modify them. The importation of a domain, object or connection
into a method does not automatically allow modification of any items comprising its
structure. In order to do this, the component items must also be imported, if
applicable, before they may be modified.

7 .2.3 Import Permissions and Method Libraries
It is useful to note that the method referenced by method_to above, need not
currently exist within the model database. It must, however, exist at the time the
import permission is created. This further aids the maintenance of a comprehensive
library of method definitions. Within this library, each method can set up the
appropriate import permissions for other methods in the method library. When a
model database is created the required method definitions may be extracted from the
method library. These may then be inserted into the method library within the
model database.
Before addition of method D

Aflcr addition of melhod D

Method B

.___M_e_th_o_d_A~------l:>~o-~j

Indicates a permission for Method B

Method B j Lo imporl something from Melhod A

Figure 7.5: Addition of an extra method from the method library activates import permissions from
already existing methods, and adds some of its own.

The methods in the model database method library will have, possibly many,
import permissions that relate to methods not present. These permissions are of no
use in the absence of the other methods. However, at a later date another method
may be extracted from the method library and inserted into the models' method
library (shown in figure 7.5). Now, with no further configuration, the new method
is able to share a range of information supported by other methods present in the
model.
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7 .2.4 Method Definition
A method's definition contains importation permissions describing how instances
of concepts within it may be shared by other methods. But information sharing is
not just useful in the metadata layer. It is also useful within the meta-metadata
/layer. Here, the actual concepts, and the structures and pieces used to create them,
may be shared by other methods. This not only aids the definition of new methods
to 'RJPPL'E, but also in the creation of 'roll your own' methods.
At the meta-metadata level there is no need for import permissions. In a sense
these are embedded within the 'R..l'lXfJfJE method definition system. The reason that
rules may be used for controlling sharing of meta-metadata but not for metadata is
that method definitions are all described in one 'super-method'. This 'supermethod' is P..fPPL'E. In this sense 'R..l'lXfJLC£ does indeed act as a method. It has its
own concepts and structures and its own set of semantics relating to their
manipulation.

The P..lPPLC£ 'super-method' could even be described by the

t](!PPL'E method definition .system. The same internal mechanisms are used to

achieve information sharing at both levels. The main exception is that importations
at the meta-metadata level short circuit the permissions test. This is possible
because there is only one set of concepts to deal with - the 2?../PPL'E concepts:

domains, attributes, objects and connections.
The ability to share information at the meta-metadata layer has useful
advantages. It is the prime means by which property information recorded for an
item in one method may also be imported into another method along with that item.
An item being imported into another method is unlikely to have exactly the same
property attributes in the importing method. It is likely, however, that there will be
some overlap. The property attributes present in this area of overlap should have
exactly the same values in both methods. If they are different the old problems with
redundant information come back to haunt us. This will only happen if these
property atttibutes are different (that is, the two attributes have separate definitions
and domains). To ensure they are the same they are created in the definition of one
method, and imported into subsequent method definitions that also use those
property attributes.
A simple example may be derived from the common practice of recording the
identity of the person who created an item (attribute, entity, data flow etc, etc ... )
Thus, when an attribute is created in the Chen E-R Model the creators' identity is a
property of that attribute. If this attribute is then imported into a Data Flow Diagram
method then the identity of the creator could also be a property of that attribute in
that method. If it is not then there is simply no record of its creator. If such a
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property is present, and it has been imported from the Chen E-R Model it will
contain the same value. If it is not the same property attribute, but a different one
with the same purpose, it will remain a null value and represents a redundant copy
of its creator (which is already different). Another possibility is to have two creator
attributes, ER_creator and DFD _creator so that independent values for these
creators can be maintained. Figure 7.6 shows how sharing common property
attributes can be used.
E-R method defined first

Data Flow method defined second

Entity Relationship
Method

J
Data Flow
( Diagram Method

Meta-meta-data layer

Method Concept:
Name : Attribute

Method Concept:
Data Flow method imports E-R
creator property attribute and

N arne : Data Flow
Attribute
Properties :(Creator.Jr-t-------------'._ Properties : Creator
Key Type
uses it as a property auribute fo;
the· data now attribute concept

Meta-data layer

Attribute Instance:
N arne : Person ID
Creator :(Fred Dag~
Key Type : Primary Key

Data Flow method imports an
E-R attribute and assigns the
Data Flow Allribute concept to it

Data Flow Attribute Instance:
Narne : Person ID

"' Creator : Fred Dagg
Value or property attribute creator is
also tmported clue to Data Flow method
importing creator property attribute

Figure 7.6: A graphical depiction of how sharing meta-metadata can aid information sharing at the metadata
level.

Figure 7.3 describes a structure used to hold import permissions. In figure 7.6
above we see a Data Flow method importing an atttibute (an instance of the E-R
attribute concept) from an E-R method. Figure 7.7 shows a tuple of the table in
figure 7.3 containing an import pe1mission allowing this sharing.
Method From
Method To
Entity-Relationship Data Flow Diagram

Concept From
E-R Attribute

Concept To
Data Flow Attribute

Figure 7.7: A tuple in the import_permissions relation allowing a Data Flow method to import an
attribute from an Entity-Relationship method.

7 .2.5 Import Permission Creation Constraints
It makes little sense to allow import petmissions to be created with abandon. A
barrier to the creation of import permissions lies in the following restriction.
Permissions may only relate concepts derived from the same '1\fP.PL'E base concept.
For example, method A may not import an instance of an object based concept from
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method B and assign a connection based concept to it. This would correspond to
an attempt to import an entity from an E-R method into a Data Flow method and call
it a process. This clearly makes little sense and should not be allowed to happen.
The Data Flow method importing the entity from the E-R method has to assign an

object based concept to it- a data flow data concept perhaps.
Some, further, constraints are placed on creating import permissions. These
chiefly relate to the structuring of the concepts involved and concern the 'R]PPI/E

object and connection concepts. This inteiference is not all bad. In the main it aids
in barring semantically meaningless permissions to be created. Attribute and

domain based concepts have no constraints on creation of import permissions for
them bar that mentioned above. A ttrihutes and domains in the 'RjPPI/E conceptual
model do not have internal structure as do ohjects and connections. Objects are
created using an abstraction principle that denotes whether the components of the
object are aggregated together, or form a generalisation etc. Connections have an
degree domain that controls the allowed number of 'ends' the connection may
legally have. These factors interfere with importation of instances of these concepts
into other methods.
For object based concepts the two concepts must contain the same sets of
abstraction principles used to construct them. This is accomplished via a domain
containing the abstraction principles referenced by both concepts. This domain is
then referenced by both concepts. Thus comparison of the domain identifiers is
sufficient to ensure this condition is met.
For connection based concepts we need to make sure that the degree of the two
connection concepts are the same. Importing a relationship from an E-R method
allmying ternary relationships into a binary relationship E-R method makes little
semantic sense to the binary relationship E-R method. This is also accomplished
via a domain containing the valid degree values. This domain is referenced by both
concepts. Thus a comparison of domain identifiers is then sufficient to ensure this
condition is met.
These constraints may seem restrictive and in some ways they are. For instance,
if E-R method A has only binary relationships then an E-R method allowing n-ary
relationships should be able to import a binary relationship from method A.
However, it is difficult for the core system to infer such situations, especially when
such importations may have to be 'undone'. The reason this may have to happen
lies with the second method (B). Its ability to have n-ary relationships means it
could modify the relationship it imported from method A into, for instance, a
ternary relationship. This will, obviously, be a source of consternation in the
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binary relationship method when one of its relationships ceases to be binary and
becomes a ternary relationship.
There is a simple way to avoid this problem. Method B could have a separate
relationship concept that allowed only binary relationships. This concept could
share the same relationship end concepts used by the n-ary relationship concept.
With this new relationship concept it could freely import binary relationships from
method A. 'l(IPPDE can then correctly police use of the imported relationship in
Method B. Method A is now safe from semantically meaningless modification of
this relationship by Method B. This change may be quite transparent to the tool
application involved. The only changes that need to be made are in the tool
application/1([1JPDEinterface (described in section 9.4).
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Chapter Eight: 1\]PPL'E Concept Detnonstration
8.1 Introduction
In preceding chapters topics ranging from the motivation behind the 'RjPJ!DE project to
details of its conceptual model and the Method Definition system have been discussed.
However, it is not sufficient to simply describe 'l(JPPL'E. It is necessary to
demonstrate that the theory outlined is more than just rhetoric. A demonstration is
required to show the theory amounts to an idea that works.
This chapter discusses Toolset, a simple integrated tool application and the Method

Definition system. Toolset demonstrates the soundness of the theoretical basis. It
implements a small set of simple design methods. Those chosen are the Chen E-R
Model [Chen76], the Teorey, Yang and Fry Extended E-R model [Teor86] and the
Gane & Sarson Data Flow method [Gane79l. Together these methods represent both
data, and process oriented modelling techniques. All have existed for a considerable
time and are well understood.

8.2 The Demonstration Programme
Toolset provides the platform for demonstrating ideas fundamental to 'l(JPJ!L'E such as
information sharing, and mediation of modelling tool interactions. However, these are
just two areas in 'RjPl!L'E among many that must be considered:

•!•

The conceptual model that underlies 'RJ'lXf!L'E. This provides the basis for the
entire repository management system.

In a way this model defines the

repository. Does it provide sufficient building blocks and operations that are
used to manipulate them?

Does it provide the required flexibility and

_extensibility? These are required to support repository requirements of not
only varied methods, but also 'R.fprP£'E itself.

•!•

The 'l(!PPL'E core system. This is the repository engine performing and
providing the repository services used by all other sections of 'R.[Pl!L'E. Is the
range of services provided by the core system sufficient to allow other sections
of 'l(!PPL'E unhindered functionality? Is the core system flexible and
extensible enough to support the requirements demanded of it?

•:•

The Method Definition system. Utilising services provided by the core
system, this is the means by which 'R..JPPL'E becomes acquainted with a
method. The abilities of this system will have a significant impact on the
quality of a method definition. Does it allow us to describe the methods we
wish to use in Toolset and other applications? Furthermore, is the quality of
these descriptions sufficient to encourage use of this system?

•!•

Information sharing. A repository managed by 'R.JPPDE is a shared store of
modelling information. Information may be shared by more than one tool at
the same time. Are the services provided through the core system and using
method definition information sufficient to provide a robust information
sharing capability?

•:•

Interaction Mediation.

Tool interactions are mediated by 'R.lPPL'E.

Undesirable interactions are detected and vetoed. These interactions are
manifested via information sharing and the control and modification of this
information. Are the services and controls provided through the core system
and using information present in the method definitions sufficient to mediate
interactions?

•!•

The 'R.f'llTL'E Public Tool Interface (PTI). Toolset is a client application of
'R.lPPL'E. That is, 'R./PrPL'E acts as a repository server running on some

computer. Toolset may run on (another) computer and initiate contact with the
server. The 'R.f'llTL'E server will, if appropriate, accept Toolset as a client and
begin executing requests. From this point every operation Toolset performs
on the demonstration model is effected through the '1\..!PPL'E Public Tool
Interface. Does the 'R.f'lXJ!L'E PTI provide enough access to repository services
to allow Toolset to do what it requires.

8.3 Demonstrating the 'R]PPL'E Conceptual Model
The conceptual model underlying 'R./P11L'E (described in Chapter Three) is
demonstrated in a number of places. Directly, it affects all parts of 'R.JPPL'E. Initially,
methods must be described to 'R.['lx.PL'E via the Method Definition system (described in
Chapte~ five).

This system provides the most direct view of the conceptual model in

action. It makes particular use of the conceptual model in its role as a method definer.
When working within this system, parts of the conceptual model are always in view,
being manipulated and thus may be examined In this way it is easy to get a good feel
for its structure.
Examining the elements of the conceptual model is not, however, sufficient to
show two very important properties -flexibility, and extensibility.

Sufficient

flexibility to support the definition of a variety of methods and an extensibility
mechanism allowing extra properties of concepts are very important features in
'1\..IPPL'E.

8.4 Demonstrating the 'R]PP£./£ Core, and Method Definition Systems
Demonstration of the core system is both easy, and very hard, to do properly. It is so
fundamental to the entire repository system that any flaws or problems make
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themselves apparent very quickly. This same property also tends to make explicit
demonstration of the core system difficult. If all areas perform their tasks correctly
then the core system may be taken as demonstrated. The 'RJPPL'E Public Tool
Interface is similarly hard to directly demonstrate.

However, the unhindered

functioning of Toolset is sufficient to demonstrate this.
The Method Definition system lends itself more readily to demonstration. The

Toolset application must first have methods it supports described using Method
Definition before it may use any repository services. In section 8.6.1 the E-R variants
supported by Toolset are described and in section 8.6.2 the Data Flow method is
described. This exercise provides an excellent demonstration of the method defining
system. Even though only simple examples of data and process oriented methods are
featured, it is easy to see that Method Definition is quite capable of describing many
other methods.

8.5 Demonstrating Information Sharing & Interaction Mediation
Toolset supports three methods- two E-R variants and a Data Flow variant. There
are a number of ways infonnation may be shared between them. The most obvious
being the sharing of attributes, entities and relationships between the EntityRelationship methods. Additionally, attribute and domain information, for example,
may be shared between the Data Flow and E-R methods. Method Definition allows
permissions for sharing data between methods to be set up (described in Chapter
Seven). Import permissions are explicitly granted by one method to another creating a
permissions list. This list similru· to a capability table used by some operating systems
such as VMS.
ThrQugh this shared data, methods and tools interact with one another. Though
this interaction takes place via the core system there are nevertheless many
opportunities for inconsistencies to arise unless prevented. The consequences of nonmediation of these processes are outlined in Chapter One.

8.6 Describing the Demonstration Methods to Method Definition
This section shows the process of describing methods to be used in the demonstration
of the Toolset application to Method Definition. The first section covers the Chen E-R
and Extended E-R methods. The second section covers the Data Flow method. In
each section a series of screen snaps has been included to illustrate all aspects of
describing a method to Method Definition. Some assumptions and concessions have
been made about some aspects of the method definitions in order to keep them small
and simple. Thus, while lacking in fine detail and finesse they embody all the
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necessary features to allow a complete demonstration of both the Method Definition
system and the Toolset application (demonstrated in section 8.9).

8.6.1 Describing of E-R Variant Methods
The Chen E-R and Extended E-R Method variants to be described to Method

Definition are outlined in section 3.2 and will not be repeated here. It is impractical to
show the creation of every concept in the two E-R method variants here explicitly.
Instead, a sample of these concepts are defined. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 describe the
concepts and their properties as they will be described to Method Definition.
Concept
Attribute
Domain
Entity
Relationship
Relationship End

Chen E-R Method:
Supported Properties
Type: Key, non-key
No extra properties.
No extra properties.
No extra properties.
Description from end.
End cardinality.
List or'attributes that are keys in the entity attached to this
end of the relationship.
Table 8.1: Properties of concepts in the Chen E-R method.

Teorey, y ang an dF<ry E xten ddERM
et ho d
e Concept
Attribute
Domain
Entity
Relationship
Relationship End

Supported Properties
Type: Key, Non-Key
No extra properties.
No extra properties.
No extra properties.
Description from end.
End cardinality.
Membership class.
List of attributes that are keys in the entity attached to this
end of the relationship.
Table 8.2: Properties of concepts in the Extended E-R method.

The Method Definition and Toolset applications have been developed using the
Ingres forms system. These forms allow single fields and scrollable tables to be
created along with 'trim' text that acts as a backdrop to the fields and tables. At the
bottom of each form is a ring menu from which the user may choose options. To the
left and right of this line of menu options there may be'<' and'>' characters. These
indicate that the ring menu options continue to the left and right past the limits of the
screen.
Figure 8.1 shows the screen presented to the user when Method Definition is run.
It shows the current model in use and the list of all methods defined in this model.
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This snap represents the state of the model after all three methods have been defined.
The '1\fPPL'E System Administration method entry shown is a 'method' created on
initialisation of a model database. It provides a place for 'RJPPL'E to store a small
number of items useful to its operation.

RIPPLE t·Jelhod Oefini lion System
Methods oclive within the RIPPLE model 'demo'
Oeser i pl ion

Method Nome
Chen Entity

Relolionshi~

Chen Enli ly

Relations~

Method

nrutliitmrJlJ[.(.jQ.b!ijr;t~ ..
onn:tr;mrut.t.i$1t!
·
Ex tended En tl ty Re I·
o ti onsh
i p - Extended Entity Relationship

Ripple System Administration

Method

Ripple S•Jslem Adm i n i s lro t i on

Place cursor or, rc•l.ll at·,d selee:l desir·ed opet.. alion from menu.

Create(!)

Edil(2)

Oelele(3)

Aulhorise(4)

HelpCPF4)

>

Figure 8.1: Main screen presented by Method Definition showing all methods described to it.

Initially, a method must be created before any patt of it may be defined. Figure 8.2
shows details of the Extended E-R method after it has been created. Once created, a
method acts as a shell which is then populated by concepts in the method as they are
defined.
Genet'al I·Jethod I nfor·m•Jt ion
Method Name: ]idended Entity ReI ali onsh i R
-

·-

Creator:

-

RPI~

Created: 20/02/92 13:37: 16
Oeser i pt ion:
This method Is the
Teorey, Yong ond Ft'Y.

Edit< 1>

HelpCPF4>

Extet'tded

t·Jod i f i ed : 20/02/92 16:52:31

Ent.i I.•J

Re I•J t i onsh i p

Method

formulated

by

EndCPF3)

Figure 8.2: Creation of the Teorey, Yang and Fry Extended E-R method.

This remainder of this section describes the creation of the Chen E-R relationship
concept. This requires the need to create a property object for properties of the
relationship's ends. This, in turn, requires that attributes for those properties be
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created. They, in turn, require domains to be defined before they may be created. As
can be seen, a range of 'R.f'PPDE concepts will ultimately be involved in creating this
relationship concept. Each of these steps is now taken (in reverse) to arrive at the
finished Chen E-R relationship concept.
From table 8.1 we see that ends ofrelationships have three properties (a description
from the perspective of that end, an end cardinality and a list of key attributes). Only
the End cardinality property definition is explicitly shown here. Figure 8.3 shows the
simple domain part created to hold the legal cardinality values. An enumeration of the
values {1, 2} or (Key, Non-Key} could also have been used.

Simple Domoin Part Editing

Name: itR Card ina I i ty_,U,_,a'"'ll,_,le=:s_,_P__,a"--t'_,_l- - - - - - - Base Type:

lntege"""r_ _ __

Bose Type Size: _I_

Description: Valttes for relationship cordinal i ty~gal values
are <1) one or (2) mon'd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LHS Oeser i pti on

Op F:HS Ualtle

LHS value
LHS volue

>= 1
<= 2

Insert(!)

Delete(2)

S·~ve(3)

Help(PF4)

End(PF3)

Figure 8.3: Simple domain part containing legal values for relationship end cardinality.

The domain for the relationship end cardinality is then created. The simple domain
part shown in figure 8.3 is then added to it. Figure 8.4 shows the resulting domain.
This domain may now be used in the construction of an attribute.
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Dorr1ain Definition

Ne1me: i~rdinal i ty values domain
Oeser i pli on: Cardinali ly vaiL~e for the cot·1r1ec t. i on
reiCllionshiQ and an "'n li ltd

OperCllor:

C~:,tnsist.e:t·lt.

I nt..ersec:t. ion

bet.ween

I. he

Oomoin Parts: Yes

Component dome1ins and domain par·ts
Description

Name

Op Con Type

CER CClrdinal i ty Valu Va I L~es for relationship cardinCll i ty. Legal

CreClle(1)

Add(2)

lmport<3)

Bt··owse Next<4)

* ***

Part

>

Figure 8.4: Relationship end cardinality showing inclusion of relationship end cardinality
simple domain part describing the actual values.

Once the domain has been created the attribute that will be used to hold the value for
the cardinality of a relationship end may be created. Figure 8.5 shows the resulting
attribute.

Attribute Oefini lion
Ne1me: Et1d Cm-d in·~ I i t•J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Oeser i p t I on: Card ina I i '-'d
of
lh"'
connect. ion
be tween
a
reI Cll i onsh i Q and an en t i '·'d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OomQ in: Card ina I I ty-''<-"'a,_,_l,L~e:.:Sc...·:,:dc""'·'rr'-"'a"-'in " - - - - - - - - - - -

Save(1)

Forget 11.(2)

HelpCPF4)

EndCPF3)

Figure 8.5: Property attribute for relationship end cardinality.

At this point we have defined one of the properties of an end of a Chen E-R
relationship concept. The other two property attributes are created similarly. Once
these property attributes are created we are ready to construct the relationship end
property object. Figure 8.6 shows this property object after it has been created and the
properties added to it.
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Ob j ec t De f i n i t i on
Name: CER ReI o t i onsh i R'---E'=-'r-"''d'--'-'PO"'-'I!.:D'----------Oeser i ptl on: CER ReI ot i onsh i ~·'---'=-'Et_,-,d'--'-'F0"'-'1!.:0'-----------

Abs trae t ion Type: [!ggt'eg"'-a-'-'tic.:o'-'n_ _ __
Component ob j ee ts and a t.lt' i bu tes
Name

[Ieser i p t i on

CER Oeserit.ft~on from

Oesc~ lion

End Cardinal lty

Cord i na I i ly of lhe connec lion be tween a rei Allr i bute

c::!;l;mm •

Add(

1)

i'tf:liD

lmporl<2)

Type
of the reI oli onsh ill from this e Allr I bute

IIIIFIS«t~ul.lJ~!.!ii%14

Bt'OVJse t'lexl(3)

!i.tW!iU-¥411 mtl'D8

Bt'O::''JJse Pt'el)io,Js(4)

>

Figure 8.6: Property object with property attributes for the Chen E-R relationship end
property object.

The highlighted row in the list of components in figure 8.6 denotes an Object Bin
property. This property allows a list of items to be stored. Such a list could detail
attributes acting as keys in the

e~tity

connected to an end of the relationship. Figure

8.7 shows the structure of this property obtained by choosing Browse Next from the
menu in figure 8.6.
Object Definition

Oeser ipli on: List of allt' i bules in the enli ty ot lh is end of
the t'elotionshiR ocling os key:_s,_.- - - - - - -

Abstraction Type: Obj..::.ee"'-t'--=8'-'ir"-'_ _ __
Component ob j ec ts and a ttt' i bu les

Add( 1)

lmporl(2)

Bt-olltse Next(::;:)

Bt'owse Pt'evious(4)

>

Figure 8. 7: Property object used to store list of key attributes. It has an abstraction type of
Object Bin and lacks any components in its structure.

Now that we have defined all properties that a Chen E-R relationship needs for its
ends, this concept may be created. Figure 8.8 shows the creation of the relationship
concept. Note that the Chen E-R relationship concept itself has no properties. As
mentioned previously, the created properties apply only to the ends of the relationship.
Other types of connection could have their own properties.
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Connect i con Bosed Concep t De ( i n i t i on
Concept Name: :~hen ERt"l r·e I at i onsh i h'-'- - - - - - - - - Oeser i p t I on : Oeser i bes Chen ERt·l t'e I o t. i onsh i P- conceQ_,_t- - - -

Base R I PPLE Concept : Connect i on
Property Obj ed: l~o ProR=e._t:wi..=.es='-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - Degree Ooma in: CER reI at i onsh i R

Set Oegree(1>

Connectiot; Ends(2)

de·~'-'r·e=e,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S·~ve(3)

Fot'get lt<4)

>

Figure 8.8: The Chen E-R relationship concept.

The degree domain shown in figure 8.8 is a domain containing legal values for the
degree of this connection concept. In this case the domain has a single value in it: 2.
This indicates that only binary relationships are pem1itted (see table 8.1). Once the
relationship concept is created, 'the valid Chen E-R concepts that a relationship may
connect need to be defined. Figure 8.9 shows the description of the relationship end
for the Chen E-R relationship concept. This is not a concept in the usual sense used in
this thesis, but shares a similar structure (such as having properties).

Edit A Connection End Concept
Name: iben ERt1 reI at i onsh i R:.._~=:r.:::•d_ _ __
11ay Connect to :
Oeser i p t i on : Oeser i bes

Chen

ERt·l

t··e I 0:1 t i onsh i 1?.

~R~'------------

Chen ERI·l en t i ty

POlO Object: CER Relationshis;•'-'E'='-r-""'d'--'F'-"·C'-l.II""-D_ _ __

Add End Concept< 1)

Remo•)e End Concepl.(2)

S.:>o)e(3)

>

Figure 8.9: Chen E-R concepts that Chen E-R relationship ends are allowed to attach to.

The Chen E-R relationship concept has now been created. During this process we
have seen how domains, attributes and property objects are created at the metametadata level. The creation of no further Chen E-R concepts will be shown here.
Examples of other types of concepts may be found in the definitions of the Extended
E-R and Data Flow methods later.
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The permissions allowing other methods to import instances of concepts from this
method also need to be defined. Figure 8.10 shows the creation of a permission
allowing the Data Flow method to import Chen E-R attributes. These permissions
suggest the ways tools will eventually interact. The boxes and arrows form a collage
with the actual screen snap (in behind) showing a sequence of pop-up windows
providing choices for the current method concept, importing method and importing

method concept respectively.
Ct'ea le I n,pot' l Pet'm iss ion
Current Method: Chen Enli ly RelalionshiR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Current Method Concept: !h~e'-L!n_!E:!CR<!..!.I1_:.,a~t~l.t'.;_ti-"'!b'o!.'lt,£e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Importing t1elhod: 0.:1t.a F I ot'J 0 i a·~wt'a""'m'-------------I mporli ng Method Concept :0
.,F_,Oc..;a"-'1.'. -"-tt'--''i'-"b"'-u""I.e,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C en
Chen
Chen
Chen
Chen

ERI1
ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM

attribute

Chen Enli ty Relati~
domain
~ O~•lf,f,[Oi·ld'
en t i ty
Ex tended En li ly F:e I (1ti ons
relationship
Ripple System Adminislrat
relationship end
.

Save(1)

Forget ltC2)

HelpCPF4)

0 0
OFO
OFO
OFO
OFD
OFO
OFO
OFO

attribute

.

data f I ow
data flow data
data flow end
domain
external entity
file store
process

EndCPF3)

Figure 8.10: Creation of an import permission

We now move to the definition of the Extended E-R method. This is very similar
to the definition of the Chen E-R method. The main difference is that Extended E-R
entities may be involved in generalisations and subset hierarchies and that relationships
are not_restricted to being binary. Additionally, some extra properties are supported
for some concepts. The definition of the Extended E-R methoa benefits from the prior
definition of the Chen E-R method. For example, the domains Description from end
and End cardinality relationship end properties are shared removing the need to define
those domains again in the Extended E-R method.
The creation of an Extended E-R entity concept to illustrate aspects of object based
method concepts is all that will be shown here. The Extended E-R method allows
more complex entity types to be modelled than the Chen E-R method. In addition to
the work horse aggregation abstraction principle, generalisations and subset

hierarchies may also be used.
Figure 8.11 shows the definition of this concept. Once created, the ways in which
this object based concept may be constructed must also be defined. The two boxes
labelled Abstraction Types and Abstractable Concepts in figure 8.11 show this
information. Each abstraction type, listed in the left hand box, has a list of method
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concepts in the right hand box that may be involved in its construction using that
abstraction mechanism. In this case an Extended E-R entity constructed using the
generalisation abstraction mechanism may only use Extended E-R entities in its
construction.

Appropriate entries for the aggregation and subset hierarchy

mechanisms are also present. In this way 1\fPPL'E can veto an attempt to add an
entity, for instance, to an aggregation involving attributes only.

Object Ba:;;;ed Concept Definition
He~me: Extended ERt·l entity
POlO: No Propertie:;;;

Concept

Oeser I pl I on: Describes Extended ERt·l entity~Rt

Abs trac ti on Types Domain: Extended Entity Abs lr·ac l i on Types
Abstre~ct.lon

Types

Aqqre~Cil I on

&m5tm:ta•m•r.n
Subset

Hiere~rchy

< Remove

Abstre~cti

...
on(3)

Abslre~clable

Concepts

Extended ERt'l ent i ly

Add Concep f.( 4 )

Fiemo1..Je Concepl(5)

>

;

I

Figure 8.11: Creation of an Extended E-R entity concept showing ways in which this concept
may be constructed.

8.6.2 Description of Data Flow Method
The Gane & Sarson Data Flow Method variant is outlined in section 3.2 and will not
be repeated here. It is impractical to show the creation of every concept for the Data
Flow method here explicitly. Instead, a sample of concepts will be defined that have
not be~ previously covered. Table 8. 3 describes the concepts and their properties as
they will be described to Method Definition.
Concept
Process
External entity
File store
Data flow

Data flow end

Supported Properties
Number
A list of sub-processes within this process.
Nature: Source or sink.
No extra properties.
Source process
Destination process
List of data items flowing along flow.
Description from end.
Table 8.3: Properties of concepts in the Data Flow method.

- <)<)-

Data Flow methods have a number of concepts that map onto the 'RJPPDE object
concept (discussed in section 5.2.3.1 ). Some of these concepts (namely external

entities, processes and file stores) do not have internal structure in the manner of an
Entity-Relationship entity but do have properties (such as name, process number etc).
Figure 8.12 shows the creation of a Data Flow external entity concept. Note that
although Data Flow external entities may be created using aggregation this does not
require that items must be added to it. This is attained by not specifying any concepts
that may be used to build it. The blank Abstractahle concepts table in the screen snap
shown in figure 8.12 illustrates this.

Obj eel Based Concept Def in ilion
Concept Harne: DFD extepnal enti l'J
POlO: DFO Exlet'nal Enti l.y POl D
Desct' i pl ion: Desct' i bes DFD ex let'r1•~ I en l i l'J conceQ l

Abs tt'ac ti on Types Domain: DFD. Ab_Types
Abstraction Types

Abslpaclable Concepts

Aggt'ega ti on

<

Remove Abstract i ot~(3)

Add Concept( 4 )

Remove Concepl(5)

> :

I

Figure 8.12 Creation of Data Flow external entity concept.

The Data Flow concepts process ,file store and external entity may all be connected
by data flows. These concepts are all created in a similar manner to that shown in
figure 8:-8. Figure 8.13 shows the resultant description for the ends of a data flow.
The values present show that a data flow could be created between a file store and an
external entity (which is illegal in the Data Flow method). This problem may be
partially rectified by creating two separate data flow concepts. A natural way to
represent this is to create a data flow concept that connects external entities and
processes and another that connects file stores and processes. However, it cannot stop
a file store from being connected to another file store. This is an example of the more
complex semantic checks 'RJPPDE itself is not able to perform. Complex semantic
checks like this should be included in the semantics applied by the application. Section
9.4.2 further discusses the role of application semantic checks. Section 10.4 includes
this area as one to that could be expanded upon in '1\f'l.XJ!L'£.
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Ed i l A Connee: l ion End Cor1cep l
Name : !)=o data f I O\V end
t1a'J Connect to :
Oeser I p ti on: Oeser i bes OFO data f I O\IJ end conceP-t
DFO process
OFO ex terna I en ti ty
OFO f i I e store

POlO Object: OFO Data Flol'J End POID

Add End Concept< 1 )

Remove End

C•~Y,cep

t (2)

S·~~·e ( 3)

>

Figure 8.13: Concepts that ends of Data Flow Diagram data flows may connect.

In the Gane and Sarson Data Flow Diagram method levelling may be used to reduce
complexity of Data Flow Diagrams by replacing smaller diagram fragments with
higher level processes. 'l(IPP L'E can support this technique using Object Bin
properties. All processes, data flows etc in a sub-process may be placed into such a
property which would form part of the property object for the process concept. This
simple yet very powerful feature of 'l(!PPL'E' s concept extensibility mechanism
automatically solves integrity problems such as ensuring consistency of incoming and
outgoing flows.

8.7 Sharing Information Between Methods
Now that the Entity Relationship method variants and the Data Flow method have
been described we can define the ways these methods may share information among
themseiyes. For completeness, information sharing between l;>oth the data and process
oriented methods will be shown. In section 8.6.1 import permissions were created in
the Chen E-R method allowing the other methods to share metadata information stored
by it. Figure 8.14 shows the complete set of permissions created in the Chen E-R
method. Figures C.5 and C.1 0 in Appendix C show all import permissions created in
the Extended E-R and Data Flow methods respectively.
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t·Je thod I mpc•r· t Pet··m iss ions
Current Method: Chen En ti ty ReI at i onsh i R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pet··m is:;: ions Lis l

Orininating Concept
Chen
Chen
Chen
Chen

ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM

at tr i bu te
en li ty
reI at i onsh i p

Ex tended
Ex tended
Ex tended
relation~ Extended

c&hiij:lllfil®:m~

Create( 1)

De I ete(2)

t·lew Loca I Concept

I mpot' t i ng t·Je thod
En t i
En t i
En ti
Enti

ty
ty
l'J
h.J

F:e I at i ons
ReI ali ons
Re I a ti ons
Relations

He I p(PF4)

Er,d(PF3)

Ex tended
Ex tended
Ex tended
Extended

ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM

at tr i bu te
CER en ll ty
CER reI at ion
CER relation

•ttlSI:IM•lf,f.",f,dWIWJtM FD· at.tnl bute ·

F i nd(3)

Figure 8.14: All import permissions created in the Chen E-R method definition.

It may be seen from this list that the Extended E-R method imports instances of a
variety of different concepts from the Chen E-R method and the Data Flow method
imports attributes from it. The reader will appreciate there are a number of extra
permissions that could be included in this list such as domain sharing between the
other two methods.

8.8 The Demonstration Model
As mentioned above, the simple Supplier/Parts model used for this demonstration
follows a theme used throughout the thesis.

This section describes a simple

Supplier/Parts model that aims to show as many aspects of 'RJPPDE as possible while
remaining simple and understandable.
Figures 8.15, 8.16 and 8.17 show graphical depictions of the different views of
this model by the different methods. Comparing the two E-R variant diagrams shows
the difference between approaches that may be taken to model employee sub-types.
The Chen E-R method must either record all the details in a single entity, or have
relationships between the Employee, Matw[Ier and Worker entities (as shown in figure

8.15). This approach is inadequate as it fails to model the fact that managers and
workers are actually employee sub-types. Additionally, employees cannot be both
workers and managers so these entities must have optional membership classes in
these relationships. Unfortunately, this pem1its an Employee to be neither a Worker or
a Manager, or to be both! This situation is neatly resolved by the Extended E*R
method where a generalisation is used to model the fact workers and managers are
sub-types of employees.
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ships

has

Shipped by

Shipped in

is a

is a
isa
~
L------0Worker
is a
Figure 8.15: View of the demonstration model as seen by the Chen E-R method.

The diagram shown in figure 8.16 is very similar to the Chen E-R model diagram
in figure 8.15 but for one difference. The two relationships between the Employee,

Manager and Worker entities are now replaced via a generalisation. This correctly
models the Worker and Manat;er sub-types of the Employee entity.

ships

has

Shipped by

Shipped in

>,
.D

'2>, 3tT1

"2.

0
-0..'<
0

6 "'

t.Ll

I Manager I
Figure 8.16: View of the demonstration model as seen by the Teorey, Yang and Fry
Extended E-R method.

Figure 8.17 shows the process of adding a part to the parts database. Initially a
data entry clerk enters details of the part to be created. These details are then validated
with an appropriate error message being passed back to the clerk if the validation fails.
If these details are correct the new part is assigned a unique part number and then
created. Finally, the status of this operation and the number of the new part are
relayed back to the data entry clerk.
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P_Namc +
P_Dcscriplion +
P_Cosl
Clerk

Error message
P_Name +
P_Description +
P_Cost

P_Number +
P_Namc +
P_Descriplion +
P_Cost

Status+
P_Number

Figure 8.17: View of the demonstration model as seen by the Gane and Sarson Data Flow Diagram
method. This describes the process of adding a new part to the system.

8.9 Creating the Demonstration Model
This section outlines the description of some items in the demonstration model. In the
Chen E-R model view, the Employee entity and the Supplier employs employees
relationship are created. In the Extended E-R model view the generalisation the

Emplo)J_ee entity takes part in with the Worker and Manager sub-types is created.
Finally, in the Data Flow model view the data flow from the Clerk external entity to the
Validate part details process is created.
A similar sequence of steps to those taken in the definition of the Chen E-R
relationship concept will be followed here. Figure 8.18 shows the screen presented to
the user when Toolset is run. It shows a list of all the methods currently in use
manipulating the model. The user may move into any one of these methods (bar the
'1\]PP£./E System Administration method) and manipulate the information stored within

it.
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RIPPLE Too I set App I i c•J t ion
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Data Flow Diagt'am
Dala Flo•JJ Diagram t·1elhod
Ri~e Sftstem Administration

c• • '1ft

PI ace cursor on t'OW and se I ec l des i t'ed opet'a ti on from menu.
Edll( 1)

Redlsplay(2)

Help(F'F4)

Qui l(PF3)

Figure 8.18 : Initial screen presented to user by Toolset.

8.9.1 Creating the E-R Variant Model Views
Here, the generalisation used to model the Employee to Worker, Manager sub-typing
is created. Figure 8.19 shows the enumerated domain part denoting the values the
attribute Employee type can contain- 'Worker' or 'Manager'.

Enumet'aled Domain Part Edi ling
Name: 3ffiP-1Qyee lyRes
Enumeration Type: t~or-ma I Enume"'-t'a::.._l:-:i_o_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Base Type: Characlet' S lr· i n•;J
Description: lYRes of err.~;oloy""'e"'=s'--------------

Enumera t i on vallles:

lnsert(D

Delele(2)

Uall*

llo:llue

1
2

IIORI(EF:
t-!At·IAGER

Sav.;,(3)

Find(4)

Help<PF4)

End<PF3)

Figure 8.19: Enumerated domain part for Employee type domain

An Extended E-R domain is then created and has the domain part shown in figure
8.19 added to it. The resulting domain has a structure similar to that shown in figure
8.5 and has the properties shown in figure 8.20. Only name and description are listed
as properties due to the No properties property object being given to this concept.
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Ins t.once Pr·oper·l i es

Propet' lies of Chen ERI'l domain 'Err1p IO'Jee types'
in model

'derno'.

Name

Value

N
Oeser i pll on

Type:::: of employees

Save(1)

~!fMI£J[llJ.rzt'HitJ1UIU#'ii'Mf¥

Browse Slruelure(2)

Help(PF4)

End(PF3)

Figure 8.20: Properties of the Employee types domain. Note properties name and
description are standard - Extended E-R domains have no extra properties.

This domain is then used in creating an Extended E-R attribute- Employee typewhich also has no extra properties Uust name and description). This attribute is used
betw~en

to distinguish employees

managers and workers. The Extended E-R entity

for Employee is then created and Employee type and other attributes are added to it.
Figure 8.21 shows the structure of this entity. This entity, like the attribute shown
above, has no properties of its own other than its name and description. The same
applies to the Supplier employees employees relationship created below in figure 8.21.

De fin i t. ion of Chen EF:t·l en t i ty Emp I oyee
Name: !;mP.JQ'J:.:ee:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Oeser ipti on: E m P . J Q ' J : : . o e e = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Abs lrae lion Type: !199!::§.9"-al;:_,l-'='m'-'-·,_ __
Component ob j ee ts and a llt' i bLl les
Name

DesCt' i p t i on

Type

Employee Name
Employee Age

An employees name
An employees a•;~e
Am emJ:~Iouees salaru

Atlr i bule
Atlr I bute
Atlr I bute

SaiQr~

EllTil&[f#Wilj§-

Add(1)

lmporl(2)

.,

iil].MJt;lu!;m:'!I=Dil!'!m!ttli·l®,!·i;I·I·!§A

Bt··c•\liSe Hexl(3)

Br·owse Pr·e•Jio,.lS(4)

m:mJ;m;ttlll

>

Figure 8.21: Structure of the Employee entity. The Employee number attribute has scrolled
off the top of table at the bottom of the screen snap.

With the creation of the Employee entity the Supplier employs employees
relationship may then be created between the Employee and Supplier entities. Figure
8.22 shows the items participating in this relationship.
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Pat' t. i c: i pot. i ng i t.ems
Part I c: i pa ti ng i I. ems in Chen EF:I·l t··e 1•=> t.i onsh i p 'Sltpp I i er /Emp I o•Jee'

in model

S!T:mll§

*MP''i!tM'UiS

Employee

Add( 1)

Delete(2)

View properties(3)

'demo'.

Chen EF:M entity

Bt'owse Part.ic:ipont<4)

>

Figure 8.22: Participating entities in the Supplier employs employees relationship.

Each of the participants at the ends of the Supplier employs employees relationship
have properties of their own which may also be viewed and edited. Figure 8.23
shows the properties of the attachment between the Employee entity and the Supplier

employs employees relationship. The value '2' for End cardinality indicates a Many
cardinality (see table 8.2). See figures 8.3 and 8.4 for a description of the End
Cardinalities domain.
End Pr·oper t. i es
Propet' t i es of o t. t.oc:hmen t. of ' Emp I o•Jee '
to Supp I i er /Ernp I 01;1ee in mc•de I 'demo' .

Value
:ER Desc:ri lion from end
_End Cardinality
~ER Relationship Keys

Browse Strltc:ture( 1)

Elf:mlit&W1Jfi1jJl£Jiiill:DJ§

lien

·

"·

•

2

I) i

Save(2)

euJ UJ i t.h s t.r·ltc: t.ut'e br·o•JJser

He I p(PF4)

End<PF3)

Figure 8.23: Properties of entity Employee in relationship Supplier employs employees.

One of the properties shown in figure 8.23, CER Relationship Keys, holds a list of
attributes acting as keys in the Ernployee entity with respect to its involvement with the
Supplier employs employees relationship. In this case, the attribute E_Number exists
within the list as it is the only key attribute in the Employee entity.
Earlier, a problem with the Chen E-R method's inability to model sub-types of
employees was shown to be solved using a generalisation in the Extended E-R
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method. Figure 8.24 shows the object created to hold the sub-types of employees.
The reader will notice it is the same as that used to describe the Employee entity created
in figure 8.21. One small change is the inclusion into its description a reference to the
attribute (Employee type) acting as the 'decider' for the generalisation. This is
automatically added and does not fom1 part of the description entered by the user when
creating the generalisation entity.
Defini lion of Extended ERt·1 entity Emplo•~ee --> l-lorker/t1anager Subtyping

Description: EmP-19.yee

Generalisation

(Decider

'EmP-19.y~

is

lYRe')

Abstraction Type: Genet'a t

is·~ ti

ot·,

Component objects cmd attributes
Name

De set' i p t ion

Type

Worker
Manager

l·lor·~,et'

Obj eel
Object

Add( 1)

11·~na.~et'

I mport(2)

Browse l"lext(3)

> :

Bt'mvse Pt··ev i ous(4)

I

Figure 8.24: Generalisation object containing sub-types of the Employee entity.

8.9.2 Creating the Data Flow Diagram Model View
Figure 8.25 shows the creation of the Validate part details process. This is created
in exactly the same way as the E-R Relationships shown above. The process has no
components listed in the components table simply because being a process, it requires
none. -The same applies to instances of the external entity and file store concepts.
Deflnl lion of OFD process

!b I i dale

Name:

~Jot

idol.e Port Oetai Is

Pad De !.a i Is

Description: Val ide1les dele1i Is of QC1rl. t.•~ped in by
clerk

de1t.a

entry

Abstraction Type: flggreg""ql"-'i-""c't-'-i_ __
Component obj eels and e1llr i bltles

I"""'
Add( I)

lmporl(2)

8t'OVJSe l"lext.(:3)

E:t··o•.l!se Pt'"''ious(4)

>

Figure 8.25: Creation of Validate part details process.
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Though processes do not have internal structure in the manner of E-R entities, they
still have properties. Figure 8.26 shows the properties of the Validate part details
process. As the Validate part details process has no sub-processes of its own, the

DFD subprocesses property shown in figure 8.26 contains no processes.
Ins lance Pt'opet' ties
Properties of OFD pt··ocess 'Va I ida te Par· t De ta i Is'
i n mode I ' demo ' .

Name

Value

v
l).~

I i d·~ tes de t.o i Is of p·~r t. t.!Jped in blJ do to en lr!J c:
1.1
l,.l i ew OJ i th s tr·uc t.ur'e bt-.OIJJSet"'

Oeser i pt ion
DFD Process Number
DFD subprocesses

Save< 1)

Browse StnJchw·e(2)

He I p<PF4)

Er,d(PF3)

Figure 8.26: Properties of processes

The other processes in the Data Flow view of the model are created similarly as are
the Clerk external entity and the Parts file store. With the creation of these items, data
flows between them may be specified. Figure 8.27 shows the creation of the data
flow between the Validate part details process and the Clerk external entity.

Items connected btJ C I erk /Va I i dale Part in model.

------------------------------------------------

Name: ill erk,/Va II dale Pat''Oeser i pt ion: Flmu cart'ylng_~,ar· t detai Is '·'J~·ed in
validation pt"'1::.cess

by

cler·k

to

Items connected by this cor1nec l i on
Oeser i pl ion

Name

Type

Clerk
D·~ta entry cler·k
Va I i date Part Detai I Val idales dela i Is of part ltJped in by data

Add(l)

De I ete<2)

Find(3)

He lp(PF4)

Object
Object

Er..:J(PF:3)

Figure 8.27: Data flow between Validate part details and Clerk.
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The data flow shown in figure 8.27 has some properties of its own. One of the
properties of data flows is a description of the data flowing along them. This data is
stored in an object bin property. The description of the data flowing along this flow is
shown in figure 8.28. All the attributes shown have been imported from the Chen E-R
method.

De f in i lion of DFD de1 te1 f I otv de1 te1 t·Jetv pe1r t de te1 i Is
Name: ~w RClrt dete1i Is
Description: New RClrt dete1i Is ent.er·ed

Abstraction Type:

bl~_,c=-ll_,_,et--"'k,___ _ _ __

f!ggreg<l~l~i=or_,__l_ __

Component objects e1nd e1tl.r I butes
Name

Desct' i p t i C•n

Type

Part Name
Part Description
Part cost

A pm'ts name
A pm'ts desc:r· i pt. i on
Cost of •:t P(U"'t.

Attribute
Attribute
Attribute

Figure 8.28: Data flowing along the data flow between Clerk and Validate part details

The data flow between the Clerk external entity and the Validate part details process
has been successfully created. The other data flows in this view of the model are
created similarly.

8.10 Summary
In this chapter many parts of the 2\!1-P.DE repository system have been demonstrated.
The 2\_JPPL'E Public Tool Interface and core systems have provided the services
required for Method Definition and Toolset to do their jobs. -The three methods were
successfully defined and a simple data model was described to 2\fPPL'E on the basis of
these methods. Information was shared between methods at both the metadata and
meta-metadata levels. The extensibility mechanism was heavily used to provide
properties such as Relationship end cardinality for relationships in the E-R variant
methods. Interaction mediation was working at all times to prevent one method from
performing illegal operations on items shared with other methods. The high level of
shared information between the three methods used indicates how valuable this is.
The controls set up in the Method Definition system and the creation of import
permissions by the methods themselves are the chief sources of information for the
interaction mediation control system.
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Toolset allowed data to be created and manipulated in the different model views
seen by the methods at work upon it. At all times Toolset used 'R._[PPDE's Public Tool
Interface to communicate requests and receive answers thus showing its completeness.
Two methods used in this demonstration are very similar. These are the Chen E-R
and Teorey, Yang and Fry Extended E-R methods. When defining the Chen E-R
method, a number of, sometimes complex, structures had to be created. Following
this, the Extended E-R method was defined to Method Definition. Due to the
similarity of the two methods the Extended E-R method was able to share parts of the
Chen E-R method definition, thus reducing the work required to define it. Later,
when Toolset was being demonstrated, this similarity and the sharing of parts of the
Chen E-R method definition by the Extended E-R method allowed most of the
demonstration model to be directly imported into it. The only items not imported into
the Extended E-R view of the demonstration model were the two relationships between
the Employee entity and its sub-types (Worker and Manager).
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Chapter Nine:

:RJPPL~

ltnpletnentation Details

9.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to provide some of the details regarding the implementation of
'RJPPDE. The structures of some base concepts in 'R..f1xp£'£ are briefly discussed.

The design and implementation of the 'R..FPPLC£ application interface (or public tool
interface) is discussed in section 9.4. Section 9.5 provides a simple example of
how QUEL is embedded into the C source code. A detailed set of specifications
and implementation considerations have not been included.

9.2 The Domain System
Some details regarding implementing domains have been discussed in section
3.6.1. Essentially a domain is a tag for a collection of domain parts forming the
definition of a value pool. Only the domain parts themselves have any real
substance in terms of defining values within the domain. That is, the domain parts
define values, and the domajn itself controls how those parts are combined together
to form the finished result. Figure B.2.1 in Appendix B shows how domain parts
and domains are related and their relationship with attributes.

9.3 Objects and Connections
These two core system concepts shnre similar structures in their implementations.
Objects are essentially a collection of items tagged with a particular abstraction
mechanism. An extended E-R diagram fragment in appendix B.2.3 shows the
structure of objects in the core system and the way they relate to the rest of the
cor1ceptual model.
Connections, in a similar fashion, are a collection of items each of which is
taken to occupy one end of the connection. Self-relationships are recorded by
recording the entity twice in this list. An extended E-R diagram fragment in
appendix B.2.4 shows the structure of connections in the core system and the way
they relate to the rest of the conceptual model.
Appendix B contains a full set of extended E-R diagrams showing the structure
of the 'R..JPPLC£ core system.

9.4 .1\._IPPDE/Application Interface
This section discusses issues in, and problems arising from, interfacing 'R..fPPLC£ to
external method application tools. A three tiered solution to this problem has been
designed and implemented. Its structure and properties are discussed here. This
structure allows both the mechanics of inte1facing strategy and its semantic issues
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and problems to be addressed. Chapter Six deals with more semantics used in the
'l(fPPDE repository.

9.4.1 Interfacing Issues
The 'l(fPPDE core system exists as a collection of routines using embedded QUEL
in C [Ston76]. QUEL is the relational query language developed with the first
Ingres system (now known as Academic Ingres) but is also supported in later
commercial Ingres releases. Eve1y <J\f'l..:'PDE model database contains of a collection
of core relations manipulated by these routines. In addition to the core relations are
relations containing property information for items stored in the repository. The
core routines provide a low level means for manipulating these relations. To use
them effectively requires an intimate knowledge of both the structure of the core
functions and relations. Additionally, many core relations extend through all the
metadata layers maintained by P._f'lXJ.)I..'E. This further complicates the understanding
of the core system internals by a person writing interface routines.
An external tool wishing to manipulate structures stored in the model database
would have to call each appropriate P..fPPI/E function itself. This not only
complicates the tool, but requires it to think in terms of P..fPPI/E constructs. This is
contrary to the objective of allowing tools to communicate with 'l(fPPDE on their
own terms.
Clearly this approach is inadequate. What is required is some form of padding,
or interface level, between the tool and P..f'lXJ>DE. This interface could provide the
translation from actions performed by the tool on its own constructs to the
equivalent actions performed by P._f'l:.PL'E core system functions.

9.4.2 A Three Tiered Approach
The diagram shown in figure 9.1 depicts how a tool could communicate with the
interface layer. The application residing in the application layer calls functions
provided in the interface layer described above. This layer in turn calls the
appropriate P..lPPi./E functions residing in the core system. The results are then
passed back to the interface layer and from there back to the tool. The application
and core system layers communicate using the Sun Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
and External Data Representation (XDR) libraries.
The interface layer would also enforce semantics appropriate to the operations it
is performing. These semantic checks would be transparent to the design tool.
They also allow the interface layer to reject operations and pass error conditions
back to the application layer for actioning.
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Application Layer

t

t

Inteli'ace Layer
RPC Client Package

----------t------- +----------

Process Boundary

RPC Server Procs
'RJ¥PL'E Core System
Figure 9.1: Transfer of information between application, interface and 'l{fPPUE core
system layers.

A closer inspection of the interface layer reveals a further structure shown in
figure 9.2. Oval shaped objects in the two layers represent interface functions. In
the upper layer of the interface reside routines that provide services dealing with
design tool concepts. Actions such as delete an entity, delete a relationship, add an

attribute to an entity etc ... are examples of these.
"Top Level" interface routine.
Eg: Delete Entity

I

,------~--___ -___ -- -__ --- -,-----¥---_:------,---mj
L _ __ _

"Lower Level" interface routine.
Eg: Dissociate members from object.

Figure 9.2: Internal structure of the interface layer.

Routines in the lower layer are called by the upper layer, never by the tool itself.
Although these functions might be visible to the tool, it should only use those upper
level interface functions provided for it. The lower level intetface functions deal in
terms of core system concepts (i.e. 'RJPPI./E attributes, object etc ... ). Operations
such as delete all members from an aR!!JeRation, delete a connection end, define an

attribute and so on are examples of these and their interface requirements.
Dividing the interface layer in this manner allows the bottom level to remain a
static collection of functions providing a diverse range of services. All of these
services deal in terms of 'R..fPPL'E concepts and abilities and are fully supported in
the core system. The top level may be a relatively dynamic set of functions, lending
themselves to programmer modification and creation.

These utilise services

provided by the lower level of the interface. This structure provides a high degree
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of extensibility and versatility- valuable attributes of an interface that must cater
for, a priori, unknown tools.
Routines at both interface layer levels may call other routines on the same level
as well as routines 'beneath' them. For instance, delete an entity may call the delete

an attribute function for each attribute present in the entity before finally deleting the
entity itself. Delete an attribute may in turn call delete a domain to de$troy the
domain of the attribute it is to delete.
Some lower level interface functions may turn out to be highly generic across
many tools. These may require little more than macro definitions within the upper
level to make them appear specific to a particular tool.
Many of the routines in the lower half of the interface layer will be thinly
disguised versions of actual core system routines. The chief advantage of this is the
ability to easily package these as remote procedure calls. This enables '1\fPPL'E to
reside, compiled and statically linked, with the Ingres DBMS libraries and have
calls to its routines made by the interface layer using remote procedure calls. Client
programs and the 'R..fPPDE- server may then communicate transparently via this
interface.
There exist interface functions for over one hundred '.RJPPL/E core system
functions. Only those functions that make sense if provided for external use with
have been included.

9.4.3 Semantic Issues
The core system, on its own, enforces few semantics due to its simple, yet elegant,
design philosophy. These semantics (described in detail in Appendix C) are
suf:fjcient to keep the 'R..f'lXJ!DE core system in a constant state of integrity. They are
not designed to be sufficient semantic controls for methods using '.RJPPL'E.
However, providing the building blocks from which more complex semantic
controls may be effected is their aim.
For instance, the 'R..fPPDE core system allows a connection to temporarily exist
with one end, or no ends at all. This would not be acceptable if the connection
were to represent a relationship in the Chen E-R Model and it is unlikely that a tool
would use 'R..fPPLC£ under these conditions. This section examines and discusses
these restrictions.
The interface layer, described above, provides a useful place to enforce semantic
constraints. The inte1t'ace has two 'layers'- one which works with tool concepts,
and the other with 'R..f'lXJ!DE concepts.
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The upper layer is used to enforce constraints applying to modelling constructs.
The lower layer does little more than observe return codes from the core functions it
calls, proceeding if the last operation succeeded, backing out and aborting if an
error condition is detected. This approach is similar to the way transactions are
handled in databases.
Defining a relationship in a Chen E-R modelling tool provides a simple example.
According to the Chen E-R Model method definition, a relationship must connect
one (if a self-relationship) or two (if a binary relationship) entities together.
According to 'l?j1Xf!DE a connection may exist with any number of ends permitted by
the n-aryness domain defined for it in the method definition. Clearly an interface
function that defines relationships needs to bridge this semantic gap to work
correctly. This 'bridging' allows the model to remain in a state of integrity with
respect to both the Chen ER modelling tool and '1\fPPl./E. Figure 9.3 illustrates
how this bridging takes place.

Application Layer

t

A blown-up view of the interface layer

Define
Relationship

T

Interface Layer
RPC Client Package

.,,, .,. , ( Define Relationship

,.,.. .....

------------~-----~----------

.....

Define Connection

( Add Part ,.,..

The arrows ("... ) serve to indicate
that there exist more functions
within the two interface layers.

_RPC Server Procs
'l?jPPDE

Core System

Figure 9.3: A diagrammatic view of the layer interactions for creating a relationship in the Chen Entity
Relationship Method

A tool in the application layer has issued a command to create a relationship
between two entities. At this point the tool may apply any semantic constraints of
its own .
. It then calls the upper level intetface function define relationship that accepts two
or more entities and other information such as the relationship's name and
description plus any other properties. This function, along with the other upper
level interface functions for this tool, have all been written by, for example, a
programmer responsible for enabling that tool to utilise '1\fT.PDE. At this point there
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is another opportunity for semantic checks to be performed.

It is, however,

unlikely that they would be different from those performed by the tool before the
interface function was called. It is easy to see that at least some of the burden for
checking semantic correctness could be moved from the application tool to the
upper interface layer. In this way the repository is supplying further services to the
tool.

Define relationship then calls the lower level interface functions define
connection and add part (to the connection), required to set up the connection.
These functions then call (via the RPC interface) their respective 'RJPPL'E functions
(rpl_define_connection and rpl_add_connection_end). It is at the lower level of the
interface that feedback from 'RJ'lXPL/E is encountered in the form of return codes.
If one of these functions detects and returns a fatal error condition then the
interface must ensure that integrity is preserved with respect to the Chen E-R
Modelling tooJl. In this case it requires backing out of the define connection
operation. This entails one of the following sets of actions:
(a) Return an error and do nothing else (case where connection define failed).
(b) Destroy connection and return an error (case where either of the connection end
adds has failed). Note we do not distinguish which connection end add failed.
We simply call the connection destroy function which automatically takes care
of removing all ends before destroying the connection.
Note that at the time the upper interface layer has received the fatal error
condition the core system has already taken the necessary steps to ensure model
integrity with respect to '1\l'lXJ!i./E. This approach provides a high level of semantic
integrity regards each tool's particular design information. In the case of the Chen
E-R Model, a small set of top level interface routines con_sisting of the basic Create,
Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) operations for domains, attributes, entities and
relationships are required. Many of the lower level interface capabilities need not be
echoed in the upper level, further hiding complexity.
If more powerful design methods are employed, more of the lower level
interface may need to be exposed, and accessed via the upper level, to provide the
functionality required by such tools.

9.5 An Example of Embedded QUEL
The following piece of code implements the function that adds an item to a
connection. The basic routine in all '1\/'lJ.YLC£ functions performing many different

1 'l(fPPL'E system integrity is maint.ainecl in all but the severest of errors (usually those arising from
internal consistency check rai lures, DB f\'1 S or machine crashes).
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functions is to check the validity of the passed arguments and then perform the
operation. This is followed in the function listed below. The functions this
function calls to perform these checking operations also used embedded QUEL to
query the database for the information they require. The rpl_ prefix (short for
ripple_) indicates a '1\f'lX]JL'E function that perfom1s a specific task. The rc_ (short
for ripple_check_) prefix indicates functions that pe1form specific checks.

/***************************************************************
Function Name
Parameters

rpl connection add
1 --int
number of connection to add part to
2 - int
number of part being added to

connection
Returns
Assumptions

3 - int
connection end concept class
TRUE if succeeds, -1 otherwise
None

This function adds an item to the definition of an already
existing connection. Its type does not need to be specified.

****************************************************************/
#4Fint rpl connection add(ident, addition, end_concept)
Hint ident, addition, end_concept;
4F#{
##int nurn items;
/* Check arguments */

if ( (rc validate db() == -1) I I
(rc-connection exists(ident) == -1) I I
(rc-connection-add(ident, addition, end_concept)
(rc=concept(end_concept) == -1))
return -1;

-1)

II

/* Check adding this item will not exceed item limit */
#4F retrieve ( nurn i terns = count (connection def. #part id
u- _where #connection-def. #parent-conn = ident_) )
-

if (rc nurn conn items(num items+ 1) == -1)
return =t; /* get the identifier for this connection end */

rpl_nextid ();
/* Append this new part to definition */
##
append connection def (#identifier = rpl next id,
##
parent conn = ident, ##
part _id = addition)
/* Add this to the methods inuse list */
if (rpl add to method(rpl next id, end_concept)
return -1; -

-1)

/* Record this in the histories of the connection and addition */
update_mh(ident, sprintf(msg, " 9os added to connection",
system object class names[rpl class of(ident)]),
addition);
update_mh(addition, "Added to connection", ident);

-II~-

return errno?-l:TRUE;
##}
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Chapter Ten: Conclusions
10.1 Fundamental Points of Project- A Recap
~IPPi/E

was conceived as an intelligent metadata repository designed to support

multiple design methods manipulating a model. 'R..fr.LXJ!i/E exists as a core metadata
management system in conjunction with a method definition system. Initially
~IPPi/E must be taught about the concepts and structures that a particular method
will expect it to store and manipulate. Once Method Definition has been used to
describe the structure of the information that 'R..lPPDE is to store and maintain, the
design database is set to begin storing model information.
The main aims and objectives of the 'R..fPPi/E project are:
•:•

Be method independent. 'R..fr.l}PDE should not be yet another CASE tool
supporting a fixed number of methods (Entity Relationship, Data Flow and
Process Decomposition). Instead it should be capable of supporting any
required methods.

•!• Provide information· sharing support between methods using '1\.[PPi/E.
•!• Be able to desctibe the repository requirements of a variety of methods, both
physical and semantic, to 'R...fr.lXJ!DE- Method Definition.

•!• An integrated, unified, repository- i.e. no physical or artificial partitioning
of the repository to make separate sections for separate tools.
•:• A fundamental repository conceptual model that is simple, yet contains the
power and expressibility required to support arbitrary method requirements.

•!• Provide repository support to tools and systems without having to include
the repository system within themselves. To this end provide an extensible
interface separate from the core system, but whicf:l communicates with it.
•:• Demonstrate that the aims and objectives, once realised, fit together and
perform in the way envisaged- demonstration of concept.
'1\.lPPi/E, proper, consists of a set of core functions and relations. Currently it is

implemented using embedded QUEL in C and a commercial relational database
platform (Ingres). An external interface using the Sun remote procedure call
libraries enables 'R..lPPDE to operate as a server executing requests from client tool
applications (which may be running on other machines).

10.2 Achievements
This project has achieved all the aims and objectives set out in chapter 1:

•!• 'R..lPPDE is independent of any particular method or method. There is no
one method, or set of rnethods, supported by 'RJPPDE to the exclusion of
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others. This feature is conspicuously absent in current CASE tools and
other similar systems discussed in Chapter One.

•!• A conceptual model featuring sirnplicity and elegance of design yet provides
the flexibility and power to underwrite the requirements of the 'R.JPPDE
repository system.

•!• Development of the Method Definition system used to describe methods to
the 'R]PPDE repository system.
•:•

Development of an external interface allowing systems to utilise the 'R]PPf./E
repository in a client/server arrangement. The interface is both flexible and
extensible allowing any required tool intetface to be incorporated simply and
easily into it.

•!• Well supported mechanism for infom1ation sharing between methods.
•!• Mediation of tool interactions.
•!• Demonstration that the concepts and ideas embodied by all parts of the
'R]PPifE repository system work together in a useful and achievable fashion

to attain the goals set for it.

10.3 Other Applications for 'l(IPPL'L
2(/PP£'£ is far from just a system to provide repository support to tools

implementing design methods. Its ability to define the structure of information it is
to store allows it to fulfil many other roles. In a broad sense, '.RJPP£'£ acts a
database management system. The structures of tables required for the database are
described to Method Definition and the core system manages data stored in them.
This is, however, no claim to fame. Database systems are capable of doing this,
and-more, with far greater efficiency. However, the facilities provided by Method

Definition and the flexibility of the application intetface lend themselves to other
tasks, some of which are briefly mentioned in the remainder of the section.

10.3.1 Method/Application Prototyping
2(/PP£'£ could provide excellent support to someone working on a new or variant

design method (also called meta-modelling). Using 'RJPP£'£, a tool written to
implement such a method need not concern itself with managing the database itself,
but could use '1(/PP£'£ to provide those services. Later, when finalised, the tool
could be extended to maintain its own design database. '1\f'lXJ!£'£ can also provide
semantic support and a platform for evaluating the behaviour of the new method
with other methods.
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In a slightly more generic examrle, '1(/'JAf>L'£ could be used in a similar fashion to
lend support to an application being prototyped. In prototyping an application
requiring database support, valuable time must be used to provide that database
support to it. If 'l(fPPL'E was used, the structures required could be described to

Method Definition. The interface code would be quite simple and quick to produce.
The end result is cheap and quick to produce database support for an application
prototype.

10.3.2 Impact Reporting & Repository Support for DBMSs
Databases are now in almost ubiquitous use.

From airline reservations to

supermarket stock inventories databases are used to store and maintain vast
volumes of information. More often than not, such databases do not have a static
structure. The existence of large numbers of Database Administrators (DBA) jobs
depend on it! However, modifying databases can be a tricky business. Deleting a
key attribute can have disastrous consequences- the least of which is the probable
loss of the DBA's job. Further, in the absence of knowledge about the structure of
that information, those consequences may not be apparent until the deed is done.
As the saying goes, shutting the gate after the horse has bolted is too late.
2\!PPL'E could provide a useful service by maintaining this information structure

- metadata! Proposed changes to the structure of the database could be made first
on the model maintained by 'l(JfL'PL'E. This allows the DBA to ascertain the changes
that will take place by examining areas that have been effected by the change.
Alternatively it could be the system providing repository support to a database
management system that would, itself, provide these facilities to the DBA.

10.3.3 Schema Integration and Data Exchange
A methodology for data schema integration in the Entity Relationship model is
described in [Bati83]. By storing the descriptions of the schemas being integrated
.'1(/PPDEcould provide support to schema integration tasks.
In a similar fashion, 'l(fPPL'E could provide support to applications converting
data (such as information stored in GIS systems) between different formats. Again
2\!PPL'E could store descriptions of the formats and via the information sharing and

concept mapping mechanisms aid the process of conversion

10.4 Possible Improvements and Extensions
Whilst this thesis has demonstrated the intrinsic benefits and advantages of the
approaches taken by 'l(fPJ>L'E, there are a number of improvements and extensions
that could be applied to it. Due to the constraints and time limits imposed by a
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thesis, not everything that would be nice to have in 'R..lPPL'E could be done.
Extensive and complete interface specifications and their implementations for a
variety of other useful methods may be implemented. Actual connections to real
tools could be set up.

Numerous smaller changes such as support for extra

abstraction mechanisms could be added to the 'R...f'PPL'E core system. While such
mechanisms would, in fact, be easily supported by the tools in question through
'R..IPPL'Eit is a more elegant solution if such support is supplied directly.
The following list describes a number of the larger improvements and extensions
that could be made to 'R..lP'J!L'E. In line with the 'R..JPPL'E's stated purpose of being a
research and teaching vehicle, some of these improvements would suit being the
subject of Honours or Stage 3 projects.

•!• More complete interfaces for methods interfacing with 'R..fPPL'E as well as
interfaces for actual design tools.

•!• Greater semantic control. An attractive method is to create semantic rules in
a simple language that manipulates 'R..IPPL'E core constructs. These rules
would then be interpreted and applied at run-time.
•:• Building more intelligence in the information sharing mechanisms. For
instance, the problem mentioned in section 7.2.4 regarding importing
connections could be researched to allow more freedom in sharing
connection based infmmation.

•!• A more comprehensive version management system for items stored in the
repository. This extended version management system would allow, among
other abilities, sets of items with particular versions to be created. Such a
set could specify the state or a snapshot of the model at a given point in time.
This allows the development state of the model to be recorded for releases of
software systems used for testing.

10.5 Concluding Remarks
In the course of developing 'R..FPPL'E a number of aims and objectives were
identified in Chapter One as being important in the design such a system. A layered
abstraction was developed to allow the expression of concepts in a wide range of
methods. From this abstraction, and the examination of a number of existing
methods, the design of the repository conceptual model was distilled. Once
formed, the conceptual model drove the design and construction of the 'R..IPPL'E
core repository system. In conjunction with the conceptual model this core system
provided the basis for the development of a method definition system allowing new
methods to be described to the repository. This was all topped off with the
construction of an extensible interface to allow other applications to use the
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repository services provided by

'f\/1~PL'£.

This interface allows 'R...f'lXFL'E to behave

as a repository server to a number of client tool applications. Interfaces may be
rapidly developed for an application removing the need for it to provide such a
system by itself.
At this point Toolset was designed and built to demonstrate the feasibility and
workability of 'R...f'lXFL'E. A number of methods were described to the system and a
simple model was created and manipulated. This system successfully demonstrated
the aims and objectives stated at the beginning of this thesis have been achieved.
It is hoped that the experience gained in the design and construction of 'l(fPPDE
can provide more than an academic curiosity. Flaws present in integrated CASE
toolsets, and other similar software design systems, have been redressed in
'RJPPL'E. Solutions to these problems, and the ways they were approached and

overcome may provide insights into improving other software and database design
systems. The implementation of '1(/P'PL'E in a portable fashion allows other
researchers to use this system.
In conclusion, 'R...fPPL'E· has proved to be a successful exercise in repository
design. Its power and flexibility provides a high degree of generic repository
support for tool applications requiring it.
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Appendix A : Glossary Of Terms
This appendix describes the tem1s and concepts used within this thesis.
In "information engineering" there are many common terms and concepts.
Some have different names and meanings given them by different researchers.
Depending on the context or researcher using them, some mean entirely different
things. Such overloading and impreciseness of terms can make it difficult to
establish a common terminology.
Note: The source of a terms' definition is included with the definition itself
where more than one exists for it. Typically the terms and definitions defined by
[Teor86] and [Date86b] are used.

Attribute

A property capable of storing a single atomic piece of
information. This is very similar to the relational idea of an
attribute.

Connection

A set of ·items 'connected' together.

Connections describe

relationships, or connectivity, between items. They are used to
describe, for example, relationships and Data Flow Diagram data
flows.

Connection End

A connection has a number of ends. Each end attaches to some
item, including it in the definition for that connection.

Data

The Oxford Reference Dictionary defines data as "Facts or
information used as a basis for inference or reckoning or
prepared for being processed by a computer". For instance,.
supplier "Smith" supplies the part "lOom light threaded stainless
steel bolt".

Domain

" ... a pool of values, from which one or more attdbutes draw
their values." f0ate86b l (pg. 235). This is very similar to the
relational idea of a domain.
domains.

fJ?JPP£./E only caters for simple

Composite domains are implicitly created by

af?f?(ef?atinR attributes (not domains) into objects.
Domain Part

A sub-structure making part of a domain's definition. Three
types of domain parts exist- simple, enumerated and abstract.
Simple domain parts define ranges of values.

Enumerated

domain parts explicitly enumerate sets of values.

Abstract

domain parts are actually domains proper but which are used as
part of another domains definition.
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Identifier

Every item, including methods, stored by :1\fPPL'E is assigned a
system wide unique identifier. This identifier is unique and is
shared by no other item in a model database.
Data about the structure of, that describes, or characterises data.

Metadata

Eg. "Suppliers supply Parts".
Data about the structure of metadata.

M eta-metadata

Eg. "Chen Entity

Relationship relationships may have (1:1), (l:N), & (M:N)
cardin ali ties ".

Meta-meta-metadata Data about the structure of meta-metadata.

Eg. "Entity

Relationship and Data Flow methods have common information:
E-R entities may be used as data flowing along a data flow in a
Data Flow Diagram".

Method

A generic term for the method or application used to manipulate
or view model information stored within a 'l?JPPL'E model
database.. Entity Relationship, Data Flow and dependency
analysis tools implement examples of what 'l(JPPL'E considers
'methods'.

Method Definition

The description of a method in terms of the concepts and
constructs it manipulates. Attributes, entities and relationships
are concepts (of the Chen E-R Model among others). Abstraction
of attributes is the way the methods build entities. A method
definition also describes the manner in which other methods may
import items created by this method.

Model

The description of a problem or design stored by P.JPPL'E. It
may be a set of Entity Relationship diagrams, Data Flow
diagrams, process decomposition diagrams etc... All of these
may exists at the same time in the same :1\[PPL'E model database.

Modification History
A set of entries describing the evolution over time (from creation
until destruction) of an item stored by :1\fPPL'E in a model
database.

Object

A set of items abstracted together via an abstraction mechanism.
Entity Relationship entities are stored as a 'l(JPPL'E objects.

Aggregation, collection, generalisation and subset hierarchy
abstraction mechanisms may be used.
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Object Class

An object class is used to denote attribute, domain, domain part,
object and connection classes of items stored in a model database.
Methods are also considered to be an object class by 'R.]'lXJ!£/E. A
fm1her class of items is also recognised- connection ends. This
is, however, completely transparent to methods using the system.

Relation

A relation as used by relational databases. 'l(!PP£./E uses the
relational Ingres database system to store information. Model
infmmation is stored in relations in an Ingres database.

Repository

The Oxford Reference Dictionary defines a repository as
"Receptacle, place where things are stored or may be found." In
the infmmation engineering context, a repository is a place where
design information may be stored, retrieved from and
manipulated by design tools.

Semantics

" ... the study of the relationships between signs and symbols and
what they represent ... "- Collins concise English Dictionary.
The rules governing how and when operations may be performed
upon objects being manipulated. See also semanticist- one who
studies semantics.

Unlink (of an item) When a method wishes to discontinue using an item it removes it
from its inuse list. The item is not deleted, it is simply no longer
recorded as being used by that method. Thus the item has been
unlinked from it. The method may, in the future, re-add this item
to its inuse list if it still exists in the repository.

The following are definitions of the abstraction mechanisms used by 'R.]'lXJ!£/E to
create objects from other items. These abstraction principles are used in the sense
ofTeorey, Yang and Fry [Teor861.

. t
A ggregatwn

Aggregation is the construction of an object by the explicit
combination of a number of other items.

Generalisation t

Generalisation of a class of objects in order to hide the individual
differences between them.

For instance generalising the set

{Dogs, Cats, Elephants} to Animals.

t

A detailed explanation and examples ol' these types or abstraction may be found in section 3.6.2.
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Note: The sets being generalised are mutually exclusive. This is
a consequence of using an attribute to differentiate between the
generalised items.

Subset Hierarch/

Similar to a generalisation but a deals with items that are subsets
of some other set. For instance the set people fmm a super set of
the subsets {Male People, Female People, Student People,
Worker People, Retiree! People ... }.
Note: These subsets are not mutually exclusive.
analogous to Pascal (tagged) variant records.
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They are

Appendix B : 1\__IPPL'E Core System Relation Structure
B.l Introduction
This first section of this appendix contains a complete set of Extended Entity
Relationship diagrams for the '1\.l'PPfJ£ core system. The second section of this
appendix describes the relations used to store information in the 'l(fPPf./E core
system. Each relation is described by a table, the structure of which is as follows:
Each table has three columns. The first states the name of the attribute. If this is
italicised (e.g. Identifier) then the attribute is a primary key. The second column
contains the QUEL type of this attribute. The letter indicates the type (i =integer, c
=character string, f =floating point and date= date field). The number indicates
the attributes' size. For integers and character strings this is the number of bytes
used to represent it. Floating point types are either 4 or 8 byte representations while
QUEL dates have a fixed fom1at.

B.2 Extended Entity Relationship Representation
B.2.1 Introduction
This section provides a diagrammatic representation of the core relation structures in
'l(JPP.f./E. Extended Entity Relationship (EER) diagrams have been used to provide
this representation.
Presenting the entire structure as a single diagram has proven very difficult. To
facilitate reader understanding this structure has been split into a number of smaller
diagrams. Descriptions of entities used within this section may be found in
Ap-pendix D.,

B.2.2 Attributes & Domains
Attributes have a domain from which they draw their values. These in turn consist
of domain parts (simple, enumerated or abstracted). Simple domain parts may have
constraints _placed on them such as "value less than or equal to 19". Enumerated
domain parts consist of a set of values. This set of values either defines the values
within the enumeration or those not within it. An abstracted domain part is, in fact,
just another domain. These allow complex domain definition hierarchies to be built
(an examples of which may be found in section 3.6.1.2). Figure B.2.1 describes
their structure in '1\.f1XJ!L'E.

-

1~4-

~

;n\

Domain ~·~A----HII Simple j Abstracted
Constraint ''-'

Enumeration
value

,--------,

Enumerated

1-J--___J

Figure 8.2.1: EER representation of the domain structure in 'JIJPPL'E

B.2.3 Objects
Objects are created by applying an abstraction mechanism to a set of items stored in
the repository. A more detailed explanation of how objects are created may be
found in section 3.6.2. Th~ set of concepts that may be involved in a particular
abstraction are specified in crn_ol~ject. The structure of the object sub-system is
shown in figure B.2.2.

I

Object

HII---------Po~4

Object Parts

u

I

Figure 8.2.2: EER representation of the object structure in 'l(fPPL'E

B.2.4 Names
All items stored by 'RJ'l>PfJE have an identifier, name and a description filed with
'

them. Names are filed in a separate relation, called names. This relation is used to
make life easier in the 'R..f'lXJ>f/£ core machinery. Although the name and description
may be changed, an identifier stays with the item for its entire lifetime and may not
be changed. The relationship of names to nameable items in <J?.,[PPL'E is shown in
figure B.2.3.
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( Item Base Class)

7/V,~

I Attribute IIDomain I

Simple
Domain
Part

Enumerated
Domain
Part

IMethod IIObject I Connection I

Figure 8.2.3: EER representation of names and its relationship to other named entities in
'lU'f'l' L 'f.

B.2.5 Connections
Connections may connect any set of items stored by 'R..fPPI./E. The types of items
that may be connected by a particular connection concept are specified in the method
definition (discussed in detail in Chapter Five). A connection consists of the
connection per se, and a description of the items participating in the connection (see
figure B.2.4).

IConnection IHI-------+:OK-11 Connection End I

u

IAttribute II Domain II Object II Connection I~
Figure 8.2.4: EER representation of connection structure in 'RJPPL'E.

B.2.6 Which method uses which items?
An item may be imported, and used in other methods in the repository. The

method_ids entity, shown in figure 8.2.5, is used to record which methods are
using which items.
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Method_ids

(

Item Identifier )

7/li,~

I Attribute II Domain I

Simple
Domain
Part

Enumerated
Domain
Part

I Method II Object II

Connection

I

Figure 8.2.5: EER representation of method_ids in 'l(fPPL'E.

B.2.7 Information Sharing
Methods can grant permissions to other methods to import instances of concepts
that they manipulate. Methods both grant, and receive, these permissions.
I
I

Granted to
Is GrantGcl

v

Grants
Granted By

v

~

Import
Permission

Method
I

I

Figure 8.2.6: EER representation of relationship of import permissions and
methods.

B.2.8 Modification Histories
Eve~ry

item stored by '1\lP'PL'E has a modification history recorded for it. This

history tracks all changes made to an item. Figure B.2.7 shows its relationship
with other entities in '1\[PPDE. Though not shown in Figure B.2.7, all relationships
between the Modification History entity and the other entities in the diagram are
mutually exclusive.

Enumerated Domain Part
Figure 8.2.7: EER representation of 'liJ'PI'L'L: modification histories.
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B.2.9 Method Definition Structures
These structures are responsible for storing meta-metadata- the descriptions of
methods being used to manipulate the design model.

cm_object_construct

The attribute, domain, object and connection entities are used in most of the
diagrams shown above. These all have a (1 : 1) relationship with the concept entity
shown in figure B.2.8. It is through this relationship that constraints are placed on
what may be done with particular concepts.
For instance, assume there exist two concepts (A & B) both based on the
2\/PPDE object concept. We may state that an instance of concept A may be used to

construct an instance of concept 8, but that we may not use an instance of concept
B to construct an instance also of concept B.
This is not obvious from many of these diagrams as they deal with 1([PP£/E base
concepts. It becomes apparent when the structure of figure B.2.7 and the entity
structures described in Appendix 8.3 are studied.
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B.3 Entity Structures & Descriptions
The following entity descriptions contain comma separated entries comprising their
attributes. Those depicted in italics are key attributes. Secondary key attributes are
underlined. All primary and foreign keys are rRJPP£/E identifiers of other items
stored in the system.
Method_IDs

(Method, Identifier, Class, Concept ID)

Names

(Name, Type, Identifier, Based On)

Attribute

(!dentl/Zer, Name, Desctiption, Domain, Flags,
Meta Class)

Domain

(ldent{f/.er, Name, Description, Operator, Consistent,
MetaClass)

Domain Part

(Identifier, Part ID, Part_Type)

Simple Domain Part

(ldent!f/.er, Name, Description, Base_Type,
Base_Type_Size, MetaClass)

Domain Constraint

(ldent(fi:er, Type, Value)

Enumerated Domain Part (!dent{fier, Name, Description, Base_Type,
Base_Type_Size, Constraint_Type, MetaClass)
Enumeration Value

(fdent(jier, Part, Value)

Object

(ldent(fier, Name, Description, Abstraction_Type, Flags,
Reference, MetaClass)

Object Part

(Identifier, Part_Type, Part ID)

Connection

(Identifier, Name, Description, MetaClass)

Connection End

(Identifier, Part, Part ID, Concept)

Modification History

(Identifier, Nwnher, Mod_By, Mod_Date, Description,
Reference)

Method

(I dent!fier, Name, Description, Creator_N a me,
Crerlted_ When, Last_Modified, In Use)

Concept

(Identifier, Name, Description, Base_Concept, POID)

cm_object

(Identifier, Ab types)

cm_object_construct

(ldenr{fier, Ah_type, Concepts)

cm_connection

(I dent(fier, degree)

cn1_conn_conn_end

(Conn_ Concept, End_ Concept)

- llt) -

cm_conn_end

(ldenr((ier, End Concepts)

Import_pennissi on

(MethodJrom, ConceptJrom, Method_to, Concept_to)
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Appendix C : Concept Detnonstration Methods
C.l Introduction
This appendix contains a number of screen snaps from the Method Definition
system that show all the items present in each of the methods manipulating the
demonstration model. They are included here for completeness and to improve
clarity in Chapter Eight.
The definitions of the three methods in question are by no means complete. In
some places extra import permissions, concept properties and the like could have
been included. However, as they serve only to demonstrate the capabilities of the
']ijPPDEMethod definition system and Toolset tool applications completeness is not
necessary.

C.2 Chen E-R Method Method Definition Components
Figure C.l shows all the domains within in the Chen E-R method definition.
The domains cm_domain* are domains created by 'R..f'l)PDE during particular parts
of the method definition. The first is used to describe which method concepts may
take part in the construction of a Chen E-R entity (i.e. attributes). The second is
used describe how ends of Chen E-R relationships may connect to instances of
other method concepts (i.e. entities).

Domains in Method Definition

Description

Nome

c

CER ReiEnd Description
CER reI ali onsh i p degree
Cardinality values domain
Key type values
cm-domain29
cm_domain33

Create(!)

ln.port<2)

Op Con

CER Rei End Descriptions ore 250 £horocter s
HoI ds the ol Iowed degree values for re Iali o
Cardinality value for the connection betwee
Values for key type of attributes. Types a
cm_objecl_construct abstractoble concepts h
cm_conn-end attachable concepts holder (dom

Edit<3)

Delele(4)

Find(S)

Heip(PF4)

0 1m
I Yes
I · Yes
I Yes
I Yes
I Yes
I Yes

>

Figure C.1: Chen E-R method definition meta-metadata domains.
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Figure C.2 shows all the attributes created in the Chen E-R method definition.
The End cardinality attribute and CER description from end attributes could also be
shared by the Extended E-R method.

Attributes Present In Method

Domain Nome

Attribute Nome

c

CER Description from end
End Cardinality

Create(1)

lmporl(2)

Edit(3)

CEA Re!End Description
Cardinality values domain

Delete(4)

Find(5)

Help<PF4)

>

Figure C.2: Chen· E-R method definition meta-metadata attributes.

Figure C.3 shows all objects created in the Chen E-R method definition. The no
properties object is shared with the Extended E-R and Data Flow models. This
object is used as the Property 0/~ject for all concepts not having properties. Objects
whose names end in POJD are used as property objects for the method concept
referred to in their descliption.

Objects in Method Definition

Oeser i pt ion

Name

c

CER Relationship End POlO CER Relationship End POlO
CER Relationship Foreign List of attributes in the entity at this en
No Properties
Voni I Ia object for concepts with no propert

Create(1)

lmport<2>

EdltC3)

Delete(4)

Find(5)

HelpCPF4)

>

Figure C.3: Chen E-R method definition meta-metadata objects.
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Figure C.4 shows all concepts created in the Chen E-R method definition.

Concepts In This Method

Oeser i p ti on

Concept Name

c

Chen ERH domain
Chen ERH entity
Chen ERH relationship

Create(!)

lmportC2)

Describes Chen ERM domain concept
Describes Chen ERH entity concept
Describes Chen ERM relationship concept

EdltC3)

DeieleC4)

Flnd(5)

HelpCPF4)

>

Figure C.4: Chen E-R method definition concepts.

Figure C.5 shows all import permissions created in the Chen E-R method
definition. These permissions cover concepts in both the Extended E-R and Data
Flow methods.

Method Import Permissions
Current Method: Chen Entity RelationshiP-'-----------Permissions List
Orininating Concept

New Local Concept

Importing Method

Chen ERM attribute
Extended Entity Relations
Chen ERM entity
Extended Entity Relations
Chen ERM relationship
Extended Entity Relations
Chen ERM relationship end Extended EnliJ?LReialions
c@j#il1Gmlli1m 111 t 'i'l\t:DiUl:!MF.f!'i:~WWep

Create< 1)

DeleteC2)

Flnd(3)

HeipCPF4>

Extended
Extended
Extended
Extended

ERH
ERH
ERM
ERM

attribute
CER entity
CER relation
CER relation

rEO CIHI•ibute --

EndCPF3)

Figure C.5: Chen E-R method definition import permissions.
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C.3 Extended E-R Method Method Definition Components
Figure C.6 shows all attributes created in the Extended E-R method definition.
As with the Chen E-R method, the cm_domain* domains relate to object
construction and connection specification for relationships. Domains Cardinality

values domain and Key type values have been imported from the Chen E-R method
definition.

Domains in Method Definition

Nome

Oeser i p ti on

Op Con

c

Cardinal lty values domain Cardinality value for the connection betwee
EER Membership Closs Valu Membership classes for connections between
EER ReiEnd Description
EER ReiEnd Description ore 250 character st
EER relationship degree
Holds the allowed degree values
Extended Entity Abstrocti Holds the ol lowed abstraction types for Ext
Key type values
Values for key type of attributes. Types a
cm-domain101
cm_object-eonstruct abstractoble concepts h
cm-domoln103
cm_object-eonstruct obstractable concepts h
cm-domoln105
cm_object-eonstruct obstractable concepts h
cm-domain109
· cm_conn-end attachable concepts holder (dom
cm_.domo In 111
cm_conn-end attachable concepts holder (dom
cm_.domain97
cm-ebject-eonstruct obstractable concepts h
cm_.domoin99
cm_object-eonstruct obstractable concepts h

Creote(1>

lmport<2>

Edit(3)

Delele(4)

Find<S>

Help(PF4>

lm

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

>

Figure C.6: Extended E-R method definition meta-metadata domains.

Figure C.7 shows all attributes created in the Extended E-R method definition.
Note the use of the Cardinality values domain imported from the Chen E-R method.

Attributes Present In Method

Altr i bu te Name

Domain Nome

E

EER Description from end
EER End Cardinality
EER Membership Closs

Create(!)

lmport<2>

Edil(3)

EER ReiEnd Description
Cardinality values domain
EER Membership Closs Valu

Delete(4)

Find<S>

Help(PF4)

>

Figure C.7: Extended E-R method definition meta-metadata attributes.
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Figure C.8 shows all objects created in the Extended E-R method definition.
The No properties object is shared by all methods and is used as a Property Object
for concepts with no properties. Objects whose names end in POID are used as
property objects for the method concept referred to in their description.

Objects in Method Definition

Description

Name
E

EER Relationship End POID EER Relationship End POID
EER Relationship Foreign Foreign keys for entity a\ this end of rela
No Properties
Vani I Ia object for concepts with no propert

Create(1) ·lmport<2>

EdH<3>

Delete<4>

Flnd(5)

Help<PF4>

>

Figure C.8: Extended E-R method definition meta-metadata objects.

Figure C.9 shows all concepts created in the Extended E-R method definition.
The Extended ERM CER Entity and Extended ERM CER Relationship concepts are
used as mirror concepts to allow Chen E-R relationships to be imported into the
Extended E-R method without violating constraints such as those regarding
relationship degree (discussed in section 7 .2.5).

Concepts In This Method

Concept Name

Description

E · t.erodo.::d EF;II CEFI et·ot..l to.J : IJ¥t§WIM=«m®13$1i§KJW@M§Ddibi4§WIM

Extended
Extended
Extended
Extended
Extended

Create <I>

ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM

CER relation
attribute
domain
entity
relationship

Describes
Describes
Describes
Describes
Describes

Extended
Extended
Extended
Extended
Extended

ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM
ERM

relationship concept brough
attribute concept
domain concept
entity concept
relationship concept

Import<2 > Ed i t<3 > De I ete<4 > F Ind(5 > He Ip<PF4 > >

Figure C.9: Extended E-R method definition meta-metadata concepts.
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Figure C.lO shows all import permissions created in the Extended E-R method
definition.

These allow the Chen E-R and Data Flow methods to share its

attributes. Other permissions which could have been created would also allow
Extended E-R domains to be shared by the two other methods.

Method Import Permissions
Current Method: Extended Entity RelationshiP-___________________
Permissions List
Orininating Concept

Importing Method

New Local Concept

Chen Entity Relationship

IF'[I "at t.t··i bute
Chen EBM attribute

E

Extended EBM attribute

Create(!)

Delete(2)

Fl~d<3>

Help<PF4>

EndCPF3>

Figure C.1 0: Extended E-R method definition meta-metadata import permissions.

C.4 Data Flow Method Method Definition Components
Figure C.ll shows all domains created in the Data Flow method definition. As
with the two Entity Relationship methods, the cm_domain* domains relate to object
construction and connection specification for data flows.

Domains in Method Definition

Name

Oeser i p t ion

Op Con

D

DFD Degree
DFD Flow End Description
DFD Process Number
DFD external entity type
DFD source process number
cm.J:!omaln64
cm.J:!omain66
cm_.domain68
cm.J:!omaln70
cm_.domain74

Create(!)

lmport<2>

Holds the allowed number of processes etc t
DFD Flow End Description Domain
DFD Process Number Values Domain
External entity type values <source and sin
DFD source process number value domain
cm_objecl_conslrucl abslraclable concepts h
cm_object_construct abslractable concepts h
cm_object_construct abstractable concepts h
cm_object_construct abstractable concepts h
cm_conn-end attachable concepts holder Cdom

Edit(3)

Delete(4)

Find(5)

II lm
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Help<PF4)

Figure C.11: Data Flow method definition meta-metadata domains.
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

All attributes created in the Data Flow method definition.
Note: The description of DFD destination process should read "DFD destination
process number".

Attributes Present In Method

Attribute Name

Domain Name

D

I!Jif(!Uti\D'®IIW§IIImlm:l
DFD external entity type
DFD Process Number
DFD source process number
DFD source process number

DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD

Create( 1>

External Entity Type
Process Number
destination process
source process

I mport<2)

Ed ll(3)

De Ie te(4)

F i nd(5)

He Ip<PF4)

>

Figure C.12: Data Flow method definition meta-metadata attributes.

Figure C.13 shows all objects created in the Data Flow method definition.
Objects whose names end in PO! D are used as property objects for the method
concept referred to in their description.

Objects in Method Definition

Name

Oeser i p lion

D

DFD Data Flow POlO
DFD External Entity POlO
DFD Process POlO
DFD flowing data
DFD subprocesses
No Proper l i es

Creote(l)

lmport<2>

Edit(3)

DFD Data Flow POID
DFD External Entity POlO
DFD Process POlO
Holds alI the data flowing along a data flo
Holds alI the processes that this process e
Vani I Ia object for concepts with no properl

Delete(4)

Find(5)

Help<PF4>

>

Figure C.13: Data Flow method definition meta-metadata objects.
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Figure C.14 shows all concepts created in the Data Flow method definition. The
DFD data flow data concept is used in a similar manner as an E-R entity. It allows
groupings of data moving along a flow to be constructed. Many such groupings
may be stored as a data flows' properties.

Concepts In This Method

Concept Name

Oeser i p t ion

D

DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD

data flow
data flow data
domain
external entity
file store
process

Creaie(1>

lmport(2)

Describes
Describes
Describes
Describes
Describes
Describes

Edit<3)

DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD

data flow concept
data flow data concept
domain concept
external entity concept
fi ie_store concept
process concept

Delete(4)

Flnd(5)

Help<PF4)

>

Figure C.14: Data Flow method definition meta-metadata domains.

Figure C.15 shows all import permissions created in the Data Flow method
definition. Other permissions that could be added would allow the two Entity
Relationship methods to import domains created in the Data Flow method.
Method lmporl Permissions
Current Method: Data Flow Diagr._,o,.,m,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Permissions List
Orininating Concept
D

DFD attribute

Creoie(1)

Delete(2)

Importing Method

Hew Local Concept

~&N:m:mri®Lmdi'ffil

Extended Entity Relations Extended ERM attribute

Find(3)

Help(PF4>

End(PF3)

Figure C.15: Data Flow method definition meta-metadata import permissions.

~
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Appendix D : Concept Detnonstration Model
D .1 Introduction
This appendix contains a number of screen snaps from the Toolset application
showing view seen by each of the methods manipulating the demonstration model.
They are included here for completeness and to improve clarity in Chapter Eight.
The demonstration model presented in Chapter Eight is by no means a detailed
one. Obviously the fragments shown would exist as part of a larger whole perhaps an information system operated by an engineering parts supplier to keep
track of their business. However, this is intended only as a simple demonstration
model and has been kept correspondingly small and simple.

D.2 Chen E-R View of Demonstration Model
Figure D.l shows all domains present in the Chen E-R method. While all of the
attributes that use these domains have been been imported into the Extended E-R
method and some have been imported into the Data Flow method, none of the
domains here has been imported into either of the other methods.

Chen ERM domains in mode I.

-------------------------Name

Oeser i p ti on

Op Con

Company car types
Employee Ages
Employee names
Employee numbers

Type of company car manager drives
Ages of employees
Names of employees
ldenti fying numbers for employees

u
u
u
u
u

~Wwmf,WJ~ff I es
Part Quant I U es
Part costs
Part descriptions
Part names
Part numbers
Shipment Quantities
Shipment numbers
Supp I i er names
Supplier numbers
Create(1)

I mport<2)

M

~lo~arles
~m&¥M

!l 1m

u Yes
u Yes

Quanti ties of parts
Costs of ports
Part descriptions domain
Part names domain
Identifying numbers for parts
Quantities parts in shipments
ldenti fying numbers for shipments
Supp I i er names dorroa in
ldenli fying numbers for supp I i ers
Edit(3)

Delele(4)

Find(5)

Help<PF4)

Figure 0.1: All domains in the Chen E-R method.
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

u
u
u
u

u
u
u
)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Figure D.2 shows all the attributes created in the Chen E-R method. A large
number of these attributes have been imported by the Extended E-R and Data Flow
methods.

Chen ERM atlribules in model.

Domain

Name

cMmHI#XI'f¥"'t1il%f!@ D:Dtlii@IU»J#&i

Employee Age
Employee Name
Employee Number
Employee Type
Employee Union
Part Description
Part Name
Part Number
Part Quanti ty
Part cost
Salary
Shipment Number

Create(1)

lmport(2)

Edit(3)

Employee Ages
Employee names
Employee numbers
Employee types
Union names
Part descriptions
Parl names
Parl numbers
Part Quanti ties
Part costs
Employee salaries
Shipment numbers

View Propertles(4)

Delete(5)

>

Figure 0.2: All attributes in the Chen E-R method.

Figure D.3 shows all the entities created in the Chen E-R model. All of these
entities were imported into the Extended E-R model while the Data Flow model
created its own data flow data objects from attributes it imported from this method.

Chen ERM entitys in model.

Name

Oeser i p ti on

E

Manager
Parts en ti ty
Shipment of parts
Supplier of parts
Worker

Manager
Port
Shipment
Supplier
Worker

Create< 1> lmport<2>

Edlt<3>

Delete<4>

Flnd(5)

Help<PF4)

Figure 0.3: All entities in the Chen E-R method.
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>

Figure D.4 shows all the relationships created in the Chen E-R model. All of
these relationships, bar Employee/Manap,er and Employee/Worker are imported by
the Extended E-R method.

Chen ERM relationships in model.

Name

Description

E

Employee/Worker
Shipment/Port
Supplier/Employee
Supplier/shipment

Create(1>

lmporH2>

An employee may be a worker
Shipment contains port
Supplier employs employees
Suppl ler ships shipment

Edlt(3)

Delete(4)

Find(S)

Help<PF4)

>

Figure 0.4: All relationships in the Chen E-R method.

D.3 Extended E-R View of Demonstration Model
Figure D.5 shows all the domains in the Extended E-R method. As can be seen
this list is empty! The reason for this is that the Extended E-R method has imported
all its attributes from the Chen E-R method. It has not, however, imported the
attributes' domains, nor have these domains been imported as a consequence of
importing the attributes.

Extended ERM domains in model.

Name

Op Con

Description

I-

Create(1)

lmport<2>

Edit(3)

Delete(4)

Flnd(S)

Help(PF4>

>

Figure 0.5: All domains in the Extended E-R method.
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Figure D.6 shows all the attributes in the Extended E-R method. All of these
attributes have been imported from the Chen E-R method.

Extended ERM attributes in model.

Name

Domain

cW&IIDU!Ui~

DJJmiNtiUJ&*'

Employee Age
Employee Name
Employee Number
Employee Type
Employee Union
Part Description
Part Name
Part Number
Part cost
Salary
Shipment Number
Supp I i er Name

Create<1>

lmport<2>

Edlt<3>

Employee Ages
Employee names
Employee numbers
Employee types
Union names
Part descriptions
Part names
Part numbers
Part costs
Employee salaries
Shipment numbers
Supplier names

VIew Propertles<4>

Delete(5)

>

Figure 0.6: All attributes in the Extended E-R method.

Figure D.7 shows all the entities created in the Extended E-R method. Only one
is shown as this method has imported the other entities it needs from the Chen E-R
method. These are shown in figure 0.8.

Extended ERM enti tys in model.

Name

Create(1)

Description

lmport<2>

Edlt<3>

Delete(4)

Find(5)

Help(PF4)

>

Figure 0.7: All entities in the Extended E-R method.
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Figure D.8 shows all the entities imported by the Extended E-R method from the
Chen E-R method.

Extended ERM CER enli lys in model.

Name

Oeser i p lion

E

Manager
Part
Shipment
Supplier
Worker

Create( I>

Manager
Par ls en li ty
Shipment of parts
Supplier of parts
Worker

lmport<2)

Ed I t<3>

Delete<4>

Flnd(5)

Help<PF4>

>

Figure 0.8: All entities in the Extended E-R method imported from the Chen E-R method.

Figure D.9 shows all the relationships created in the Extended E-R method.
None is present as this method has imported all the relationships it needs from the
Chen E-R method (shown in figure 0.1 0).

Extended ERM relationships in model.

Name

Create(1)

Description

lmporl(2)

Edit(3)

Delete<4>

Flnd(5)

Help<PF4)

>

Figure 0.9: All relationships in the Extended E-R method.
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Figure D.lO shows all the relationships imported by the Extended E-R method
from the Chen E-R method.

Extended ERM CER relationships in model.

Name

Oeser i p t ion

S~ment/Part

~~t contains ~art

Supplier/shipment

Supp I i er ships shipment

s

UM:mlf!O:ii±Mlll!!!lM

Create(!)

lmport<2>

Edlt(3)

~~mm•e•

Delete(4)

Flnd(5)

Help(PF4)

>

Figure 0.10: All relationships in the Extended E-R method imported from the Chen E-R
method.

D.4 Data Flow View of Demonstration Model
Figure D.ll shows all domains created in the Data Flow method. Domains of
attributes imported from the Chen E-R method are not shown as they are not
imported as a consequence of importing these attributes.

DFD domains in model.

Name

s

Status messages

Create(1)

lmporl(2)

Oeser i p ti on

Op Con

Status messages returned by report status

U Yes

Edil<3)

Delete(4)

Find(5)

Help(PF4)

>

Figure 0.11: All domains in the Data Flow method.
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Figure D.12 shows all attributes present in the Data Flow method. All the Part
attributes have been imported from the Chen E-R model. The Status attributes have
been created in the Data Flow method.

DFD attributes in model.

Create<1>

Name

Domain

PWjll@)§ijt:UM@Q!Jf@§f'f'l
Part Name
Part Number
Part cost
Status code
Status message

Part names
Part numbers
Part costs
Status Codes
Status messages

Jmporl<2>

Edlt(3)

D&M\.'IMG&

View Properties<4>

Delete<S>

>

Figure D.12: All attributes in the Data Flow method.

Figure D.13 shows all the data flow objects in the Data Flow method. These
have all been created in this method.

DFD data flow dalas In model.

Name

Oeser i pt ion

A

Created part result
New part detai Is
Status message

Create(!)

Jmporl(2)

Result of creating new part <status and new
New part detal Is entered by clerk
Status messgae reported bock to data ebtry

Edit(3)

Delete(4)

Flnd<S>

Help<PF4)

>

Figure D.13: All data flow data in the Data Flow method.
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Figure D.13 shows all the processes in the Data Flow method.
DFD processs in model.

Name

Oeser i pt ion

A

~~Mmm&i&i§l&l,di@MMJ&i0

Creole new part
Report slalus
Val Idate Part Delai Is

Creoles the new port In the ports file
Report the status of the create new part op
Val Idales detoi Is of part typed in by data

Create(!)

lmport(2)

Edlt(3)

Delete(4)

Flnd(5)

Help(PF4)

>

Figure D. i 4: All processes in the Data Flow method.

Figure D.13 shows all

th~

external entities in the Data Flow method.

DFD external entilys in model.

Name

Description

c

Create(!)

lmport(2)

Edll<3>

Delele(4)

Flnd(5)

Help<PF4)

Figure D. i 5: All external entities in the Data Flow method.
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Figure D.13 shows all the file stores in the Data Flow method.

OFO file stores in model.

Name

Oeser i p t ion

p

Create(!)

lmport(2)

Edit(3)

Delete(4)

Find(5)

Help<PF4)

Figure D. i 6: All file stores in the Data Flow method.

Figure D.13 shows all the data flows in the Data Flow method.

OFO data flows in model.

Name

Oeser ipt ion

A

Clerk/Val I date Part
Creal New Part/Parts File
Create New Part/Report St
Parts Fl le/Asslgn Part Nu
Parts File/Validate Part
Report Status/Clerk
Validate Part/Assign Part
Validate Pert/Clerk

Create(!)

lmport(2)

Edit(3)

Flow carrying part detai Is typed in by cler
Create new part process writes details ofne
Create new part processes status code of cr
Assign Part Number process scans parts fl le
Validate Part process scans parts file look
Report any error or status message from ere
Flow carrying validated part detai Is to pro
Flow carrying error message to clerk if val

Oelete(4)

Find(5)

Help(PF4)

Figure D.17: All data flows in the Data Flow method.
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